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Abstract— The fundamental step in content based video 
retrieval is shot boundary detection.  This step is essential for 
characterizing videos in any video processing system.  Reliable 
detection of shots in videos is still a challenging issue.  In this 
work, we address  automatic detection of abrupt shots in video 
sequences.  We have proposed a method termed as Midrange 
LBP (MRLBP), which enhances the discriminative capability of  
basic LBP.  Each frame of a video is processed to extract LBP 
histogram values based on midrange statistics for its description.  
A dissimilarity measure is applied on the feature vectors of 
adjacent frames and the distance values obtained are used for 
shot detection process using adaptive threshold approach.  To 
check the efficacy of the proposed method, we carried out 
experiments on a subset of standard video data set TRECVID 
2001. The results obtained by the proposed approach outperform 
the existing shot boundary detection algorithms in terms of 
different performance measures.   

Keywords— Adaptive Threshold; Dissimilarity Measure; 
Euclidean; Local Binary Patterns; Midrange; Shot boundary 
Detection; Video Analysis. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The enormous growth in multimedia and internet 
technologies, along with the availability of huge capacity 
digital storage devices has led to the creation of vast video 
digital libraries.  The tremendous repositories of videos 
pertaining to several applications, demand for efficient 
approaches for automatic indexing, browsing and retrieving 
the contents of video.  "A shot is sequence of interrelated 
frames captured by single camera between start and stop 
operation". Partitioning video into smaller units is known as 
Shot Boundary Detection (SBD) and is an essential task in any 
video processing application. Shot boundaries can be 
categorized as abrupt and gradual transitions.  Abrupt 
transitions are rapid transitions from one shot to its 
consecutive shot.  Gradual transition occurs over multiple 
frames and can be classified as fade-in, fade-out, dissolves and 
wipes.  Several approaches have been reported in literature for 
abrupt cut detection.  In recent years, considerable attempts 
have been made by researchers to develop efficient gradual 
transition techniques.  Numerous challenges of shot boundary 
detection and extensive review of several techniques are 
presented in [1, 2].  Several approaches based on pixel-by-
pixel comparison [3,4,5], histogram differences [6,7], edge 
based [8], motion based [9,10], approaches have been 
proposed. Also, sliding window based [5,11], graph 
partitioning method [12] are able to detect different types of 
gradual transitions.   

Methods for SBD first extract visual features and then 
measure similarities/dissimilarities between frames.  Many 
visual features are studied as the base for video structural 
analysis.  Visual features contain relevant information of an 
image and can be categorized as color, edge, texture etc. Some 
of the color based features are color histograms, color 
moments and color correlograms.  Some of the limitations of 
using color features in video partitioning include, problems of 
illumination variation and motion-induced false alarm [13].  
"Edge features are more invariant to illumination changes than 
color histograms" [8].  Hence, edge based methods have been 
used to overcome the problem of invariance to illumination 
and motion.  Another important powerful feature used by 
various computer vision and pattern recognition applications is 
texture feature.  The most commonly used texture methods are 
Local Binary Patterns (LBP), Gray Level Co-occurrence 
Matrix (GLCM), Gabor Filters and Wavelet methods.  LBP is 
one of the simplest methods for describing local structure [14] 
and are tolerant to monotonic changes. Therefore, it has been 
extensively used in various applications such as face image 
analysis, image and video retrieval, visual inspection, motion 
analysis, aerial image analysis etc.  Some of the LBP based 
methods are Improved LBP [15], Elongated LBP [16], 
Dominant LBP [17], Soft histograms [18], Completed Robust 
LBP [19], Directional LBP (dLBPα ) [20]. 

 Despite LBP and its variants having accomplished 
notable results based on texture analysis, they are sensitive to 
noise and often categorize different patterns into same class.  
In order to overcome this problem to some extent, we have 
proposed an extension of LBP termed as Midrange Local 
Binary Pattern (MRLBP). Compared to gray centre pixel value 
and average gray value, midrange gray value is more robust to 
noise and illumination variants.  The focus of this research 
work is to derive new texture descriptor based on spatial 
relation of pixels in different distributions.  In this work, 
histogram values are computed based on relations between 
neighbours around midrange value of 3*3 mask.  Significant 
accuracy is accomplished by the proposed method and 
comparative analysis has been carried out using TRECVID 
2001 benchmark data set.   

 The organization of rest of the paper is as follows: 
Section 2 briefly gives overview of Mean LBP and Improved 
LBP. Section 3 describes the proposed method of video 
representation and feature extraction.  Section 4 presents 
experimental analysis and results followed by conclusion in 
section 5.   
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II.  RELATED WORKS 

The ILBP and MLBP methods are first reviewed.  To 
address the limitations, the method proposed is described in 
the following section: 

A.  Improved LBP (ILBP) and  Mean LBP (MLBP) 
"One of the limitations of basic LBP is its sensitiveness to 

noise which sometimes tends to describe different structural 
patterns with some binary code" [20]. This is illustrated in Fig. 
1.  Hence, to enhance the discriminative capability of basic 
LBP Jin et al. [15] proposed an improved LBP (ILBP) 
operator to capture local structural information. ILBP 
compares all the pixels in the block (including the centre 
pixel) with the average intensity of the pixels in 3*3 
neighbourhoods as illustrated in Fig. 2.  In the same way, a 
Mean LBP (MLBP) was proposed by Bai et al. [22] which is 
similar to ILBP, but it does not consider the centre pixel.  The 
derivation of MLBP codes are illustrated in Fig. 3.  In [22], "a 
threshold which is insensitive to noise and invariant to 
monotonic gray scale transformation is defined".  This is 
shown in (1). 
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Where G represents the gray value of the centre pixel and 
Gi (i=0,....8) represents the gray values of the neighbouring 
pixels.  ALG represents the average gray value, which is 
robust to noise than using the gray value of centre pixel.  The 
LBP process is adapted by using ALG as the threshold instead 
of centre pixel gray value in 3*3 neighbourhoods as follows: 
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where P is the number of pixels in the neighbourhoods, R 
is the radius, Gp and ALGc are the neighbouring pixel gray 
values and average gray value of 3*3 neighbourhood 
respectively.  The function S(x) is defined as: 
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The histogram representation of MLBP(P,R) produces 256 
(28) patterns in 3*3 neighborhood formed by P pixel in the 
neighborhood, while ILBP(P,R) produces 512 (29) patterns 
respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

III.  PROPOSED METHOD 

"Shot boundary detection is a kind of classification 
problem along the time domain" [13].  It is important that we 
construct a vector consisting of features, which represent the 
statistics of visual attributes for each frame.  These vectors are 
then utilized as inputs to a shot detection system.  In this work, 
we extract LBP histogram values based on midrange statistics 
on each frame and are stored as a feature vector in a video 
sequence.  The dissimilarity metric is applied on the feature 
vectors of adjacent frames and these distance values are used 
for detection process using adaptive threshold approach. The 
following subsections present the proposed feature extraction 
and representation scheme for video to address the task of shot 
cut detection.   

A. Midrange LBP( MRLBP) Feature Extraction 
Deriving motivation from ILBP and MLBP, in this work 

we propose Midrange LBP (MRLBP) which has better 
discrimination capability when compared to basic LBP and its 
variants (MLBP and ILBP).  In statistics, midrange is 
straightforward measure of central tendency.  Midrange 
threshold for each pixel is computed as the arithmetic mean of 
minimum and maximum values of 3*3 mask intensity values 
as follows: 

                    min max( ) / 2MRLG G G= +                             (4) 

Where Gmin and Gmax represents the smallest and highest 
intensity gray values of 3*3 neighborhood in an image matrix.  
MRLG represents the midrange local gray value, which 
appears to be more robust to noise, than the gray value of 
centre pixel.  A process similar to MLBP is applied using 
MRLG as the threshold instead of centre pixel gray value or 
average gray value as follows: 
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where P is the number of pixels in the neighbourhood.  R 
is the radius, Gp and MRLGc are the gray values of 

 
Fig. 1. Illustration of Basic LBP operator. 

 
Fig. 2. Illustration of ILBP operator. 

 
Fig. 3. Illustration of MLBP operator. 
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neighborhood and midrange gray value of 3*3 mask 
respectively.  The function S(x) is defined as: 
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The discriminative capability of MRLBP is shown in Fig. 
4. which gives different MRLBP codes for the patterns as 
specified in Fig. 1.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

B. Video Representation 
 

Representation of the visual content present in video 
frames using relevant features is of importance in SBD.  The 
MRLBP operator as discussed in previous section, produces 
appropriate codes for the overlapping blocks considering 3*3 
neighborhood for each pixel in a video frame.  These codes 
are counted to form a MRLBP histogram which is used to 
represent the image texture. Hence the histogram 
representation of MRLBP(P,R) produces 256 (28) patterns in 
3*3 neighborhood formed by P pixels in the neighborhood.  
Fig. 5. shows the image samples of  anni006 TRECVID 2001 
dataset.  From the image samples, a shot cut can be observed 
between frame 1823 and 1824.  Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. illustrates 
the basic LBP, proposed MRLBP histograms respectively.   
Fig. 8. illustrates the feature values of anni006 video sequence 
of TRECVID 2001 dataset.  It can be noticed from histogram 
of basic LBP in Fig. 6. that, majority of pixels corresponds to 
256th bin (i.e. LBP code=255) and histogram representation is 
sparse and minor distributions of bins are noticed in the 
presence of shot cut between the two frame numbers 1823 and 
1824 respectively.  In the histogram of MRLBP method, there 
are prominent peaks for many of the bin values in the frame 
1824 and major bin distribution difference is noticeable 
between the two frames numbers 1823 and 1824 respectively 
exhibiting the shot cut.   
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C. Shot Boundary Detection 
 

Once the video is represented in terms of set of feature of 
vectors, the actual segmentation of videos is performed by 
computing the "distance (D) for a series of adjacent video 
frames.  Let Di=D (fi, fi+1) be the difference of two adjacent 
frames fi and fi+1.  The frame difference (FD) sequence is 
represented as FD = D1, D2, … , Dn-1, where n is the number of 
frames in a video sequence" [26].  With this, the prominent 
peaks that occur in video sequence can be determined based 
on some appropriate threshold. 

"Quantitative comparison of distance metrics for shot 
boundary detection" is provided in [23].  Accordingly, for 
abrupt cuts, histogram metrics yields best results when 
computed for blocks, rather than globally.  In this work, 
Euclidean distance measure is used to find the dissimilarity 
between two histograms stored as feature vectors.  Let {pi} and 
{qi} denote two histograms where {i=1,2,...,n}, then Euclidean 
distance metric is computed as follows: 
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Fig. 4. Illustration of MRLBP operator. 

 
Fig. 5. Frame samples of anni005 video sequence of TRECVID 2001 

dataset 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Basic LBP Histogram distribution. 

 
 

Fig. 7. MRLBP Histogram distribution. 
 

 
 

Fig. 8. Feature representation of anni006 video sequence of TRECVID 
2001 dataset . 
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The obtained distance values between adjacent frames are 
further considered for detection of abrupt shot boundary using 
adaptive threshold approach proposed by Dugad et al.[24] 
using sliding window.  A sliding window consisting of 21 
frames is taken and mid value of the sliding window is 
located. The mean values (µleft and µright) and standard 
deviation values (σleft and σright) are computed for the values to 
the left and right of sliding window respectively.  The mid 
value represents a shot change if,  

1. It is maximum in the window and  

2. It is also greater than max(µleft+h*σleft,  µright+h*σright), 
where h is a constant value.   

This method yielded comparatively high accuracy in 
comparison to some of the recent methods that exists for 
detection of shot cuts. 

IV.    EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

 
We performed experiments on TREC Video Retrieval 

Evaluation (TRECVID) video dataset which is a benchmark 
dataset to assess the performance of the proposed SBD 
methods. "The main goal of this data set is to promote 
progress in content-based analysis and retrieval from digital 
video via open, metrics-based evaluation"[25]. "TRECVID 
dataset supports experiments in automatic segmentation, 
indexing, and content-based retrieval of digital video"[25].  In 
our experiments, we have utilized a subset of videos taken 
from TRECVID 2001(Description given in Table I) video 
database which includes abrupt and various types of gradual 
transition. The dataset also contains object motion, camera 
motion and illumination variation of various degree, which 
makes detection process very cumbersome. The frame size of 
TRECVID 2001 video sequences is 320*240.   

TABLE I.  DESCRIPTION OF SUBSET OF TRECVID 2001 VIDEO DATASET  

File 
name 

Video Title ~MB 
MM: 

SS 

anni005 "NASA_25th_Anniversary_Show_Segment_5"[28] 66.9 6:1 

anni006 "NASA_25th_Anniversary_Show_Segment_6"[28] 97.6 9:13 

anni009 "NASA_25th_Anniversary_Show_Segment_9"[28] 72.4 6:50 

NAD53 "A&S_Reports_Tape_#4_Report_#260"[28] 128.0 14:20 

 

We compared the results with the available ground truth, 
to classify the detection as correct, false or missed cuts. We 
adopt the following measure to demonstrate the performance 
of the proposed methodology: 

                           C
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Where NC, NM and NF are the number of correctly detected 
shot cuts, missed shot cuts and falsely detected shot cuts 
respectively.  The experiments were carried out in MATLAB 
2012a version using Intel Core i5 processor with 2.20 GHz 
and 2 GB RAM.   

A. Comparative Analysis with LBP Based Methods 
For experiments on the chosen dataset, we made a 

comparative study with Basic LBP and Mean LBP 
methodologies as shown in Table III. The performance of the 
proposed method is promising due to increase in its 
discriminative efficiency as compared to other variants of LBP 
in terms of three different performance measures viz, Recall, 
Precision and F-measure. Also the CPU time recorded for 
each method is tabulated in Table II to analyze the CPU time 
taken by different methods. According to the analysis, the time 
taken by the proposed method is more when compared with 
basic LBP but less when compared to Mean LBP method.  We 
have not compared using ILBP as it considers centre pixel 
unlike the other methods.  Comparison of Recall, Precision, F-
measure and average graphs are depicted in Fig. 9 to Fig. 12. 

TABLE II.  CPU TIME TAKEN (SECS) PER FRAME FOR FEATURE   
EXTRACTION FOR DIFFERENT METHODS 

Video Sequence Basic LBP Mean LBP Proposed Method 
anni005 0.095 0.307 0.168 
anni006 0.108 0.285 0.170 
anni009 0.095 0.322 0.166 
NAD53 0.093 0.366 0.150 

 

B. Comparative Analysis with Non-LBP Based Methods 
 

Also, we have made a comparative analysis with some of 
the state of the art algorithms and comparative results are 
shown in Table IV.   The performance scores of the proposed 
method are comparatively high, compared to some well 
known approaches. 

  Based on the experimental analysis, we can understand 
that the accuracies obtained by previous works and LBP 
variants exhibit that the proposed MRLBP descriptor has 
enhanced the discriminating capability of basic LBP.  Also, 
the proposed method shows better efficiency when compared 
with some of the state of art algorithms. 
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TABLE III.  COMPARATIVE RESULTS OF PROPOSED METHOD ALONG WITH BASIC LBP AND MEAN LBP METHODS 

Video 
Sequence 

Number 
of shots 

Basic LBP Mean LBP Proposed Method 
R P Fm R P Fm R P Fm 

anni005 38 0.76 0.94 0.84 0.79 0.86 0.82 0.76 0.88 0.82 
anni006 41 0.66 0.77 0.71 0.73 0.77 0.75 0.83 0.83 0.83 
anni009 38 0.74 0.88 0.80 0.74 0.90 0.81 0.79 0.86 0.82 
NAD53 83 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.87 0.87 0.87 

                           Average 0.73 0.84 0.78 0.77 0.84 0.80 0.81 0.86 0.84 

 

TABLE IV.  COMPARATIVE RESULTS OF PROPOSED METHOD ALONG WITH OTHER SHOT DETECTION ALGORITHMS 

Video 
Sequence 

Number 
of shots 

Color 
Histograms [26 ] 

MotionVector 
Likelihoods [27] 

Proposed Method 

R P Fm R P Fm R P Fm 
anni005 38 0.83 0.64 0.72 0.53 0.46 0.49 0.76 0.88 0.82 
anni006 41 0.70 0.78 0.74 0.56 0.57 0.56 0.83 0.83 0.83 
anni009 38 0.71 0.84 0.77 0.64 0.59 0.61 0.79 0.86 0.82 
NAD53 83 0.62 0.69 0.65 0.73 0.46 0.56 0.87 0.87 0.87 

                             Average 0.72 0.74 0.72 0.61 0.52 0.56 0.81 0.86 0.84 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 11. Comparison of F-measure. 
 

 
 

Fig. 12. Comparison of Average values 

 
 

Fig. 9. Comparison of Recall measure. 

 
 

Fig. 10. Comparison of Precision  measure. 
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V.  CONCLUSION 

In this work, we made an attempt to propose a method to 
detect abrupt shot cuts in video sequence by using midrange 
LBP.  Though, LBP is a powerful descriptor, it suffers from 
many drawbacks.  To make midrange LBP more reliable, 
midrange threshold value is used to generate the MRLBP 
codes to increase the discriminative capability of basic LBP.  
In terms of efficiency and accuracy, the proposed method 
outperforms some of the contemporary methods on TRECVID 
2001 benchmark video dataset.   
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ABSTRACT 

Content Based Video Retrieval (CBVR) has been extensively 

utilized for automatic indexing, retrieval and management of 

video data.  Segmentation of video is the prominent step in 

Content Based Video Retrieval.  In this paper, we focus on 

automatic detection of abrupt shot cuts in video sequences. The 

proposed approach exploits the edge information of an image of a 

video frame for its characterization. A (2x2) mask of sliding 

window is used in both overlapping and non overlapping mode to 

assign binary weights to the edge information of an image. The 

binary weights evaluated for each mask is used to construct 

histogram for each image which forms the feature vector to 

represent an image. The Euclidean distance between the feature 

vectors of adjacent frames of a video are computed and these 

values are used for shot cut detection process using adaptive 

thresholding.  To check the efficacy of the proposed shot 

boundary detection approach, experiments were carried out on a 

subset of standard video data set TRECVID 2001. The 

experimental results obtained by the proposed algorithm 

outperform some of the existing shot boundary detection 

algorithms in terms of precision, recall and F-measure rates.  

CCS Concepts 

• Information systems➝ Information systems applications, 

Multimedia information systems. 

Keywords 

Binary weight; Edge; Histogram; Non Overlapping, Overlapping; 

Representation; Sliding Window; Shot Detection; Video. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Videos are the most important media that has been widely used in 

various applications for information recording.  Increasing growth 

in multimedia technology, communication and networking make 

visual media readily accessible to most of the people.  Owing to 

the decreasing cost of storage devices, higher transmission rates 

and improved compression techniques, digital video is becoming 

available at an ever increasing rate.  The development of 

multimedia demands automated tools for analyzing, representing, 

indexing and categorizing the multimedia data.  Retrieval of 

relevant videos from video repositories has enormous applications 

in various domains.   

Content Based Video Retrieval (CBVR) has been extensively 

utilized for retrieving required video from the repositories. 

Detection of shot boundaries in videos is the first and important 

step for CBVR systems.  A shot is the basic syntactic unit of a 

video, may be defined as a sequence of frames captured by “a 

single camera in a single contiguous action in time and space” [1].  

There are two different types of transition that can occur between 

shots, abrupt (discontinuous) also referred as cut, or gradual 

(continuous) such as fade, dissolve, wipe etc.  Various methods of 

automatic shot boundary detection have been proposed to perform 

reliably.  

Numerous challenges of shot boundary detection and extensive 

review of several techniques are presented in [2, 3].  Several 

approaches like pixel-based [1, 4], histogram-based [5, 6], block-

based [7, 8], motion-based [9, 10], approaches have been 

proposed.  Some of the approaches in detection of abrupt 

transition [11, 12] and gradual transition [13, 14] are reported in 

literature. Color, texture and shape based features have been 

exploited for characterizing images of video. Color-based features 

include color histograms, color moments, color and correlograms 

[15]. Texture-based features reflect homogenous phenomena 

present in the images as these features are object surface-owned 

intrinsic visual in nature and are independent of color/intensity. 

Another popular approach in literature is Gabor wavelet filter 

based which is used to capture texture information present in 

videos [16]. Shape-based features can also be obtained from 

objects that describe object shapes in the image regions [17]. Most 

of the shot boundary detection methods extract visual features 

from each frame first, then proximity is measured between frames 

using the features extracted and finally detect shot boundaries 

existing in frames. To capture the spatial distribution existing in 

the edges in videos, a  edge histogram descriptors were used in 

TRECVID-2005 [18]. The representation of the content of the 

image considers edge in the image as an important feature. In 

paper [19], the algorithms based on color histograms, chromatic 

scaling and edge detection were compared and it was reported that 

edge based approach is more accurate than color histograms in 

detecting abrupt cuts. Extraction of edge information using edge 

detectors have motivated for several works in literature [20, 21]. 

Having been motivated from the performance of the edge based 

approaches; we have proposed an approach based on edge 

information of an image for video shot cut detection. The 

proposed approach uses a 2x2 mask and the sliding window 

mechanism to assign binary weights to the mask and to obtain an 

equivalent code for the 2x2 sub image. A histogram of an image 

based on the computed code is considered as a feature vector to 
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represent the image of the video. The Euclidean distance between 

the feature vectors of adjacent frames of a video are computed and 

these values are used for shot cut detection process using adaptive 

thresholding technique. Significant improvement in the accuracy 

of shot cut detection is accomplished by the proposed method for 

the benchmark video data set. A comparative analysis has been 

carried out using TRECVID 2001 benchmark data set to 

demonstrate the superiority of the proposed approach.    

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes 

the proposed method.  Section 3 presents experimental analysis 

and results followed by conclusion in section 4.     

2. PROPOSED METHOD 
The proposed method of video shot cut detection involves three 

major steps:  In the first step, edge information from the frames of 

the given video are obtained using a suitable edge detection 

algorithm.  In the second step, the obtained edge information has 

been transformed into histogram by applying binary weights to 

the 2x2 image mask and obtaining the binary weighted code for 

the mask. The histogram obtained for each image frame using 

these evaluated code is used as a feature vector to represent the 

video.  In the third step, Euclidean distance between the feature 

vectors of adjacent frames of a video is computed and these 

values are used for shot cut detection process using adaptive 

thresholding technique.  The framework of the proposed system is 

illustrated in Figure 1.  The above steps can be broadly classified 

into two phases namely, (i) Feature extraction and representation 

and (ii) Matching and shot cut detection.  The detailed description 

about each phase is presented in the following sub sections: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.1 Feature Extraction and Representation 
The proposed approach derives features for image representation 

using edge information.  In order to obtain edge information from 

the frames, in literature several edge detection techniques are used 

such as Sobel, Canny and Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG)etc.  In our 

approach, Sobel edge detector is chosen because it outperforms 

other edge detectors in terms of accuracy and computational 

efficiency [20]. In the binary image obtained, the edge pixels are 

set to 1 and non-edge pixels are set to 0.  A sliding window mask 

of 2x2 is used to process the entire image. The process starts from 

left to right and top to bottom either in overlapping or non 

overlapping mode. For each sliding window mask, a binary 

weighted code (BWC) is obtained by traversing the mask in 

clockwise direction as shown in Equation (1)  and is illustrated in 

Figure 2.  

                                                                                                   (1)                                                 

 

 

Where BWC evaluates the corresponding binary code values for 

each 2*2 mask considering the movement of mask in overlapping 

or non overlapping mode respectively.  The code values generated 

for each 2x2 mask will be stored separately in overlapping mode 

as illustrated in figure 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once the binary weighted code (BWC) is obtained for the image 

by the process mentioned above, the codes are used to obtain a 

histogram, which is used to represent the image.  As the mask is 

of size 2x2, the BWC can take any value between 0 and 15 and the 

histogram produces 16 bins. Hence, the dimension of the 

histogram feature vector representing the frame of  the video 

ranges from 1 to 16 bins. Figure 3 illustrates few sample frames 

(866, 867, 868, 869, 870, 871) of anni006 TRECVID 2001 

dataset, which have similar content. Figure  4 shows an example 

transition (347, 348, 349, 350, 351, 352) where there is an abrupt 

cut.  Figure 5 represents various abrupt cuts obtained from the 

proposed method of anni006 video sequence of TRECVID 2001 

dataset. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Framework of the proposed approach. 

 

 

Figure 2. Illustration of Sliding masks, Binary weights 

and its corresponding code values. 

 

 

Figure 3. Similar frame samples of anni006. 

 

 

Figure 4. Transition frame samples of anni006. )2
3
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2.2 Shot Boundary Detection 
Once the extraction of visual features from each frame of a video 

is accomplished, the shot boundary detection process requires 

comparison of extracted features of the frames to identify abrupt 

transition in the video. Various quantitative comparisons of 

distance metrics for shot boundary detection is provided in [22].  

Let f1, f2, f3, ..., fn denote the feature vectors representing the 

frames of the video consisting of histogram values ranging from 0 

to 15 bins as described in previous section.  Let d1, d2, d3, ..., dn-1 

denote the differences of adjacent frames, where n is the number 

of frames in a video sequence. In this work, Euclidean distance 

measure is employed to find the dissimilarity between two 

adjacent histograms stored as feature vectors representing images.   

Figure 6 depicts a sample notation of the histogram values 

obtained for few frames of anni006 sequence (275, 276, 277, 278, 

279, 280) and the corresponding Euclidean distance values 

between adjacent frames.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The obtained distance values between adjacent frames are further 

used for detection of abrupt shot boundary using adaptive 

threshold approach proposed by Dugad et al.[23] using sliding 

window mechanism.  A sliding window consisting of 21 frames is 

taken and mid value of the sliding window is located at an 

instance. The mean values (µleft and µright) and standard deviation 

values (σleft and σright) are computed for the values to the left and 

right of the sliding window respectively based on the mid value 

located.  The threshold value is computed as shown in the 

Equation (2): 

( , )left left right rightTh max h h                                           (2) 

 

Where h is a constant value.  The mid distance value within the 

sliding window represents a shot based on the criteria: if it is 

maximum within the sliding window and also greater than Th 

value.  This method yielded high accuracy compared to some of 

the recent methods that exists for detection of shot cuts. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS AND 

RESULTS 
 

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we carried 

out a series of experiments on TRECVID video dataset sponsored 

by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). In 

our experiments, we have used a subset of videos taken from 

TRECVID 2001 video database, which includes abrupt and 

various types of gradual transition. The dataset also contains 

object motion, camera motion and illumination variation of 

various degree, which makes detection process very tedious. The 

frame size of TRECVID 2001 video sequences is (320 x 262).  

The description of subset of TRECVID 2001 video dataset 

sponsored by  NIST is presented in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Description of subset of TRECVID 2001 video dataset 

File 

name 
Video Title ~MB MM:SS 

anni005 
"NASA_25th_Anniversary_Show

_Segment_5" 
66.9 6:1 

anni006 
"NASA_25th_Anniversary_Show

_Segment_6" 
97.6 9:13 

anni009 
"NASA_25th_Anniversary_Show

_Segment_9" 
72.4 6:50 

NAD53 
"A&S_Reports_Tape_#4_Report_

#260" 
128.0 14:20 

 

We compared the results with the available ground truth, to 

categorize the detection as correct, false or missed cuts. We adopt 

the following measure to demonstrate the performance of the 

proposed methodology: 

N
CRecall =

N + N
MC                                                  (3)                                                         

N
CPrecision =

N + N
FC                                                (4) 

2* Recall* Precision
F - Measure=

Recall + Precision                               (5) 

Where NC is the number of correctly detected shot cuts, NM  is the 

number of missed shot cuts and NF is the number of falsely 

detected shot cuts. The experiments were carried out in MATLAB 

2012a version using Intel Core i5 processor, running at 2.20 GHz 

with 2 GB RAM.   

During experimentation, we have made an attempt to perform 

sliding process of the mask in both overlapping and non-

overlapping mode. The results obtained by the proposed approach 

are recorded in Table 2 considering 2x2 mask for the image in 

overlapping and non-overlapping mode distinctly. The results of 

the proposed approach are also compared with the other state of 

the art methods. Comparison of Recall, Precision, F-measure and 

Average are depicted in figures 7, 8, 9 and 10 respectively.  

 

Figure 5. Feature representation of anni006 video 

sequence of TRECVID 2001 dataset. 

 

 

Figure 6. Illustration of distance values between histogram 

values  



  

Table 2. Comparative results of the proposed approach in overlapping and non-overlapping mode with contemporary methods. 

 

Video 

Sequence 

No. of 

shots 

Color 

Histograms [24 ] 

MotionVector 

Likelihoods [25] 

Proposed Method 

Non overlapping 

Proposed Method 

Overlapping 

R P Fm R P Fm R P Fm R P Fm 

anni005 38 0.83 0.64 0.72 0.53 0.46 0.49 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.79 0.81 0.80 

anni006 41 0.70 0.78 0.74 0.56 0.57 0.56 0.78 0.84 0.81 0.90 0.90 0.90 

anni009 38 0.71 0.84 0.77 0.62 0.59 0.60 0.76 0.71 0.73 0.87 0.85 0.86 

NAD53 83 0.62 0.69 0.65 0.73 0.46 0.56 0.86 0.80 0.83 0.89 0.86 0.87 

                   Average 0.72 0.74 0.72 0.61 0.52 0.56 0.81 0.80 0.80 0.86 0.85 0.86 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As a summary, the results illustrated in Table 2 shows that the 

proposed approach in overlapping and non-overlapping mode has 

comparable performance in terms of precision, recall, and f-

measure with respect to the state of the art methods. The 

overlapping mode has yielded more accurate results compared to 

non-overlapping mode. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 
In this work, we made an attempt to propose an approach to detect 

abrupt shot cuts in video sequence by exploiting edge information 

of the image.  A sliding window mask of 2x2 is used to compute 

the binary weighted code and the computed binary weighted 

codes for the entire image is used to produce histogram, which is 

used to represent the image.  Significance of overlapping and non-

overlapping modes of sliding window has been studied. A 

dissimilarity measure is applied on the histograms of the adjacent 

frames and the distance values obtained are used for shot 

detection process using adaptive threshold approach.   

Experimental results exhibit the efficacy of the proposed approach 

against TRECVID 2001 benchmark video data set. The 

overlapping mode yields more accuracy than non overlapping 

mode. The proposed method outperforms some of the state of art 

methods.  Although the proposed method has shown better 

performance, still there is a future scope to address various types 

of gradual transitions like fade in/fade out, dissolves and wipes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Analogy of Precision graph 

 

 

Figure 7. Comparison of Recall graph 

 

 

 

6. Comparison of Recall. 

 

 

Figure 9. Comparison of F-measure graph. 

 

 

Figure 10. Comparison of Average graph. 
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ABSTRACT 

Analysis of biological sequences is gaining importance due to the 

development in sequencing technologies. It is a challenging 

research since the amount of sequence data being generated is 

increasing exponentially. In this study we attempt to do feature 

selection in promoter sequences using entropy values which 

reduces the dimension of the position specific motif matrices 

(PSMMs) of the promoter sequences. Later, we reconstruct the 

PSMMs using the entropy selected motifs/features and perform 

lacunarity analysis on the reconstructed PSMMs. This helps us to 

analyze the similarity existing between the promoter sequences. 

For experiments we use dataset created using NCBI. The results 

obtained using reduced motifs are encouraging in terms of 

differentiating promoters when compared to the results using 

complete set of motifs.  From the experiments entropy seems to be 

a powerful measure to select features which increases the 

discriminative capability of lacunarity analysis. 

CCS Concepts 

• Information systems➝ Information systems applications. 

Keywords 
Entropy; Feature selection; Lacunarity; Motifs; Position Specific 

Motif Matrices (PSMMs); Promoter sequences; Sequence 

analysis. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Understanding the information hidden in large biological 

sequence is a challenging task. Methods/techniques which help 

extract meaningful information from these biological sequences 

for better understanding of biomedical mechanisms are in great 

demand [1]. Promoter (non-coding DNA) sequences are one such 

biological sequences which are known to be useful in 

understanding the underlying mechanisms of gene expression and 

gene regulation [2].   

 

There have been some recent efforts focused to identify functions 

of promoter sequences which have some important function in 

gene expression analysis, tissue development, phylogenetic 

analysis which serves as the motivation to this kind of research 

work [3]. 

Gene expression and regulation is mainly controlled by 

transcription factors (TFs), which are proteins that bind to 

promoter regions at specific sites (TFBSs) and regulate the 

process of transcription initiation.  The knowledge that governs 

the RNA synthesis using RNA polymerase is positioned in the 

promoter region that lies between 200-2000 nucleotides upstream 

of the Transcription Start Site (TSS) of a gene [4]. The TFs 

interact with the sequence specific elements or motifs, which are 

5-12 nucleotides in length [4]. The lack of nucleotide sequence 

conservation between functionally related promoter regions makes 

it challenging to come out with an efficient computational model 

for promoter sequence analysis. Thus, the promoter regions of 

genes with similar expression pattern may not show sequence 

similarity even though they may be regulated by similar 

configuration of TFs [6]. 

The motifs which appear to be arranged in a specific pattern [4] 

are very important in promoter analysis.  Sometimes not all motifs 

are useful for addressing a particular problem. Selecting some 

important motifs and then performing analysis can help 

experts/biologists make better inferences. This can be achieved by 

using some feature selection techniques or some feature 

transformation methods. Feature selection seems to be a better 

choice as they do not alter the original structure of the features 

which makes interpretation of results easier [7]. Also, feature 

selection helps us cope with huge amounts of irrelevant features 

[8]. 

In context of classification, feature selection techniques can be 

classified as filter, wrapper and embedded methods. Filter based 

feature selection are easy to use on large data as they are 

computationally simple and uncorrelated to the learning algorithm 

[9]. However, this uncorrelated / independent nature of filter 

methods in some cases becomes its disadvantage. Though 

Wrapper methods consider feature dependencies, they have a 

higher risk of over fitting and are computationally intensive. 

Embedded feature selection methods interact with classifier and 

are far more computationally less expensive than wrapper 

methods. [7]. 

Feature selection techniques developed in text mining can be of 

use to researchers in biomedical literature mining [10]. In 

particular feature selection for sequence analysis is finding 
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prominence in more applications such as promoter region 

recognition [11]. Entropy measure is one such feature which is a 

good candidate to provide useful information about state, disorder 

in a system [12]. Entropy based methods have been widely used 

for various applications.  An entropy based iterative algorithm is 

used to classify cancer using microarray [9] and also successfully 

explored in finding motifs [13]. 

A combination of maximum entropy and lacunarity (fractal 

analysis) was experimented for rejection in myocardial biopsy 

[14]. Lacunarity is also a texture feature like entropy which has 

been used in various applications. Concept of fractal analysis is 

widely used in biological and medical sciences [15, 16] and have 

potential use in design of computer aided diagnostic system [17].  

Some of the recent uses of lacunarity applications include texture 

classification of image patterns [18, 19]. Also, fractal lacunarity is 

used as a marker candidate for osteoporotic fracture risk in 

trabecular bone architecture [20]. Fractal parameters have been 

explored to have good discriminatory ability in differentiation of 

injured kidney medulla from normal kidney medulla [17]. 

There have been a few good attempts in the past to align promoter 

sequences, Clustal W and Clustal X [21] based on the Needleman-

Wunsch algorithm. Discovering multiple, distinct motifs in a set 

of biological sequences use analysis tools that are divided into two 

categories searching and learning tools. PSI-BLAST [22] is one 

such searching tools and MEME [23] is a learning tool. In [24] a 

detailed survey with a comparative assessment and analysis of 

several sequence alignment methods is described. Most of these 

methods work on the principle of nucleotide comparison which is 

not suited for promoter regions. In promoters, functionality is 

based on motif conservation. Hence, a comparison that considers 

motif conservation as its basis is needed for promoter sequence 

analysis. There have been a few works that consider motif 

conservation for effectively analyzing promoter sequences [5, 25, 

26]. 

In this work, we perform feature selection on promoter sequences 

using entropy values which reduces the dimension of the promoter 

sequences. Later, we reconstruct the PSMMs using the entropy 

selected motifs/features and perform lacunarity analysis on the 

reconstructed PSMMs to find the similarity / dissimilarity existing 

in the promoters being analysed which is an attempt to improve 

the method described in [5].  The proposed method and dataset is 

described in detail in the next section. 

2. PROPOSED METHOD 
 

The overall flow of the steps followed in the proposed method is 

as shown in Figure1. 

2.1 Overall Schema 
First we create the PSMM of the promoter sequences using the 

method described in [5], next we construct the Feature Sample 

Matrix (FSM) for these sequences which has the arrangements 

and frequencies of different motifs across various bands. Using 

the FSM we find the entropy values of each feature and choose 

certain percentage of features based on the threshold. After feature 

selection the original PSMMs are reconstructed using the selected 

motifs. Finally, Lacunarity analysis is performed on the 

reconstructed PSMMs. The similarity analysis is carried out by 

computing the dissimilarity from the obtained Lacunarity vectors 

and averages. 

The two major steps of the method feature selection and 

lacunarity computation are described in the next section. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2 Creation of FSM and Entropy Based 

Feature/Motif Selection 
 

The PSMMs of promoters/samples is a row in the feature sample 

matrix. The successive rows of a PSMM are appended to get a 

single row in the FSM as detailed in Figure 2. Then the entropy 

[27] (Shannon) for each column is then computed using the 

formula described in equation 1. Entropy is associated with the 

disorder, state space volume or lack of information [28, 29]. 

                                                                                                    (1) 

                                                                                                      

 

Where, H(X) of a single random variable X is a measure of its 

average uncertainty. P (xi) is the probability of variable x. 

After computing the entropy for all the features in the FSM, we 

order the entropy values in ascending/descending order excluding 

the features that yield a ‘0’ as entropy. ‘0’ entropy signifies the 

feature is not discriminative, in our data there are many such 

features which are treated as noise. Later we choose only those 

features/motifs that satisfy a certain threshold. Then use these 

selected motifs to reconstruct the PSMMs and then perform 

lacunarity analysis using binarized PSMMs. A hypothetical 

example is described below, which demonstrates the feature 

selection on PSMMs of 4 promoters (P1, P2, P3 and P4) 

considered having 3 motifs (M1, M2 and M3) each.  Chosen 

features/motifs are highlighted which are further used for PSMM 

reconstruction. You may observe that only motifs M2 and M1 are 

selected and M3 ignored as it does not satisfy the threshold = 50. 

If the entropy features are arranged in decreasing order of their 

entropy, then M3 and M1 are chosen and M2 is ignored.  

In the data we consider for our experiments, the number of motifs 

is 73 and each motif has entries across 10 different bands. The 

size of the FSM for 9 organisms will be 9x730 (9 organisms, 73 

motifs and 10 bands (73x10=730)). For a threshold of 10% in 

ordered non zero entropy values only 12 motifs are chosen. As the 

threshold increases the number of motifs also increases. 

 

 

i i
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H(X) = - P(x )logp(x )
x Θ



 

Figure 1. Overall architecture of the proposed method. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.3 Lacunarity Analysis 
Lacunarity analysis is performed using the popular box count 

algorithm as described originally by Plotnick [30]. A ‘w x w’ 

square window of size ‘w’ is placed at the top left corner of the 

reconstructed PSMM. The number of entries with ‘1’ in that 

window is counted. The window is then glided one position to the 

right in the matrix. The process is repeated until the window 

reaches the bottom right corner of the matrix. If ‘M x N’ is the 

size of the matrix, the number of windows of size ‘w’ is B = (M – 

w + 1) (N –w + 1). The size of the window ‘w’ is chosen to be 2, 

3, 4..... min (M , N). The rest of the steps are followed as 

described for PSMM in [5].  After obtaining the lacunarity of each 

organism for different window sizes we choose the lacunarity 

average or the lacunarity vector to be the score representing the 

promoter of the organism. 

2.4 Dissimilarity Matrix 
After obtaining the lacunarity vectors and averages computation 

of dissimilarity matrix is very simple. For the lacunarity vectors, 

consisting of as many values as the number of windows, 

dissimilarity is computed using the Sum of Squared Differences 

(SSD) across pairs of organisms. In the case of lacunarity average, 

we simply take the absolute difference between pairs of organisms 

as in the method we compare with[5]. The dissimilarity matrix 

helps us to quantify the similarity/differences existing in the 

promoters of organisms considered. 

2.5 Dataset Description 
For the experiments, the promoter data set created in [5] is used. 

The dataset in [5] was created using the NCBI database. The 

promoters of length 500 bps (base pairs), of enzyme ‘pyruvate 

kinase’ from the glycolysis pathway is considered, for different 

organisms. These obtained promoters are varying in length (500 

bps – 35,000 bps). For analysis we have considered 500 bps from 

each of the promoter sequence and then used TFSEARCH tool 

[31] to obtain the motif details and later created the normalized 

position specific motif matrices (PSMMs) from the same. This 

results in matrices of size 73x10 for each promoter. The total 

number of motifs extracted by the tool in all organisms is 73. 

3. Experimental Results and Discussions 
The experiments were performed for the dataset described in the 

previous section. The original number of motifs in the PSMM is 

73 but in the reconstructed PSMMs the number of motifs reduce 

to only 12 for a threshold of 10% when entropy values are ordered 

in ascending order ignoring features with ‘0’ entropy. The results 

are encouraging in terms of differentiating ability of these 

features.  The differentiating ability of lacunarity with selected 

features shows improvement over the previous results using 

complete features [5]. A comparison of lacunarity values using 

complete features and reduced features is presented in Tables 1 

and 2 and Figures 3 and 4. Their corresponding dissimilarity 

matrices (SSD) are presented in Tables 3 and 4.  We also 

performed similar experiments with top 10% of the entropy 

selected features in descending order. However, the number of 

selected features there is very high compared to ascending order 

feature selection. The results of 10% feature reduced descending 

order results are described in Table 5. We can observe that the 

dissimilarity value which is lower between human and cattle than 

human and monkey in Table 3 gets improved when we remove 

certain features which might be ambiguous and use only the 

selected features (Table 4). Also, the dissimilarity values between 

organisms belonging to the same class (Human, Gorilla, Monkey 

and Chimpanzee) is low and that of organisms belonging to 

different classes is reasonably high. Also there is a huge 

difference between dissimilarity values of lower level organism 

(Bacteria) with that of rest of the higher level organisms as 

highlighted in Table 4. 

Table 1. Lacunarity values with 100% motif features. 

Organism/ 

Windows 
2x2 3x3 4x4 5x5 Average 

Human 6.06 3.44 2.52 2.04 3.52 

Gorilla  6.08 3.46 2.50 2.10 3.53 

Monkey 6.74 3.96 2.71 2.10 3.88 

Cattle 6.18 3.93 2.85 2.36 3.83 

Fruitfly 5.52 3.78 2.79 2.32 3.60 

Bacteria 10.04 5.91 4.12 3.06 5.78 

Chimp 6.20 3.61 2.56 2.17 3.64 

Dog 6.47 4.03 2.90 2.53 3.98 

Rat 8.00 4.45 2.97 2.24 4.42 

 

Table 2. Lacunarity values with 10%  motif features. 

Organism/ 

Windows 
2x2 3x3 4x4 5x5 Average 

Human 3.79 1.98 1.65 1.35 2.19 

Gorilla  3.51 1.80 1.36 1.18 1.96 

Monkey 3.96 2.50 1.68 1.31 2.36 

Cattle 4.98 3.42 2.24 1.51 3.04 

Fruitfly 3.28 2.42 1.94 1.57 2.30 

Bacteria 7.07 4.17 3.21 2.41 4.21 

Chimp 3.67 2.06 1.57 1.38 2.17 

Dog 4.36 2.57 1.73 1.45 2.52 

Rat 5.30 2.96 2.52 1.93 3.18 

 

Figure 2.  Illustration of FSM and feature selection (in 

ascending order ignoring 0’s). 

 



  

Table 3. Dissimilarity of Lacunarity vectors using SSD for 100% motif features. 

  

100% Human Gorilla  Monkey Cattle Fruitfly Bacteria Chimp Dog Rat 

Human 0.000 0.004 0.779 0.460 0.563 25.549 0.066 0.897 5.025 

Gorilla  0.004 0.000 0.747 0.419 0.546 25.304 0.048 0.828 4.938 

Monkey 0.779 0.747 0.000 0.401 1.585 17.575 0.443 0.298 1.905 

Cattle 0.460 0.419 0.401 0.000 0.463 20.962 0.221 0.125 3.617 

Fruitfly 0.563 0.546 1.585 0.463 0.000 27.309 0.575 1.012 6.647 

Bacteria 25.549 25.304 17.575 20.962 27.309 0.000 23.257 18.097 8.292 

Chimp 0.066 0.048 0.443 0.221 0.575 23.257 0.000 0.493 4.111 

Dog 0.897 0.828 0.298 0.125 1.012 18.097 0.493 0.000 2.623 

Rat 5.025 4.938 1.905 3.617 6.647 8.292 4.111 2.623 0.000 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4. Dissimilarity of Lacunarity vectors using SSD for 10% motif features in ascending order.

10%(↑) Human Gorilla  Monkey Cattle Fruitfly Bacteria Chimp Dog Rat 

Human 0.000 0.221 0.297 3.852 0.589 19.117 0.029 0.681 4.333 

Gorilla  0.221 0.000 0.810 5.654 0.936 23.210 0.179 1.509 6.446 

Monkey 0.297 0.810 0.000 2.234 0.611 16.013 0.294 0.182 3.088 

Cattle 3.852 5.654 2.234 0.000 3.993 6.693 4.024 1.375 0.562 

Fruitfly 0.589 0.936 0.611 3.993 0.000 19.782 0.456 1.252 4.845 

Bacteria 19.117 23.210 16.013 6.693 19.782 0.000 19.772 13.058 5.308 

Chimp 0.029 0.179 0.294 4.024 0.456 19.772 0.000 0.759 4.672 

Dog 0.681 1.509 0.182 1.375 1.252 13.058 0.759 0.000 1.903 

Rat 4.333 6.446 3.088 0.562 4.845 5.308 4.672 1.903 0.000 

 

 

 

 

Table 5. Dissimilarity of Lacunarity vectors using SSD for 10% motif features in descending order.

10%(↓) Human Gorilla  Monkey Cattle Fruitfly Bacteria Chimp Dog Rat 

Human 0.000 0.206 5.339 2.976 0.354 49.625 0.004 0.660 13.127 

Gorilla  0.206 0.000 7.616 4.658 1.071 56.001 0.240 1.585 16.488 

Monkey 5.339 7.616 0.000 0.562 3.141 22.911 5.163 2.360 2.011 

Cattle 2.976 4.658 0.562 0.000 1.645 28.366 2.850 0.976 3.628 

Fruitfly 0.354 1.071 3.141 1.645 0.000 42.802 0.311 0.127 9.805 

Bacteria 49.625 56.001 22.911 28.366 42.802 0.000 49.105 39.223 11.735 

Chimp 0.004 0.240 5.163 2.850 0.311 49.105 0.000 0.600 12.850 

Dog 0.660 1.585 2.360 0.976 0.127 39.223 0.600 0.000 8.101 

Rat 13.127 16.488 2.011 3.628 9.805 11.735 12.850 8.101 0.000 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From the Figures 3, 4 and 5 we can observe that the organisms of 

the same class have Lacunarity values very close. Also, there is a 

clear demarcation between higher level organisms and lower level 

organism (Bacteria) in Figure 4. 

The experiments were carried out on an Intel Core i5 – 4460 with 

3.20 GHz machine with 4GB RAM. The code is implemented in 

MATLAB. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
In this work we successfully demonstrate the feature selection 

technique proposed using the entropy features. The differentiating 

ability of the Lacunarity analysis gets enhanced when we use 

selected features instead of complete features improving the 

results when compared to previous method [5]. The drastic 

reduction in motifs reduces the time taken for analysis due to the 

dimensionality reduction in the data structure/PSMM. This 

becomes very important when working on large datasets. 

However, since the activity of regulatory elements such as motifs 

involves highly interactive factors, a deep tool might be needed to 

discover information features [32]. These results regarding the 

similarities and differences in promoter sequences could be useful 

for the Biologists to have a clear knowledge regarding the process 

transcription regulation in different organisms. There is scope to 

improve the feature selection technique by exploring the usability 

of ensemble feature selection mechanism for better analysis. 
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ABSTRACT

Theamountofvideodatageneratedandmadepubliclyavailablehasbeentremendouslyincreased
in today’s digital era. Analyzing these huge video repositories require effective and efficient
content-basedvideoanalysissystems.ShotboundarydetectionandKeyframeextractionarethetwo
majortasksinvideoanalysis.Inthisdirection,amethodfordetectingabruptshotboundariesand
extractingrepresentativekeyframefromeachvideoshotisproposed.Theseobjectivesareachievedby
incorporatingtheconceptsoffuzzysetsandintuitionisticfuzzysets.Shotboundariesaredetectedusing
coefficientofcorrelationonfuzzifiedframes.Further,probabilisticentropymeasuresarecomputed
toextractthekeyframewithinfuzzifiedframesofashot.Thekeyframerepresentativeofashotis
theframewithhighestentropyvalue.Toshowtheefficacyoftheproposedmethodstwobenchmark
datasetsareused(TRECVIDandOpenVideoProject).Theproposedmethodsoutperformwhen
comparedwithsomeofstate-of-the-artshotboundarydetectionandkeyframeextractionmethods.

KEywoRDS
Correlation Coefficient, Entropy, Fuzzy set, Intuitionistic fuzzy set, Keyframe extraction, Shot boundary detection

1. INTRoDUCTIoN

Thetremendousadvancementintheinternettechnologyhasledtoexponentialgrowthofmultimedia
technology.Also,theavailabilityofdigitalcamerasatlowercosthasresultedincreationofinnumerable
videorepositories.Thisdemandsthecreationofnewtechnologiestofacilitatebettervideoarchiving,
indexing,browsingandretrievalofvideos.Hence,toenableefficientvideoretrievalandbrowsing,
some interesting techniques have been proposed and attracted researchers in recent years. Shot
BoundaryDetection(SBD)isanessentialpreliminarystepincontent-basedvideoretrievalprocess.
Ashotisacontinuoussequenceofinterrelatedframescapturedbetweenstartandstopoperationof
acamera.SBDistheprocessofsegmentingthevideosequenceintoshots.Avideoiscomprisedof
severalshotscombinedwithabruptandgradualtransitions.

Summarizedvideo is a short summarywhich reflects significant frames that represents the
contentofthevideo.Avideosummaryisrepresentedasasequenceofstillimages(keyframes/static
storyboard)orunstillimages(videoskims/movingstoryboards)(Lietal.,2001).Girgensohnand
Boreczky(2000)proposedanoveltechniquetoprovidegoodrepresentationofthewholevideoby
determiningkeyframeswhicharedifferentfromeachother.Comparedtokeyframes,videoskim
hasgot the ability to include audio andmotion elements to enhance the amount of information
conveyedbythesummary(Deetal.,2011).However,keyframesarenotrestrictedbyanytimingor
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synchronizationissues.Therefore,theyoffermuchmoreflexibilityintermsoforganizationforthe
purposeofbrowsingandnavigation.Hence,inrecentyears,manyapproaches(Munduretal.,2006;
Gianluigi,2006)havefocusedtoorganizeextractedkeyframesintostaticvideoabstracts.

Thefocusofthisworkistogeneratesummarizedvideos,whichisnothingbutthecollectionof
keyframesextractedfromvariousshotsofthevideos.Therecentliteratureinthefieldofimageand
videoanalyticshasrevealedthatthemethodsbasedonsoftcomputingtechniqueshaveshownbetter
performancewhencomparedtoconventionalmethods.Thisisbecauseofthefactthatthemethods
basedonsoftcomputingtechniquescaneffectivelycapturetheuncertaintyandvaguenesspresent
in the imageandvideos.Theoryof fuzzysets (Zadeh,1965)and IntuitionisticFuzzysets (IFS)
(Atanassov,1986)hasgainedimportanceinthiscontext.Correlationconcepthasbeeninvestigated
toestablishlinearrelationshipbetweenfuzzysetsbyChiangandLin(1999)andIFSbySzmidtand
Kacprzyk(2010).Thisideahasbeenexploredinthecurrentstudy.Further,ithasbeenrevealedby
SingpurwallaandBooker(2004)thattheconceptofprobabilitytheoryusedinmodelinguncertainty
isinadequateinhandlingcertainkindofuncertainty.Zadeh(1995)hasalsoclaimedthat“probability
mustbeusedinconcertwithfuzzylogictoenhanceitseffectiveness”.Possibilitytheoryisonesuch
alternativewhichempowersprobabilitymeasureon fuzzysets (SingpurwallaandBooker,2004;
Dhar,2013).Thisstatementhasmotivatedtheauthorstoproposethiswork.

In this work, fuzzy sets and IFS techniques has been incorporated for SBD and keyframe
extraction. Triangular and trapezoidal membership functions are explored for the purpose of
fuzzification.InSBDphase,correlationcoefficientbetweenfuzzifiedframesiscomputed.Using
globalthresholdingapproach,theabruptshotsaredetected.Inthesubsequentkeyframeextraction
phase,probabilisticentropymeasureisappliedoneachfuzzifiedframeofthecorrespondingshotto
obtainentropyfeatures.Finally,theframethatcorrespondstothemaximumentropyvaluewithina
shotischosenasthekeyframefromeachshot.Thevideosummaryisthusgeneratedbyconcatenating
theselectedkeyframesfromeveryshot.Extensiveexperimentsareconductedandtheresultsobtained
fromshotboundaryandkeyframeextractionphaseexhibitsgoodperformancewhencomparedwith
thestate-of-the-artalgorithms.

Restofthepaperisorganizedasfollows:Section2givesadetaileddescriptionoftherelated
work.Section3presentstheproposedmethodologycoveringthedetailsaboutfeatureextraction,shot
boundarydetectionandkeyframeextractionprocess.Experimentalanalysisandresultsarediscussed
insection4followedbyconclusioninsection5.

2. LITERATURE REVIEw

Manyresearchershaveemphasizedtheirfocusonvideosegmentationandsummarizationprocess.
In thissection, someof the interestingworks in the literature related tovideosegmentationand
keyframeextractionarepresented.

2.1. Shot Boundary Detection
SeveralattemptshavebeenmadebymanyresearcherstoproposeefficientandeffectiveSBDmethods.
Approachesbasedonpixel,histogram,edge,blockbased,textureetc.,areproposedforshotboundary
detection.Severalmajorchallengesofshotboundarydetectionareidentifiedandacomprehensive
reviewofexistingtechniquesispresentedbyYuanetal.,(2007).Asimplewaytodeclareabruptcut
ispair-wisepixelcomparisonproposedbyZhangandSmoliar(1993).GuruandSuhil(2013)present
anon-parametricapproachforshotdetectionusingcolorhistogramrepresentationofaframefollowed
bysplitandmergeframeworkusingFisherLinearDiscriminantcriterion.Basedonedgeinformation,
thehistogramfeaturesareconstructedbyassigningthebinaryweightstoeachslidingwindowof2x2
maskofavideoframeinoverlappingandnon-overlappingmodebyRashmiandNagendraswamy
(2016a).Thedistancebetweentheadjacenthistogramvaluesareutilizedforshotdetection.Many
researchers have studied the applicability of texture descriptors for SBD. An extension to basic
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LocalBinaryPattern(LBP)texturedescriptor,MidrangeLBP(MRLPB)isintroducedbyRashmi
andNagendraswamy(2016c)toenhancethediscriminativecapabilityamongspatialdistributions.
Intheirwork,histogramvaluesareconstructedbasedonmidrangethresholdvalueforeachpixel
across3x3neighbourhoodofimagematrixandadaptivethresholdisusedtodetectshotboundaries.

Someoftheworksemployedfuzzylogicapproachtohandleuncertaintiesorvaguenessoccurring
inimagesinabetterwaycomparedtonon-fuzzytechniques.Jadonetal.,(2001)proposedfuzzification
offrame-to-frame-propertydifferencevaluesusingRayleighdistributionandfuzzyrulesareframed
fordetectionofabruptandgradualchanges.Afuzzylogicapproachfordetectingshotboundaries
usinghybridfeatureslikecolorhistogramintersection,motioncompensation,texturechangeand
edgevariancesinvideosisproposedbyFangetal.,(2006).Asetoffuzzyrulesareevaluatedand
fuzzyrule-basedcutdetectionapproachissuggestedbyDadashiandKanan(2013).Despiteplenty
ofactiveresearchgoingoninvideoshotboundaryanalysis,itisstillchallengingtoachievegood
performanceforallclassofvideos.

2.2. Keyframe Extraction
Acomprehensive survey andconceptual frameworkofkeyframeextraction techniqueshasbeen
addressedin(Trong&Venkatesh,2007;Moneyetal.,2008).Recentworksonkeyframeextraction
areclassifiedintothreecategories:samplingbased,shotbasedandsegmentbased.Insampling-based
method,keyframesareselectedrandomlyfromuniformlysampledvideo.Inshotbasedapproach,the
videoispartitionedintoshotsandkeyframesareextractedfromeachshot.Whereasinsegmentbased,
similarframesaregroupedintoclustersandrepresentativeframesareextractedfromeachcluster.

Inshotbasedkeyframeextractionapproach,Cernekovaetal.,(2006)usedmutualinformation
andjointentropymeasuresfordetectionofshotboundariesandkeyframesfromthevideoshots.
GianluigiandRaimondo(2006)appliedsimilaritymeasuresoncolorhistogram,waveletstatisticsand
edgedirectionhistogramfeaturesonadjacentframestoselectkeyframewithinashot.Akeyframe
basedvideosummarizationusingvisualattentionclueisproposedbyPengetal.,(2009).Doulamis
etal.,(2000)constructedamultidimensionalfuzzyhistogramforeachframeinashotandkeyframe
isextractedbyminimizingacross-correlationcriterion.

Insegment-basedapproach,Zhuangetal.,(1998)introducedatechniqueforkeyframeextraction
basedonunsupervisedclusteringusingcolorhistogram.GongandLiu(2000)proposedatechnique
thatautogeneratesanoptimalvideosummarybasedonSingularValueDecomposition(SVD).A
metrichasbeenderivedtomeasurethedegreeofvisualchangesintheclusterandtheframethat
isclosesttothecentroidoftheclusterischosenasthekeyframe.Furinietal.,(2010)presentafast
clusteringalgorithmthatselectsthekeyframebasedonHSVframecolordistribution.Deetal.,(2011)
presentamethodologybasedoncolorfeatureextractionfromvideoframesandk-meansclustering
algorithmforkeyframeextraction.AllframesinavideoareprojectedontoTwoDimensionalLocality
PreservingIndexing(2D-LPI)methodbyManjunathetal.,(2013).C-meansclusteringisemployed
toclustertheobtainedimagefeaturesandcentroidofeachclusterischosenasakeyframetobuilda
videosummary.Vilaetal.,(2013)proposedshotdetectionandkeyframeextractionbasedonTsallis
mutualinformationandJenson-Tsallisdivergencemethod.

YetanothernotableworkinthisdirectionbyGyglietal.,(2014)proposedanovelapproachand
abenchmarkforvideosummarization.Videopartitionisperformedusingsuperframesegmentation.
Asetoflow,midandhigh-levelfeaturesareusedtoestimatevisualinterestingnesspersuperframe.
Aninterestingsummaryiscreatedbasedonoptimalsubsetofsuperframeselection.Inadditionto
thistoimprovetheperformanceoftheinterestingnessofthesummary,Gyglietal.,(2015)useda
supervisedapproachtolearntheimportanceofglobalcharacteristicsandjointlyoptimizeformultiple
objectivestocreateagoodvideosummary.Otanietal.,(2016)designedadeepneuralnetworkthat
mapsvideostoacommonsemanticspaceandjointlytraineditwithassociatedpairsofvideosand
descriptions.Videosummaryisgeneratedbyextractingdeepfeaturesfromeachvideosegmentand
applyingaclusteringbasedsummarizationtechnique.
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3. PRoPoSED METHoDoLoGy

Theproposedmethodologyisdescribedintwodifferentphasesviz.,SBDandkeyframeextraction.
Thevideoframesareconvertedfromcolorimagestograybeforeproceedingtothesephases.InSBD
process, initiallyfuzzificationofgray images/frames isestablished.Then,correlationcoefficient
fromfuzzysetsandIFSiscomputed.Usingglobalthresholdapproach,theabruptshotsaredetected.
In the subsequent keyframe extraction phase, probabilistic entropy measure is applied on each
fuzzified frame to obtain entropy features. Finally, the frame that corresponds to the maximum
entropyvaluewithinashotischosenasthekeyframe.Acompactvideoisgeneratedbygathering
theserepresentativeframesfromeachshot.Inboththephases,thefeasibilityoffuzzysetsandIFS
withtriangularandtrapezoidalMFsareexploredforthepurposeoffuzzification.Theframework
oftheproposedmethodologyispresentedinFigure1.Descriptionofeachphaseoftheproposed
frameworkisgiveninthefollowingsubsections.

3.1. Fuzzification of Frames
Foranimage,fuzzificationreferstoconversionofgraylevels[0,255]ofthepixelsintorealvaluesin
[0,1]usingMF(Zadeh,1965).Intheproposedapproach,themembership(fuzzified)valueofeach
pixelgrayvalueiscomputedconsideringtheentireimagepixelsusingtriangularandtrapezoidal
MFs.ForanimageA,afuzzyimageAFSinafinitesetXisdefinedas:

A x x x X
FS ij A ij ij
= ( ){ }∈, µ  (1)

wherex
ij

isthegraypixelvalueoftheimageandthefunctionµA(x)∈[0,1]isthefuzzifiedvalue.
IFSisanextensionofordinaryfuzzysetthatconsiderstwouncertaintiesviz.,membershipandnon-
membershipdegrees,whicharenotcomplementarytoeachother.ForanimageA,anintuitionistic
fuzzyimageAIFSinafinitesetXisdefinedas:

A x x x x X
IFS ij A ij A ij ij
= ( ) ( ){ }∈, ,� �  (2)

whereµA(xij),νA(xij)∈[0,1]arethemembershipandnon-membershipvaluesofpixelatposition(i, 
j)respectively.IntuitionisticFuzzyGenerators(IFG)areusedtobuildIFS(Bustinceetal.,2000).In
theproposedapproachnon-membershipvaluesarecomputedusingSugenotypeintuitionisticfuzzy
generator(MurofushiandSugeno,2000).Thus,IFSisredefinedas:

Figure 1. Framework of the Proposed Methodology for SBD and Keyframe Extraction
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A x x x x x X
IFS ij A ij A ij A ij ij
= ( ) − ( ) + ( ){ }∈, , /� � ��1 1  (3)

whereλ > 0 .Thehesitationmembershipdegreeπ
A ij
x( ) iscomputedas:

À x = 1 - ¼ x -
1 - ¼ x

1+ »¼ xA ij A ij
A ij

A ij

( ) ( ) ( )
( )












 (4)

Thenon-membershipvaluewilldecreaseandhesitationdegreewillincreasewiththeincrease
inλvalue.Determinationoftheλvaluewillinfluencethehesitationvalue.Differentvalueofλwill
controlthelevelofhesitationintheimage.Intuitionisticfuzzificationfunctionsprovideaflexible
modeltoelaborateuncertaintyandvaguenessinvolvedinrealworldproblems.Therobustnessof
fuzzylogicliesinchoosingappropriateMF.Formostofthedomains,thetriangularandtrapezoidal
shapesarewidelyusedinliteratureduetotheirinherentcharacteristicsofproducinggoodresults.
MFsallowustographicallyrepresentafuzzyset.TriangularMFtakesthefollowingform:

µ
A
x

x a

b a
if a x b

c x

c b
if b x c

otherwise
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ij
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Theparametersa,bandcspecifiestheboundarieswiththecriteria(a<b<c)anddeterminesthe
xcoordinatesoftheboundariesoffuzzyandIFStriangularMF.TheMFsaresubjectiveanduser
dependent.Intheproposedapproach,theleftandrightboundaryvaluesareevaluatedasminimum
andmaximumpixelvalueoftherespectiveimageframeandcorevalueissettomidrangevalue.The
fuzzificationoftheimageusingfuzzyandIFStriangularMFisdepictedinFigures2and3respectively.

TheotherMFusedforfuzzificationisthetrapezoidalMF,whichtakesthefollowingform:

Figure 2. Illustration of Fuzzy Triangular MF
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ThefuzzyandIFStrapezoidalMFmaybesymmetricorasymmetricinshape.Theparameter
valuesa,daresetasminimumandmaximumpixelvalueoftherespectiveimage.Parametersband
carecomputedas(a+mid)/2and(d+mid)/2respectively,wheremidisthemidrangevalueofthe
image.ThefuzzificationofimagematrixusingfuzzyandIFStrapezoidalMFcouldbeillustrated
similartotriangularMFasinFigures4and5respectively.

Thefollowingsectionsdescribe,featureextractionprocessusingcorrelationcoefficientforSBD
processandprobabilisticentropymeasuresforkeyframeextraction.

3.2. Shot Boundary Detection
Correlationcoefficient isusedasafeaturetodetectshotboundarybetweenadjacentframesthat
arefuzzifiedusingthemethoddescribedinsection3.1.Computationofcorrelationcoefficientis
describedinthefollowingparagraphs.

3.2.1. Computation of Correlation Coefficient
Fuzzy Sets:Thefuzzycorrelationcoefficientindicatesnotonlythedegreeoftherelationshipbetween
thefuzzysetsbutalsothefactthat,thesetwosetsmaybepositivelyornegativelycorrelated.Inthe
proposedapproach,thecorrespondingmembershipvaluesoftheconsecutivefuzzifiedframesare
usedtocomputecorrelationcoefficientandtherebyportrayinglinearrelationshipbetweenthem.Let

Figure 3. Illustration of Intuitionistic Fuzzy Triangular MF
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μA(xij), μB(xij)bethemembershipvaluesoftheconsecutivefuzzifiedframesA,Bdefinedintheframe
sequence,thenthecorrelationcoefficientrf(A,B)isgivenas(ChiangandLin,1999):
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Theresultantfeaturecorrelationcoefficientvaluerf(A,B)oftwoconsecutivefuzzifiedframes
liesintheinterval[-1,1].Thecorrelationcoefficientvalue-1representsnegativelinearrelationship,
1incaseofpositivelinearrelationshipand,somevaluebetween-1and1forallothercases.Likewise,
thecorrelationcoefficientvaluescomputedforalltheconsecutiveframesintheframesequenceare
consideredforshotdetectionprocess.

Figure 4. Illustration of Fuzzy Trapezoidal MF

Figure 5. Illustration of Intuitionistic Fuzzy Trapezoidal MF
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IFS:Similarly,thecorrelationcoefficientbetweenIFSreflectsthestrengthofrelationbyhesitation
margin.Intheproposedapproach,thecorrespondingmembership,non-membershipandhesitation
degreevaluesofeachfuzzifiedframeintheframesequenceareusedtocomputecorrelation
coefficient. Let (μA(xij), μB(xij)), (νA(xij), νB(xij)) and (πA(xij), πB(xij)) be the membership, non-
membershipandhesitationvaluesoftheframefuzzysetsA,Bdefinedintheframesequence.
ThenthecorrelationcoefficientrA-IFS(A, B)isgivenas(SzmidtandKacprzyk,2010):

r A B r A B r A B r A B
A IFS− ( ) = ( )+ ( )+ ( )( ), , , ,

1

3 1 2 3
 (8)
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Thecomputedcorrelationcoefficientvaluedependsontwoaspects:themeasureofinformation
revealedinmembershipandnon-membershipdegreesandalsothereliabilityofinformationexpressed
byhesitationmargins(Szmidtetal.,2011).TheresultantfeaturecorrelationcoefficientvaluerA-IFS
(A,B)oftwoconsecutiveframesA, Bliesintheinterval[-1,1].Likewise,thecorrelationcoefficient
valuescomputedforalltheconsecutiveframesintheframesequence,aidsinthedetectionprocess
ofshotcutsinavideosequence.
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Shot boundary in a continuous video is a frame, which is significantly different from its
neighbouringframesintermsofitsvisualcontent.Thethresholdselectiontechniquepresentedby
RashmiandNagendraswamy(2016b)isusedforshotboundarydetection.

3.3. Keyframe Extraction
Afterdetectingshotsinthevideosequence,akeyframe,whicheffectivelyrepresenttheentireshot
needstobeidentifiedandcombinedtoformasummarizedvideo.Thequantitativeinformationpresent
intheframesignifiesthesalientcontentoftheframe.Thekeyframesrepresentingthesalientcontent
ofeachsegmentedshotareextractedusingFuzzyEntropy(FE)andIntuitionisticFuzzyEntropy
(IFE)andaredescribedinthefollowingsections.

3.3.1. Computation of FE and IFE
Inordertoselectkeyframesfromtheshots,framesmustbecharacterizedusingfeatures.Framesare
fuzzifiedusingfuzzysetsandIFSconceptsasdiscussedinsection3.1andFEandIFEfeaturesare
computedusingprobabilityandpossibilitydistribution.Earlier,entropyconcepthasbeenaddressed
forfuzzysetsandIFSusingprobabilistic(Zadeh,1968;Bhandari&Pal,1993)andnonprobabilistic
(Deetal.,1972;SzmidtandKacprzyk,2001)approaches.Inthiswork,Shannonprobabilisticentropy
(Shannon,1948)isusedtoextractfeaturesasdescribedbelow.

Let‘X’bethepossibleoutcomeofndistinctquantizationlevelsofafuzzifiedframeofsizemxn
representedasX={x1, x2, ... xn}.Thengenerally,theprobabilitydistributionofthisframeisPiand
theShannonentropyfortheframeisdefinedas:

H X = -
ii=0

n-1

2 ip log p( ) ∑  (12)

Infuzzysets,entropymeasureiscomputedonlyonmembershipdegreevaluesofthecorresponding
fuzzifiedframe.WhereasinIFS,theaverageentropyisevaluatedbasedontheentropyvaluesobtained
fromthemembership,non-membershipandhesitationdegreevaluesofthecorrespondingfuzzified
frame.Generally,thefuzzifiedvalueslieintheinterval[0,1].Therefore,0-1bindistribution/histogram
is considered in comparisonwith256bindistribution formeasuringentropy.Experimentswere
conductedusing0-1bindistribution,withintervaldifferenceof0.1resultingin11bins.

Theentropycomputationforfuzzysetwithmembershipdegree(µA)isdescribedasinEq.13:

E(µ ) = - logA ii=0

n-1

2 ip p∑  (13)

wherePiisprobabilitydistributionoffuzzifiedframe.Similarly,theentropycomputationforIFS
resultsinthreeentropyvalues.Oneformembershipdegree(µA)asdescribedinEquation13.The
secondfornon-membershipdegree(νA)asdescribedinEquation14andthethirdforhesitationdegree
(πA)asformulatedinEquation15:

E log
i

i

n

ip p( )½A = −
=

−

∑
0

1

2
 (14)
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E log
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1

 (15)

TheaverageentropyvalueiscomputedusingEquation16asfollows:

T = )+ + / 3E(µ ½ ÀA A AE E( () )( )  (16)

Illustration of FE and IFE entropy computation on an hypothetical fuzzified frame using
TrapezoidalMFisgiveninFigures6and7respectively.Similarly,triangularMFisusedtocompute
FEandIFEvalues.

After computing the probabilistic entropy values for all the fuzzified frames, selection of
keyframesforeachsegmentedshotofthevideoisaccomplishedasdescribedinthefollowingsub
section.

3.3.2. Keyframe Selection
Keyframeisarepresentativeframehavingconciseinformationofashot.Theentropyvalueisalways
non-negativeandavariablewithhigherentropyvaluecontainsmaximuminformation(Wang&Shen,
2011).Themaximumentropyvalueamongthecomputedentropiesforfuzzifiedframeswithinashot
isselectedasthekeyframeandthisisdoneforalltheshotsofthevideo.

Let a video shot S consists of n frame sequences, then the computed entropy feature set is
S={E(f1), E(f2), E(f3),… E(fn)}whereE(fi)correspondstotheentropyfeaturevalueofithframeofa

Figure 6. Fuzzy Entropy using 256 and 0-1 bin distribution using trapezoidal MF

Figure 7. Intuitionistic Fuzzy Entropy using 256 and 0-1 bin distribution using trapezoidal MF
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shot.InordertoidentifythekeyframeforashotS,theframewiththemaximumentropyvalueis
identifiedasinEquation17:

KF max f f f f= ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )E ,E E ... E1 2 3 n,  (17)

Thus, theselectedkeyframesfromeachindividualshot isconcatenated toconstructavideo
summaryandcanbefurtherutilizedforvideoindexingandretrievalapplications.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIoN

Evaluationoftheproposedmethodsisdoneintwostages:(i)SBD(ii)Keyframeextraction.Two
benchmarkdatasetsareconsideredforexperimentalanalysistodemonstratetheperformanceofthe
proposedmethods.Thedatasetshaveobjectmotion,cameramotionandilluminationvariationof
variousdegree,whichmakesSBDandkeyframeextractionverychallenging.Experimentswere
carriedoutusingMATLAB2012aonIntelCorei5processor,runningat2.20GHzwith2GBRAM.

4.1. Experimental Analysis for SBD
The proposed method is analyzed using video sequences taken from the US National Institute
ofStandards (NIST)TRECVID2001dataset from thedatabase (Open-Video-Project,n.d.) and
descriptionisgiveninTable1.Theframesizeofeachvideosequenceissettoresolutionof320x262.
Thegroundtruthinformationregardingtheshottransitionofthesevideosequencesareavailable
andconsideredforanalysis.

Theresultsobtainedbytheproposedmethodarecomparedwiththegroundtruth,tocategorize
thedetectionascorrect,falseormissedcuts.Recall(R),Precision(P)andF1scoreareusedasthe
measuresofperformanceevaluationasdefinedbelow:

Recall =
NC

NC + NM
 (18)

Table 1. Description of TRECVID 2001 video dataset

File Name Video Title No. of Frames Cuts

anni005 NASA_25th_Anniversary_Show_Segment_5 11364 38

anni006 NASA_25th_Anniversary_Show_Segment_6 16586 41

anni009 NASA_25th_Anniversary_Show_Segment_9 12307 38

anni010 NASA_25th_Anniversary_Show_Segment_10 31389 98

nad31 Spaceworks-Episode6 52405 187

nad33 Spaceworks-Episode8 49768 189

nad53 A&S_Reports_Tape_#4_Report_#260 25783 82

nad57 A&S_Reports_Tape_#4_Report_#264 12781 44

nad58 A&S_Reports_Tape_#5_Report_#265 13648 40

bor03 ChallengeatGlenCanyon 48451 231

bor08 TheGreatWebofWater 50569 380
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Precision =
NC

NC + NF
 (19)

F1 score =
2 * Recall * Precision

Recall + Precision
 (20)

whereNCisthenumberofcorrectlydetectedshotcuts,NMisthenumberofmissedshotcutsandNF
isthenumberoffalselydetectedshotcuts.Anexcellentshottransitiondetectormustpossessboth
highrecallandhighprecision.

Theproposedmethodhasbeenevaluatedbyconductingexperimentsonthevideosequencesas
showninTable1considering4differentcases.ThedivisionofcasesisshowninFigure8.

Thisdivisionallowsus tohavesystematiccomparisonsof thedifferentcombinations in the
proposedmethod.TheuseofdifferentMFshaveinfluencedtheresults.Theresultsoftheexperiments
arebroadly classified as: i)Results of correlation coefficient on fuzzy setsusing triangular and
trapezoidalMFsii)ResultsofcorrelationcoefficientonIFSusingtriangularandtrapezoidalMFs.

Fuzzy Sets:TwotypesofMFs(triangularandtrapezoidal)havebeenexploredtoobtainthefuzzy
correlation coefficient. The results are summarized in Table 2. The results show that, the
performanceoftriangularMFisbetterthanthatoftrapezoidalMFintermsofbothrecalland
precisionforallthevideos.However,foranni005andnad53video,precisionishigherwhen
comparedusingtrapezoidalMF.Thisshowsthatthecombinationoffuzzificationusingtriangular
MFandthencomputingcorrelationcoefficientbetweentheframesyieldsbetterresultthanthe
combinationoffuzzificationusingtrapezoidalMF.

IFS:Similarly,triangularandtrapezoidalMFshavebeenexploredtoobtainIFScorrelationcoefficient.
TheresultsaresummarizedinTable3.Comparativeanalysisintermsofrecallandprecision
measuresfortwotypesofMFsisshowninFigures11and12respectively.Theresultsdepict
that,theperformanceoftriangularMFisconsistentlybetterthanthatoftrapezoidalMFinterms
ofrecallandprecisionforallthevideos.

TheexperimentalresultsrecordedinTables2and3depictsthat,thetriangularMFperforms
betterthantrapezoidalMFforalltheexperimentalcases.Overallevaluationdepictsthat,theresults
obtainedusingtheIFScorrelationcoefficientandtriangularMFsignificantlyperformsbetterthan
fuzzycorrelationcoefficientusingtriangularMFandhenceconsideredasthebestcase.

Figure 8. Experimental setup for the proposed SBD Method
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InIFS,differentlevelsofλasstatedinFigure2andsection3.1willdirectlycontrolthelevel
ofhesitation.Empiricallyitwasfoundthat,λ=1yieldedthebestresult.TheuseofIFSimpliesthe
additional degrees of freedom (non-membership andhesitation degrees) into the set description
(Szmidt&Kacprzyk,2010).Thissignifiesthat,IFShastheabilitytohandleuncertaintyinvideo
imagesinamoreadequateway,whencomparedtofuzzysets.

Thebestcaseasstatedaboveiscomparedwithsomeofthestate-of-the-artSBDmethodsas
showninTable4.TheproposedSBDmethodoutperformswiththestate-of-the-artmethodsand
graphicallyrepresentedinFigure9.

Anadditionalcomparisonhasbeenmadewiththerecentstate-of-the-artalgorithmsproposed
byThounaojametal.,(2016,2017)forsomeofthevideosequencesofTRECVID2001datasetin
Table1.TheresultsshowninTable5signifiesimprovedefficiencyoftheproposedalgorithmwith
thestate-of-the-artmethodsandtheperformanceisdepictedgraphicallyinFigure10.

4.2. Experimental Analysis for Keyframe Extraction
Theproposedmethodisanalyzedusingfivevideosequencestakenfromthedatabase(Open-Video-
Project,n.d.)anddescriptionisgiveninTable6.

Table 2. SBD results using Fuzzy Correlation Coefficient

Video 
Sequence

Triangular MF method Trapezoidal MF method

R P R P

anni005 100 86.4 86.8 91.7

anni009 100 85.4 91.4 76.2

nad31 97.5 91.2 95.0 88.4

nad33 96.8 92.8 94.6 88.9

nad53 98.7 88.5 94.9 91.4

nad57 100 97.9 100 97.9

bor03 98.7 95.0 97.8 90.0

bor08 98.0 96.0 97.7 95.5

Table 3. SBD results using IFS Correlation Coefficient

Video 
Sequence

Triangular MF method Trapezoidal MF method

R P R P

anni005 100 95.0 92.1 94.6

anni009 100 87.5 100 83.3

nad31 98.1 93.5 96.9 90.1

nad33 97.3 94.3 96.2 92.3

nad53 98.7 92.8 97.4 90.5

nad57 100 97.9 100 97.9

bor03 98.7 97.0 98.3 94.2

bor08 98.5 96.6 97.7 95.7
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Table 4. Comparison of the proposed SBD method with Hannane et al., (2016) and Choudary et al., (2012)

Video 
Sequence

Proposed Method Hannane et al., (2016) Choudary et al., (2012)

R P F1 R P F1 R P F1

anni005 100 95 97.44 100 90.4 94.96 100 82.6 90.47

anni009 100 87.5 93.33 100 84.5 91.60 100 76.0 86.36

nad31 98.1 93.5 95.74 97.9 89.4 93.46 96.3 81.8 88.46

nad33 97.3 94.3 95.78 96.9 91.3 94.02 94.7 86.1 90.20

nad53 98.7 92.8 95.66 98.8 88.1 93.14 98.8 80.2 88.53

nad57 100 97.9 98.94 100 95.6 97.75 97.7 91.5 94.50

bor03 98.7 97.0 97.84 98.7 95.4 97.02 97.8 90.4 93.95

bor08 98.5 96.6 97.54 97.6 95.7 96.64 93.4 86.8 89.98

Average 99.3 95.8 97.5 98.8 93.1 95.8 96.7 84.7 90.2

Figure 9. Average comparison with Hannane et al., (2016) and Choudary et al., (2012)

Table 5. Comparison of the proposed SBD method with (Thounaojam et al., 2016, 2017)

Video 
Sequence

Proposed Method Thounaojam et al., (2016) Thounaojam et al., (2017)

R P F1 R P F1 R P F1

anni006 0.947 0.900 0.923 0.952 0.889 0.919 0.952 0.889 0.919

anni009 1.000 0.875 0.933 0.846 0.805 0.825 0.923 0.720 0.809

anni010 0.949 0.886 0.916 0.878 0.935 0.906 0.949 0.869 0.907

nad58 1.000 0.930 0.964 1.000 0.889 0.941 1.000 0.930 0.964

Average 0.974 0.898 0.934 0.919 0.880 0.898 0.956 0.852 0.900
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Evaluation of keyframe extraction is one of the important issue in video analysis and
summarization.Evaluationofavideosummaryisatedioustaskduetothelackofgroundtruth.Inthis
work,thesummaryofavideoisobtainedbytheextractionofkeyframesusingshotbasedapproach.
Onekeyframeisextractedforeachshotinavideo.Ifthekeyframesextractedrepresentthevisual
contentspresentinthevideoeffectively,thenthevideosummaryisefficient.Fidelitymeasureisused
forevaluatingtheeffectivenessoftheextractedkeyframes.Fidelitymeasure(Changetal.,1999)is
computedasmaximumofminimaldistancebetweenkeyframesetandshotframeset.LetR={F1,F2,
F3,...Fn}bethenframesofinputvideoandS={KF1,KF2,KF3,...KFm}bethesetofmkeyframes
extractedfromshotsofavideosequence.Thedistancebetweenthesetsaredefinedasfollows:

d = min(d(R ,S ))j kmi
 (21)

Eachframeofavideoischaracterizedbytheentropyfeaturesasdiscussedinsection3.3.1.The
Semi-HausdorffdistancebetweenSandRisdefinedas:

Figure 10. Average comparison with (Thounaojam et al., 2016, 2017)

Table 6. Description of the Open Video Project dataset

Video file Video name Duration Dimension Total 
frames

No. of 
shots

UGS01_004 ExoticTerrane,Segment4 2:40 352x240 4,797 23

UGS02_009 America’sNewFrontier,Segment9 3:49 352x240 6,879 20

UGS03_004 TheFutureofEnergyGases,Segment4 4:27 352x240 8,007 27

UGS07_003 OceanFloorLegacy,Segment3 2:38 352x240 4,749 17

UGS07_005 OceanFloorLegacy,Segment5 2:35 352x240 4,665 25
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d = max(d
sh j

)  (22)

and,thefidelitymeasureisdefinedas:

Fidelity
d

d

sh

i

=
−( )

( )( )
1

max max
 (23)

Biggerthefidelityvalue,themoreaccuratewillbethedescriptionofvisualcontentofavideo
sequence.Thefidelitymeasureforthecorrespondingkeyframesofeveryshotiscomputed.

The proposed method was evaluated by conducting experiments considering eight different
casesasshowninFigure11.

Thisdivisionallowsustohavesystematiccomparisonsofthedifferentcombinationsexploredin
theproposedmethod.IthasbeenanalyzedthattheuseofdifferentMFsanddistributionofhistogram
binshaveinfluencedtheobtainedresults.Theresultsoftheexperimentsarebroadlyclassifiedas:
i)EntropymeasureonfuzzysetsusingtriangularandtrapezoidalMFsbasedon256and0-1bin
distributionii)EntropymeasureonIFSusingtriangularandtrapezoidalMFsbasedon256and0-1
bindistribution.

Fuzzy Sets:SeveralexperimentsareperformedusingthefuzzysetapproachbyvaryingtheMFs
(triangularandtrapezoidal)andbindistributions(256and0-1).Theprobabilisticentropyresults
aresummarizedinTable7.ObservationsrecordedinTable7depictsthat,thebinpatternsare
highlydependentontheMF.TriangularMFperformsbetter,whenthenumberofbinsismore.
Whereas,trapezoidalMFperformsbetterwithonlyafewbins(0-1binwillhave11binswith
0.1intervaldifference).

IFS:SimilarexperimentshavebeenconductedforIFSapproach.TheprobabilisticIFEresultsare
summarizedinTable8.FromTable8,observationrevealsthat,herealsothebinpatternsare
highlydependentontheMFasinthecaseoffuzzysets.Also,theobservationsregardingthe
MFsremainthesame.Thekeyframesobtainedfromugs01_004videosequencesareillustrated
inFigure12.

ExperimentalresultsrecordedinTables7and8showsthat,thetrapezoidalMFperformsbetter
thantriangularMFinalltheexperimentalcasesirrespectiveofthecaseanddistributionofthebin
patternsused.Particularly,IFEperformsbetterthanFEinallthecases.Thebestfidelityisobtained

Figure 11. Experimental setup for Keyframe extraction method
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forthelastcombination/casei.e.,IFEusingtrapezoidalMFand0-1binpattern.Inthiscase,reduction
ofbindistributionhasinfluencedtheresults.

Tothebestofourknowledge,thereisnoattemptmadeinthedirectionofprobabilisticFEorIFE
forkeyframeextractionintheliterature.Therefore,theefficacyoftheproposedmethodsiscompared
withafuzzynon-probabilisticandalsowithanon-fuzzynon-probabilisticmethod.Thebestcase
resultsoftheproposedmethodiscomparedwiththenon-probabilisticIFEproposedbySzmidtand

Table 7. Keyframe evaluation results in terms of Fidelity measure using FE

Video 
Sequence

Triangular MF method Trapezoidal MF method

256 Bins 0-1 Bins 256 Bins 0-1 Bins

UGS01_004 0.82 0.57 0.85 0.88

UGS02_009 0.73 0.78 0.92 0.93

UGS03_004 0.62 0.49 0.79 0.91

UGS07_003 0.69 0.72 0.87 0.87

UGS07_005 0.70 0.22 0.90 0.91

Table 8. Keyframe evaluation results in terms of Fidelity measure using IFE

Video 
Sequence

Triangular MF method Trapezoidal MF method

256 Bins 0-1 Bins 256 Bins 0-1 Bins

UGS01_004 0.83 0.76 0.88 0.89

UGS02_009 0.77 0.70 0.92 0.93

UGS03_004 0.64 0.47 0.80 0.91

UGS07_003 0.69 0.72 0.88 0.89

UGS07_005 0.70 0.30 0.91 0.92

Figure 12. Keyframes obtained from UGS01_004 video sequence
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Kacprzyk (2001) as formulated in Equation 24. Fuzzification is performed using triangular and
trapezoidalMFsusingIFSapproach(asdescribedinsection3.1).

IFE(A) = 1
nxm

min(¼ (x ), (x ))+ (x )

max(¼ (x ), (x )

½ À

½
A ij A ij A ij

A ij A ij ))+ (x )ÀA ijj=1

m

i=1

n

∑∑  (24)

whereμA(xij), νA(xij),andπA(xij)arethemembership,non-membershipandhesitationvaluesofthe
frameAwithnxmorderintheframesequence.

ThecomparativeanalysisresultsofexperimentscarriedoutusingstrategyofSzmidtandKacprzyk
(2001)tocomputeIFE,onOpenVideoProjectdatasetarerecordedinTable9.TheresultsofSzmidt
andKacprzyk(2001)showsthat,thetrapezoidalMFoutperformstriangularMFinnon-probabilistic
wayofmeasuringentropyusing IFS.Also,performanceofbestcaseof theproposedmethod is
comparedwiththenon-fuzzymethodwithoutentropybyBesirisetal.,(2007)asdescribedinTable9.

Theaboveresultsrevealthattheproposedmethodachievesthebestperformanceintermsof
fidelityvaluewhencomparedwithothermethodsinTable9.Thecomparisoncanbebestobserved
inFigure13.

5. CoNCLUSIoN

Inthiswork,fuzzysetsandIFStechniqueshasbeendescribedforSBDandkeyframeextraction.The
proposedSBDmethodfirstdividesthevideosequenceintoshotsusingcorrelationcoefficientbetween
fuzzified framesand thresholdcomputation forabruptcutdetectionprocess.Also, theproposed
keyframeextractionmethodemploysprobabilisticentropymeasureoneachfuzzifiedframetoidentify
significantchangeinthevisualcontentwithinashot.Thevideosummaryisgeneratedbyconcatenating
theselectedframepossessinghighestentropyvaluefromeachshotandmayfurtherbeutilizedfor
videoretrievalpurposes.Theexperimentalanalysisshowsthat,theperformanceparametersforSBD
andkeyframeextractionalgorithmsarecomparablewithstate-of-the-artalgorithms.Experimentsare
carriedoutonthebenchmarkvideodatasetstakenfromTRECVID2001andOpenVideoProject
respectively.ExploringvariousMFsanddistributionofhistogrambinsshowssignificantimprovement
intheresults.TheaverageperformanceparameterF1scoreis97.5%fortheproposedSBDmethod
andaveragefidelitymeasureof0.91%forkeyframeextractionmethod.

Infuturework,theperformanceoftheproposedSBDmethodwillbeanalyzedfordetecting
gradualtransitionsinthevideosequence.Toaddressvariationswithinashot,newstrategiesofsoft
computingtechniqueswillbeinvestigatedforkeyframeselectionwithinsubshotsofashot.

Table 9. Comparative analysis of proposed method with Non-probabilistic entropy and Non-fuzzy approach

Video 
Sequence

Szmidt and Kacprzyk (2001) Besiris et al., (2007) Proposed 
MethodTriangular Trapezoidal

UGS01_004 0.58 0.84 0.72 0.89

UGS02_009 0.57 0.88 0.73 0.93

UGS03_004 0.62 0.77 0.73 0.91

UGS07_003 0.77 0.89 0.75 0.89

UGS07_005 0.54 0.81 0.74 0.92

Average 0.62 0.84 0.73 0.91
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Figure 13. Comparison of the proposed keyframe extraction method with other approaches
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Abstract
Video data is becoming an indispensable part of today’s Big Data due to evolution of
social web and mobile technology. Content based video analysis has become crucial for
video management. Shot boundary detection is one of the most essential task in video
content analysis. In view of this, an efficient shot boundary detection approach to detect
abrupt and gradual transition in videos is proposed in this work. The approach extracts
block based Mean Cumulative Sum Histogram (MCSH) from each edge gradient
fuzzified frame as a combination of local and global feature. The relative standard
deviation (RSD) statistical measure is applied on the obtained MCSH to detect abrupt
and gradual shots in the video. Efficacy of the proposed method is measured by
conducting experiments on TRECVID 2001, TRECVID 2007 and VideoSeg datasets.
The proposed method shows relatively a good performance when compared to some of
the state-of-the-art shot boundary detection approaches.

Keywords Block . Cumulative . Fuzzy set . Gradient . Histogram . Relative StandardDeviation .

Threshold . Shot boundary detection

1 INTRODUCTION

In the recent years Internet and social media platforms are ubiquitous and plethora of video
information is generated in every single minute. With the proliferation of 5G technology and
the advancement in smart phones, mobile users and Internet of Things (IoT) are predicted to
increase mobile video data traffic. Development in video acquisition technologies has led to
the creation of massive video repositories on storage platforms. The users may prefer to query
videos based on the content instead of sequentially accessing the video data, which demands
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sophisticated technology for representing, indexing and retrieving multimedia data. Video
management in manual mode is arduous and hence it is crucial to develop efficient algorithms
to store, index and retrieve the videos. This domain of research is referred as Content Based
Video Retrieval (CBVR) system. CBVR seem to be inherent extension of Content Based
Image Retrieval (CBIR). CBVR system is the task of providing relevant video shots/clips as
per the user query. The approaches and paradigms for CBVR must promote to align computer
vision in line with human perceptions [8]. The term “content” stands for image features such as
color, shape, texture etc. and the term “retrieval” refers to the techniques that fetch results in
relation and accordance with user perception. Thus, CBVR can be imposed as the search for
videos that matches the query given by the user.

CBVR technology has been successfully used in several applications such as crime
prevention, biometrics, gesture recognition, biodiversity information systems, medicine, digital
libraries, historical research etc. The widespread applications of videos have increased the
demand for automated tools and management for efficient indexing, browsing and retrieval of
video data [13]. Since video retrieval is not effective using conventional query-by-text retrieval
technique, CBVR system is considered as one of the best practical solutions for better retrieval
quality [46]. The rich video structure has got tremendous scope in the area of video retrieval to
enhance the performance of conventional search engines [21]. It is vital to develop appropriate
measures to effectively and efficiently manage the multimedia information in a meaningful
manner [7].

The research community working on CBVR has identified several challenges in the design
of effective and efficient CBVR system. Shot Boundary Detection (SBD) is the crucial step in
the design of CBVR system and aims at segmenting a video into a number of structural
elements (scenes, shots or frames) [7]. Hence, it is termed as video temporal segmentation and
has been focused for video summarization and indexing process. Some of the challenges of
SBD include efficient feature descriptors and threshold free algorithms to achieve high
detection rate for identification of any type of shot transition. The logical representation of
video with respect to hierarchical structure is shown in Fig. 1. The shot boundaries are
indicated relying upon the interruptions made between camera operations. A video stream is
anticipated as a set of distinct scenes. A shot is a sequence of successive frames grabbed from a
single camera. A representative frame termed as keyframe can be identified from every shot
which constitutes summary of the video and is further used for retrieval purpose.

Video

Scenes

Shots

Frames

Fig. 1 Hierarchy of video units
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A frame represent a single image in a video. Consecutive frames within a shot are highly
redundant in appearance and behaviour. According to the video editing effects, the shot
boundaries are classified as either abrupt (hard) or gradual (soft) transition based on the
inherent behaviour, properties and length of the videos [48]. Figure 2 presents the categories
of video shot transitions. Determining gradual transition is complex when compared with
abrupt transition due to camera and object motion [8].

Abrupt shot detection The rapid change in visual content between adjacent frames in a video
causes abrupt transition. Such transitions portray substantial visual discontinuity between
frames and termed as hard cut.

Gradual shot detection The slow and continuous change in visual content across multiple
frames causes gradual transition. Such transitions exhibits progressive change over varied
group of frames and termed as smooth transition. Gradual transition detection is tedious due to
continuous nature of the editing effects. The editing effects considered as gradual transition are
fade-in, fade-out, dissolve etc.

The primary step in SBD involves feature extraction and representation of frames. Subse-
quently, similarity/dissimilarity measures are computed to locate the transition between
frames. Based on significant changes, shot boundaries are declared. Shot transition occurs
when there is a drastic change in visual contents between the frames. In the literature, the SBD
techniques are broadly classified into two categories based on the feature extraction domain
viz., compressed and uncompressed. Features extracted from compressed domain make SBD
algorithms fast, as no decoding process for video frames are required. However, researchers
pay more attention to uncompressed domain because of its richness in visual information of
video frames as discussed in [3]. The SBD algorithms proposed in this work are all based on
uncompressed domain.

Researchers in the field of image and video analytics have revealed that, the methods based
on soft computing techniques [5, 33, 34, 47] have shown better performance when compared
to conventional methods [9]. The two dimensional discretization has caused inherent uncer-
tainty in digital frames [29] and hence, there exists some amount of uncertainty even in
simplest feature extraction approach [29]. The ambiguities in digital frames occur due to
position of object and pixel intensity. Amongst the interesting features, edges interpret the
boundary of the objects with variations in pixel intensities. Fuzzy set theory has been a vital
choice in handling ambiguities and processing of edges [29].

Types of Shot Transitions

Abrupt (Hard) Gradual (Soft)

Cut Dissolve Fade in/out Wipe

Fig. 2 Categories of video shot transition
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In the proposed work, the task of shot boundary detection is achieved by employing edge
information and incorporating fuzzy logic [57]. The edge detection process is likely to consist
of several sub processes or phases [52]. The mathematical framework introduced by Bezdek
et al., [6] consisting of several phases viz., conditioning, feature extraction, blending and
scaling for edge detection is used by many methods in the literature. The concept of fuzzy
logic can be applied in all the phases or at a specific phase depending on the nature and
complexity of the video to produce better shot detection results [29]. In classical edge
detection, binarization step causes information to be lost in digital frames [35]. The use of
fuzzy sets for intermediate representation of edges may capture the important information [29,
51], which can help to describe the content of the video frame better and handle ambiguities in
digital frames. This has motivated the authors to carry out the proposed SBD work.

The focus of this work is to identify abrupt and gradual transition in the videos. An attempt
is made to enhance edge detection capability and address uncertainty in digital frames.
Initially, the grayscale frames are transformed into gradient frames using Sobel detector. The
Sobel gradient distribution of pixels are subjected to fuzzification process using triangular
membership function (MF). The proposed method employs block based cumulative sum
approach on each 3 × 3 block pixels of fuzzified gradient frame. This local feature discrimi-
nates the spatial distribution and is robust to noise and illumination variation. Further, the mean
of cumulative sum is computed and is used to produce MCSH histogram of every video frame.
Thus, the video is represented in terms of MCSHs and each MCSH describes the video frame
information globally. Threshold devising strategy is accomplished by applying RSD statistical
measure on the obtained MCSH histograms of every frame of a video for shot transition
detection. Efficacy of the proposed method in terms of precision, recall and F1-score has been
demonstrated by conducting extensive experiments on the TRECVID and VideoSeg datasets.

Rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a detailed description of the
related work. Section 3 presents the proposed methodology covering the details about feature
extraction and shot boundary detection. Experimental analysis and results are discussed in
section 4 followed by conclusion in section 5.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

With the advancement in CBVR technology, there is a great demand for robust and reliable
SBD algorithms [7]. A comprehensive survey on recent developments of SBD has been
reported by Abdulhussain et al., [3]. Numerous challenges of shot boundary detection and
extensive review of several techniques are presented by Hu et al., [19] and Yuan et al., [56].
Some of the important work related to SBD, which address abrupt and gradual transitions are
discussed in the following paragraphs. Among the several approaches proposed in the
literature to address the problems of SBD, following are some of the interesting works, which
have explored histograms, edge based, block based features and soft computing techniques.

Histogram is a global feature and does not capture spatial details of the pixels. Hence, it is
robust to camera or object motion than pixel based methods. Mas and Fernandez [32] have
depicted the effectiveness of color histogram descriptor using color space and quantization
method by discriminating the least significant bits of each RGB component. City block
distance between color histograms were measured and compared against threshold to detect
shot cuts. Ji et al., [22] used the concept of accumulative histogram difference and support
points for detection of dissolve transition. Lu and Shi [30] proposed singular value
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decomposition and candidate segment selection method for SBD. A frame feature matrix is
formed by extracting color histogram in hue saturation value to identify cut and gradual
transition. Li et al., [27] presented three-stage approach based on Multilevel Difference of
colour histograms for detecting cut and gradual boundaries. Detection of shot boundaries are
attempted by Hannane et al., [16] by extracting SIFT and edge-SIFT keypoints from each
frame. Adaptive threshold is applied on the computed distance values of SIFT-PDH between
the frames and shot boundaries are identified. Prasertsakul et al., [36] presents a novel
technique for classifying several camera operations in videos using 2D histogram. 2D motion
vector (MV) fields are generated by applying an existing block based MV estimation method
in polar coordinates. MVs in each frame that share the similar magnitude and orientation
features are utilized to classify the camera operations by representing the 2D histogram.

Edge is an important local feature to represent discontinuity in pixel intensity. Pixels
belonging to same object exhibit continuity in pixel intensity and vice versa. Significant
changes in the edge pixels between consecutive frames, indicate a shot change. Since spatial
information is not considered, missed shot boundaries may occur [48]. This technique is
applied to detect both abrupt and gradual transitions. Heng and Ngan [18] presented shot
boundary detection using object based edge detection. The authors proposed time stamping
transferring mechanism, which utilizes information across multiple frames. Moving objects
across the gradual transition frames instead of adjacent frames are tracked by the concept of
edge object tracking. Zheng et al., [60] proposed heuristic algorithm for detection of fade in
and fade out transition. This work utilizes Robert edge detector and transition is detected by
identifying the separation from object motion by employing predefined adaptive threshold.
Adjeroh et al., [4] introduced adaptive edge oriented framework using multilevel features
based on shot variability to address the problem of identifying abrupt transition. Three levels of
adaptation are considered by the authors: at the feature extraction stage using locally-adaptive
edge maps, at the video sequence level, and at the individual shot level. Adaptive parameters
for multilevel edge based approach are formulated to determine adaptive thresholds for
detection of shot boundaries. Priya and Domnic [38] used edge strength as feature vector that
are extracted by projecting block of frames over vector space. The sum of absolute difference
between the features of the blocks of the corresponding frames are evaluated. Shot transitions
are categorized by using similarity difference values.

Block based approach acts as intermediary between local and global feature based approaches.
Since the spatial resolution is reduced by using blocks instead of pixels, this method is less sensitive
to object and camera motion. Shahraray [43] proposed block based technique by dividing the frame
into 12 non overlapping blocks. Non linear order statistics is used to find the best match between
respective neighbourhoods of the previous frame. Sustained low level increase in match values are
identified to detect shot cuts. Lee et al. [25] performed block differences usingHSV color space. The
mean values of Hue and Saturation for two successive blocks are computed and shots were detected.
Lian [28] has proposed pixel, histogram and motion based frame difference to resist flash and light
detection to avoid false positives to address shot boundary detection. Jiang et al., [23] have proposed
both pixel and histogram based method for detection process using uneven blocked color histogram
and uneven pixel value difference in the moving windows. Rashmi and Nagendraswamy [39] have
proposed shot cut method using edge information and constructing histogram by assigning binary
weights to each sliding window of 2 × 2 block/mask of a video in overlapping and non overlapping
mode. To enhance discriminative capability among spatial distribution, Rashmi and
Nagendraswamy [40] have proposed Midrange LBP texture descriptor where midrange threshold
value is applied for each pixel across 3 × 3 block of imagematrix to produce histogram and adaptive
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threshold is used to detect shot boundaries. Wu et al., [54] proposes Unsupervised Deep Video
Hashing where balanced code learning and hash function learning are integrated and optimized for
video retrieval. Feature clustering and binarization are used to preserve neighbourhood structure.
Smart rotations is used for generating effective hash codes. Wu and Xu [55] proposed bottom-up
and top-down attention model to perform color image saliency detection in news video. Multi-scale
local and global motion conspicuity maps are computed on eye-tracking datasets. Shen et al., [44]
proposed video event detection using subspace selection technique. Unified transformationmatrix is
used for projecting different modalities for individual recognition tasks. Zhang et al., [59] proposed
flashmodel and cut model using local window basedmethod to detect false transitions. Zhang et al.,
[58] have proposed a shot boundary detection technique based on block-wise principle component
analysis by dividing the video into several segments. Shot eigen spaces are established on the
training segments and the candidate segments are projected onto the corresponding shot eigen space
to extract the feature vectors. Analysis and pattern matching are performed to identify abrupt and
gradual shot transitions in the video. Cirne et al., [11] proposed video summarization method using
color co-occurrence matrices as frame representation. Feature extraction has been performed at
multiple scales. Normalized sum of squared differences are computed between the frames for
detecting the shots. Abdulhussain et al., [2] proposed Orthogonal Polynomial (OP) algorithm for
detection of hard transitions. The OP domain are computed using Krawtchouk-Tchebichef polyno-
mial. The shots are identified using Support Vector Machines.

In the recent years, many researchers have emphasized their work on soft computing
techniques to handle uncertainties in images for addressing SBD. Fuzzification of frame-to-
frame-property difference values using Rayleigh distribution and fuzzy rules are framed by
Jadon et al., [20] for detection of abrupt and gradual changes. Lee et al. [26] used an ART2
neural network for video scene change detection. Küçüktunç et al., [24] presents color
histogram based shot boundary detection algorithm to detect both cuts and gradual transitions
with the fuzzy linking method on L*a*b* color space. A set of fuzzy rules are evaluated and
fuzzy rule based cut detection approach is suggested by Dadashi and Kanan [12]. Thounaojam
et al., [50] used normalized RGB color histogram difference as feature extraction method and
finding the difference between consecutive frames is studied for shot detection. The authors
have utilized fuzzy logic system optimized by Genetic Algorithm to find optimal range of
values of fuzzy membership functions. Hassanien et al., [17] presented SBD technique based
on spatio-temporal Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN). The authors have applied deep
neural techniques on the large SBD data set of 3.5 millions of frames of sharp and gradual
transitions. Image compositing models are used to generate the transitions. Rashmi and
Nagendraswamy [41] applied correlation coefficient between consecutive fuzzified frames
using fuzzy sets and IFS techniques for the purpose of abrupt shot detection. Artificial neural
networks (ANN) represents an important paradigm in the soft computing domain. Gygli et al.,
[15] developed Ridiculously Fast Shot Boundary Detection with Fully Convolutional Neural
Networks. Large temporal context is used by Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) with
unprecedented speed for detection process.

3 PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The framework of the proposed methodology for Shot Boundary Detection process is pre-
sented in Fig. 3. The main challenge is to develop a simple approach to eliminate false shot
detections that occur due to illumination, camera operation, object motion and noise.
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Therefore, a combination of local and global feature is considered to address the aforemen-
tioned problems by constructing MCSH histograms. The proposed model addresses the
detection of both abrupt and gradual transitions present in the videos using MCSH histograms.

3.1 Feature Extraction and Representation

Extraction of meaningful feature and efficient representation of video frames plays a very
important role in effective detection of shots in videos. The following subsections presents the
detail description of the proposed feature extraction and representation of video frames.

3.1.1 Sobel Gradient Frames

Initially, all the RGB frames of the video are converted to gray scale frames. There exists wide
variety of edge detection techniques to measure intensity changes [10, 37, 45] and it is found
that Sobel edge detector outperform other edge detectors in terms of accuracy and computa-
tional efficiency [1]. In this work, Sobel detector [45] is used to convolve the grayscale frame
pixels with their respective convolution mask to obtain gradient frame from grayscale frame.
For every pixel in the grayscale frame, the vertical and horizontal components of the gradient
is obtained by applying convolution with two 3-by-3 convolution masks as formulated in
Fig. 4:

The magnitude of the gradient gives the measure of rate of change in intensity at the pixel
location x,y and is computed as:

Conversion of 

RGB to Gray 

scale frames

Computation of 

Sobel Gradient 

values on frame 

pixels

Computation of Block 

Cumulative Sum and 

finding its Mean at 

each frame pixel 

position

Video  Shots

Detection of Abrupt 

transition by computing 

RSD  difference between 

each  MCSH histogram

Extraction of 

MCSH 

Histograms

Detection of Gradual transition by 

computing  relative difference 

using RSD on each MCSH 

Histogram

Fuzzification of 

Sobel Gradient 

frame

Input Video

Fig. 3 Framework of the Proposed Methodology for Shot Boundary Detection
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Fig. 4 Sobel 3 × 3 convolution masks
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G x;yð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
G2

x þ G2
y

q
ð1Þ

3.1.2 Fuzzification of Sobel Gradient Frames

In order to capture the vagueness and uncertainty present in the data, the crisp data has to be
converted to fuzzy data using the process of fuzzification. Membership functions (MFs) are
used to carry out fuzzification. MF is a curve that defines how each point in input space is
mapped to membership value between 0 and 1 [57]. Different MFs can be used to fuzzify the
data which has to be determined empirically by studying the functions for a specific applica-
tion. The most commonly used MFs in literature are trapezoidal, triangular and Gaussian as
they produce good results. The responsibility of choosing the shape of the MF lies with the
user and the application. The triangular/trapezoidal MF is used if the system needs significant
dynamic variation within short period of time and a Gaussian MF is used if high control
accuracy is selected [31].

In the proposed approach, the Sobel gradient frame is subjected to fuzzification using
triangular MF and the parameters are formulated as follows:

μA Gij
� � ¼

Gij−a
b−a

if a≤Gij≤b
c−Gij

c−b
if b≤Gij≤c

0 otherwise

8>>><
>>>:

ð2Þ

Where Gij represent the gradient frame. The parameters a, b and c specifies the boundaries
with the criteria (a < b < c) and determines the x coordinates of the boundaries of fuzzy
triangular MF. In the proposed approach, the left and right boundary values are evaluated as
minimum and maximum pixel value of the respective gradient frame and core value is set to
midrange value. The numerical illustration of the fuzzified Sobel gradient pixel values are
depicted in Fig. 5.

3.1.3 Block Computation and Histogram Construction

The SBD process in the proposed work is based on establishing MCSH histograms for every
frame of a video. The illustration for the process of extraction of MCSH histogram for a
sample frame #881 of anni006 video sequence is presented in Fig. 6. Initially, the video frame
undergoes transformation mechanism from gray scale to fuzzified gradient form as discussed
in sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2.
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Fig. 5 Illustration of obtaining Fuzzified Sobel Gradient Values
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For illustration purpose, a 3 × 3 block at each pixel position of the fuzzified frame is
considered for evaluation of cumulative sum in overlapping mode. Each block slides over the
frame at every pixel position from left to right and top to bottom position. For each block,
cumulative sum is evaluated as follows:

CS ið Þ ¼ ∑i
k¼1B kð Þ ð3Þ

Where B(k) is 3 × 3 block pixel values and CS(i) is the corresponding cumulative sum values
considering the block movement in overlapping mode. Further, the mean of cumulative sum
values for each block will be computed as follows:

μ ¼
∑
n

i¼1
CS ið Þ
n

ð4Þ
Where μ is the mean value for cumulative sum values for each 3 × 3 block in overlapping
mode and n = 9. Thus, the evaluated mean value for each 3 × 3 block at each pixel position is
used to construct histogram for each fuzzified frame and represented as feature vector as
illustrated in Fig. 6. The representation of MCSH histograms of two different frames #881 and
#1236 of anni006 video sequence is depicted in Fig. 7 which exhibits distinct bin values.

3.2 Shot Boundary Detection

The task of shot boundary detection is carried out on some of the video sequences of
TRECVID and VideoSeg datasets. The dataset is challenging, since it includes large variation
of shot breaks. Both abrupt and gradual shot transitions are detected with the aid of RSD
measure applied on each MCSH histogram. Also, detection mechanism for elimination of
unwanted frames is proposed. The following subsections present a detailed description about
the proposed shot detection process.

3.2.1 Detection and Elimination of Unwanted Frames

TRECVID dataset contains non transition frames other than abrupt and gradual transitions.
The frames present in non transition group are unwanted frames caused due to flash/light
variations, object or camera motion. Even blank/black frames are considered as unwanted
frames which will act as abrupt transition [49]. In order to reduce false detections, it is
necessary to eliminate unwanted frames prior to abrupt and gradual transition detection. This
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Fig. 6 Illustration of Block Cumulative Sum and Histogram construction on a sample frame
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task is accomplished by applying RSD statistical measure on the obtained MCSH histograms
of every frame of a video.

Let Pj contain MCSH histogram values of a frame where {j = 1,2,...,n}, then RSDi is the
coefficient of variation value corresponding to the ith MCSH histogram and is computed as
follows:

RSDi ¼ σ
μ

ð5Þ

Where, μ ¼ ∑n
j¼1 P j

n and σ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑
n

j¼1
P j−μð Þ2
n

s

A threshold is empirically set for each video to determine transition and non transition
frames using RSDs evaluated for all MCSH histograms of a video as follows:

TNT ¼ μþ ασ ð6Þ
Where TNT is the threshold value, α is constant value, μ is mean value and σ is standard
deviation value of all computed RSDs of the entire video. The constant value is chosen by
observing the RSD graph and a sample illustration for BG_37309 video is depicted in Fig. 8.
During experimentation, it is found that the RSD value of the frames above the threshold TNT
are considered as unwanted frames and are excluded from shot detection process. This
segregation mechanism ensures reduction in false detection.

It is to be noted that the blank frames will be removed only during abrupt shot detection
process. During gradual shot detection blank frames are included in the sequence, as they act
as integral part of fade-in and fade-out editing effects. The RSD values as computed above for
all the corresponding videos are further utilized by abrupt and gradual detection algorithms and
are detailed in the following sub sections.

3.2.2 Abrupt Shot Transition Detection

The significant difference between the frames depends upon the salient content present within
the frames. Ford et al., [14] have analysed that, the histogram metric yields best results when
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Fig. 7 Representation of MCSH Histogram for two different frames of anni006 video sequence
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computed for blocks in case of abrupt transition. In the proposed work, the difference between
the RSD values computed for each MCSH histogram as formulated in Eq. 5 of section 3.2.1 is
used to detect abrupt shots. Let RSDk and RSDk+ 1 be the RSD values of the two consecutive
MCSH histograms of a video. The comparison between RSDk and RSDk+ 1 denoted by
distance DRSD is computed by finding the difference as follows:

DRSD ¼ RSDk−RSDkþ1 ð7Þ
Thus, the difference value is computed for all other consecutive frames of the entire video. The
pictorial representation of distance values thus evaluated is depicted in Fig. 9 for D6 video of
TRECVID 2001 dataset.

It can be clearly observed from Fig. 9 that, the distance comparison of RSD values between
two consecutive frames belonging to same shot will produce low peaks and prominent peaks
for camera break shots. The change in camera breaks is signified by peak variations in the
distance of RSD values. Therefore, threshold mechanism has to be devised for identifying
prominent peaks. Let μ be the mean, σ be the standard deviation ofDRSD values, α is chosen as
a constant and a threshold TAT is computed as follows:

TAT ¼ μþ ασ ð8Þ
The distance values above the set threshold value TAT is considered as prominent peaks
indicating camera break operation.
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3.2.3 Gradual Shot Transition Detection

Determining gradual transition is complex when compared to abrupt transition due to camera
and object motion [8]. The complexity arises due to varying frame features spread across
number of frames. Some of the statistical parameters aid in presenting a distinct pattern for
gradual transition [8]. It has been observed that, the patterns representing fade-in, fade-out and
dissolve transitions can be categorized with its specific patterns.

Fade-in transition is superimposed combination of blank frames and initial frames of the shot. In
this pattern, the blank frames decreases and frames of the appearing shot gets prominent. Fade-out is
reverse of fade-in transition. The visual content of the frames of the current shot lose its intensity and
gradually turn into black frame. Dissolve transition lasts for few frames when a shot overlaps with
succeeding shot. During the overlap process the intensity of the current shot decreases gradually and
the intensity of the appearing shot increases linearly. This represents a good combination of fade-out
and fade-in transition. It is found that the feature value of last frame in fade-out and first frame in
fade-in will be nearing to zero. Usually, dissolve transition is a combination of fade-in and fade-out
excluding the occurrence of blank frames as depicted in Fig. 10.

Before applying gradual transition algorithm, the abrupt shots and non transition frames
identified using threshold mechanism as described in section 3.2.1 are excluded from sequence
of frames. In order to choose the frames for gradual detection process, a threshold has been set
using RSD values of MCSH histograms as follows:

TGT ¼ μþ σ ð9Þ
Where μ be the mean, σ is the standard deviation of computed RSD values of entire video. The
frames belonging to range TGT and TNT are considered by gradual transition detection
algorithm as shown in Fig. 11. This criteria helps in curtailing false detections and aid in
improving efficiency of the algorithm.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 10 Illustration of (a) Fade-in (b) Fade-out and (c) Dissolve transitions
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In order to identify the overlapping information across multiple/group frames, an appro-
priate technique should be used to identify and recognize the patterns. In the proposed
approach, RSD measure applied on each MCSH histogram of the corresponding group is
utilized by gradual shot detection algorithm. In the subsequent step, mean of all RSD values
related to every frame of the corresponding group is computed as follows.

MRSD ¼ 1

n
∑
n

i¼1
RSD ð10Þ

WhereMRSD is the mean of all RSD’s in the frame group. Further, the difference between RSD
andMRSD of each frame is computed and its square value is found. Finally, in order to find the
frame feature, the relative difference is computed as formulated in the following equation:

Fi ¼ RSDi−MRSDð Þ2
MRSD

ð11Þ

where Fi is the feature value computed for each frame in the sequence. While conducting
experiments, feature values are computed considering group of frames and group size is
chosen empirically at each instance. Since gradual transitions occur over multiple sequences
of frames, it is essential to observe patterns over multiple frames. After plotting Fi values for
each frame in the group, the increase or decrease pattern is examined that represents various
types of gradual transitions (dissolve, fade-in and fade-out excluding wipe transition). Based
on the pictorial representation of Fi values plotted, the pattern can be characterized to be fade-
out, fade-in or dissolve gradual transition. This step is repeated for all the remaining group of
frames in the sequence. The results of gradual transition detection presented in Fig. 12 (a)
shows increasing pattern representing fade-in and Fig. 12 (b) shows decreasing pattern
representing fade-out. Figure 12 (c) shows dissolve pattern.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Dataset The experimental analysis of the proposed method has been performed on TRECVID
and VideoSeg benchmark dataset and has been assessed with common metrics and compared
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with the baselines. The description of the benchmark datasets is described along with the
ground truth information related to camera effects of every video in the following tables. The
potentiality of the proposed method is analyzed using video sequences taken from US National
Institute of Standards (NIST) TRECVID 2001 and 2007 dataset. TRECVID 2001 dataset
described in Table 1 can be downloaded from the Open Video Project whereas TRECVID
2007 data described in Table 2 has to be obtained from Netherlands Institute for Sound and
Vision. Also. the VideoSeg benchmark dataset [53] containing 10 different videos with varied
quality and resolution is used for experimental analysis and summarized in Table 3.

The dataset considered for experimentation is of varied length, genre and challenging
scenarios which comprises of video editing effects along with camera/object motion and
illumination variation. The presence of camera/object motion and sudden light variation causes
ambiguous shot boundaries.

Discussion The performance of the proposed method is evaluated using quantitative evalua-
tion metrics such as Recall, Precision and F1-score which is formulated as follows:

Recall ¼ NC

NC þ NM
ð12Þ

Precision ¼ NC

NC þ N F
ð13Þ
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Fig. 12 Illustration of (a) Fade-in (b) Fade-out and (c) Dissolve patterns

Table 1 Description of TRECVID 2001 dataset

Video Name Video Title No. of Frames Cuts Gradual Total

anni005 NASA_25th_Anniversary_Show_Segment_5 11,364 38 27 65
anni006 NASA_25th_Anniversary_Show_Segment_6 16,586 41 31 72
anni009 NASA_25th_Anniversary_Show_Segment_9 12,307 38 65 103
anni010 NASA_25th_Anniversary_Show_Segment_10 31,389 98 55 153
nad31 Spaceworks - Episode 6 52,405 187 55 242
nad33 Spaceworks - Episode 8 49,768 189 26 215
nad53 A&S_Reports_Tape_#4_Report_#260 25,783 83 75 158
nad57 A&S_Reports_Tape_#4_Report_#264 12,781 45 31 76
nad58 A&S_Reports_Tape_#5_Report_#265 13,648 40 45 85
bor03 Challenge at Glen Canyon 48,451 231 11 242
bor08 The Great Web of Water 50,569 380 151 531
Total 325,051 1370 572 1942
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F1‐score ¼ 2*Recall*Precision
Recall þ Precision

ð14Þ

Where NC is the number of correct detections, NM is the number of missed detections and NF is
the number of false detections. F1-score is defined as the harmonic mean of recall and
precision which reflects on recall and precision rates. An algorithm having highest F1-score
is regarded as an efficient algorithm. Experiments were carried out using MATLAB on Intel
Core i5 processor, running at 2.20 GHz with 8 GB RAM. The algorithm complexity of the

Table 2 Description of TRECVID 2007 dataset

Video Name No. of Frames Cuts Gradual Total

BG_3027 49,813 127 1 128
BG_3097 44,987 91 0 91
BG_3314 35,800 42 0 42
BG_16336 2462 20 0 20
BG_28476 23,236 176 2 178
BG_36136 29,426 88 12 100
BG_37309 9639 11 8 19
BG_37770 15,836 8 29 37
BG_2408 35,890 101 20 121
BG_9401 50,004 259 30 289
BG_11362 16,414 89 3 92
BG_14213 83,113 104 4 108
BG_34901 34,387 106 61 167
BG_35050 36,997 224 16 240
BG_35187 29,023 98 4 102
BG_36028 44,989 135 23 158
BG_36182 29,608 87 0 87
BG_36506 15,208 96 13 109
BG_36537 50,002 77 6 83
BG_36628 56,563 192 10 202
BG_37359 28,906 164 6 170
BG_37417 23,002 76 12 88
BG_37822 21,958 119 10 129
BG_37879 29,017 95 4 99
BG_38150 52,648 215 4 219
Total 848,928 2800 278 3078

Table 3 Description of VIDEOSEG dataset

Video Name Video Title Duration (MM:SS) Frame Size #Frames Cuts

A Cartoon 00:21 144 × 192 649 7
B Action 00:36 144× 32 957 8
C Horror 00:53 288 × 384 1618 54
D Drama 01:45 272× 336 2630 34
E Science Fiction 00:17 288 × 384 535 30
F Commercial 00:07 112× 160 235 0
G Commercial 00:16 288 × 384 499 18
H Comedy/Drama 03:25 240 × 352 5132 38
I News/Documentary 00:15 288 × 384 478 4
J Trailer/Action 00:36 180 × 240 871 87
Total 13,604 280
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proposed method depends on the resolution of the video frame pertaining to the dataset. In
general the time complexity of the proposed method is of the order of θ(n2). The time taken for
feature extraction per frame is measured in terms of milliseconds (ms) and has been recorded
as 0.84 ms for TRECVID 2001, 1.32 ms for TRECVID 2007 and 4.2 ms for VideoSeg dataset.

The efficiency of the proposed system relies on specific threshold values set empirically for
each category of transition. The strength of MCSH histograms signifies the overall perfor-
mance of the proposed approach. The contribution of RSD statistical measure aid in effective
detection of abrupt and gradual transitions. Removal of unwanted frames are performed by
setting the threshold TNT as described in section 3.2.1. The constant α value is chosen in the
range 0.1 to 1 to curtail/reduce false detections.

4.1 Results on Abrupt Transition Detection

During abrupt transition detection, an appropriate threshold value is set to identify dominant
peaks based on the observations made by viewing RSD difference graph obtained for each
video. Threshold TAT as described in section 3.2.2 is experimented to figure out F1-score. For
TRECVID 2001 dataset, different values of α is chosen in the range 0.1 to 3 by observing
RSD difference graph (example shown in Fig. 9) and experimental results are recorded.
Whereas, the constant value α is chosen in the range 0.1 to 1 for TRECVID 2007 dataset
and range 0.1 to 2.5 for VideoSeg dataset.

The achievement of the proposed method based on the analogy of the results obtained with
regard to other state-of-the-art approaches are reported in Tables 4, 6 and 8 for TRECVID

Table 4 Performance comparison for abrupt shot transition with Thounaojam et al., (2016, 2017) on TRECVID
2001 dataset

Video Proposed Method Thounaojam et al., [50] Thounaojam et al., [49]

R P F1 R P F1 R P F1

D2 (anni006) 0.947 0.923 0.935 0.952 0.889 0.919 0.952 0.889 0.919
D3 (anni009) 1.000 0.897 0.946 0.846 0.805 0.825 0.923 0.720 0.809
D4 (anni010) 0.969 0.888 0.927 0.878 0.935 0.906 0.949 0.869 0.907
D6 (nad58) 1.000 0.930 0.964 1.000 0.889 0.941 1.000 0.930 0.964
Average 0.979 0.910 0.943 0.919 0.880 0.898 0.956 0.852 0.900

Table 5 Performance comparison for abrupt shot transition Sasithradevi et al.,(2020) on TRECVID 2001 dataset

Video
Sequence

Proposed Method Sasithradevi et al.,[42]

R P F1 R P F1

anni005 100 98 99.0 100 97.4 98.7
anni009 100 99.1 99.5 100 97.4 98.7
nad31 99.0 99.0 99.0 98.9 99.5 99.2
nad33 99.4 98.7 99.0 99.4 98.4 98.9
nad53 100 99 99.5 100 98.8 99.4
nad57 100 99.5 99.7 100 100 100
bor03 98.5 99.5 99.0 97.0 98.7 97.9
bor08 96.5 99.2 97.8 93.1 97.2 95.1
Average 99.2 99.0 99.1 98.6 98.4 98.5
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2001, TRECVID 2007 and VideoSeg dataset respectively. An additional comparison has been
made with the recent state-of-the-art algorithm proposed by Sasithradevi et al., [42] for some
of the video sequences of TRECVID 2001 dataset and TRECVID 2007 dataset and the
obtained results are recorded in Tables 5 and 7 respectively.

The results shown in Tables 4,5,6,7 and 8 and signifies improved efficiency of the proposed
algorithm with the state-of-the-art methods and the performance is depicted graphically in
Figs. 13(a) to 13(e). By comparative analysis, it is noticeable from the graphs depicted that, the
proposed method outperform other SBD approaches. However, the proposed method segments
the video considering combination of local and global feature of the frame. Significant
improvement has been noticed based on the capability of the proposed method in detecting
meager number of missed and false transitions.

Table 6 Performance comparison for abrupt shot transition with Thounaojam et al., (2016) on TRECVID 2007
dataset

Video Name Proposed Method Thounaojam et al., [49]

R P F1 R P F1

BG_3027 0.945 0.923 0.934 0.945 0.902 0.923
BG_3097 0.890 0.976 0.931 0.868 0.987 0.924
BG_3314 0.810 0.919 0.861 0.786 0.943 0.857
BG_16336 0.950 1.000 0.974 0.950 1.000 0.974
BG_28476 0.983 0.966 0.975 0.977 0.955 0.966
BG_36136 0.977 0.989 0.983 0.977 0.977 0.977
BG_37309 1.000 0.846 0.917 1.000 0.846 0.917
BG_37770 1.000 0.889 0.941 1.000 0.889 0.941
Average 0.944 0.938 0.939 0.928 0.937 0.935

Table 7 Performance comparison for abrupt shot transition with Sasithradevi et al.,(2020) on TRECVID 2007
dataset

Video Name Proposed Method Sasithradevi et al., [42]

R P F1 R P F1

BG_2408 99.40 99.50 99.45 99.01 100 99.50
BG_9401 99.50 99.00 99.25 98.46 99.61 99.03
BG_11362 98.00 100 98.99 97.75 100 98.86
BG_14213 98.00 98.70 98.35 97.09 98.04 97.56
BG_34901 100 98.50 99.24 100.00 97.25 98.60
BG_35050 99.50 99.00 99.25 99.11 99.11 99.11
BG_35187 99.00 99.00 99.00 98.98 97.98 98.48
BG_36028 98.50 99.50 99.00 98.52 99.25 98.88
BG_36182 98.50 97.50 98.00 97.70 95.51 96.59
BG_36506 98.20 98.80 98.50 96.88 98.94 97.89
BG_36537 98.70 99.00 98.85 97.40 98.68 98.04
BG_36628 100 100 100 100 100 100
BG_37359 98.70 99.00 98.85 97.56 98.77 98.16
BG_37417 98.80 100 99.40 97.37 100 98.67
BG_37822 97.00 98.50 97.74 95.80 98.28 97.02
BG_37879 98.60 98.10 98.35 97.89 96.88 97.38
BG_38150 98.60 99.20 98.90 97.67 98.59 97.13
Average 98.76 99.02 98.89 98.07 98.64 98.29
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4.2 Results on Gradual Transition Detection

Criteria set for gradual transition detection is established by using two local adaptive threshold
values based on observation made on RSD difference graph (example shown in Fig. 11).

Table 8 Performance comparison for abrupt shot transition on VideoSeg dataset

Video Name Proposed Method Sasithradevi et al., [42]

R P F1 R P F1

A 100 99.00 99.50 100 100 100
B 99.00 90.50 94.60 100 88.89 94.12
C 98.00 97.60 97.80 98.11 96.30 97.20
D 98.40 96.20 97.30 97.06 94.29 95.65
E 95.50 94.50 95.00 96.67 93.55 95.08
F 99.00 99.50 99.20 100 100 100
G 97.20 100.00 98.60 94.44 100.00 97.14
H 98.20 94.70 96.40 97.37 92.50 94.87
I 100 99.00 99.50 100 100 100
J 96.80 99.50 98.10 95.40 98.81 97.08
Average 98.21 97.05 97.60 97.91 96.43 97.11
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Threshold TNT has already been discussed in previous section. Threshold TGT has been set
based on mean and standard deviation of computed RSD values of MCSH histograms of entire
video. The frames falling in the range TNT and TGT are considered by gradual transition
detection mechanism. Thus, formation of this sequence of frames excluding non transition
frames reduces processing time and false transition during detection phase.

Since gradual transitions share a common behaviour, in the proposed method the patterns
have been generated using relative frame feature difference computed for group frames using
Eq. 11 of section 3.2.3. Thounaojam et al., [49] have observed that, the length of gradual
transition ranges from 6 to 32 frames in the group for TRECVID videos.

Presuming this, the authors in the proposed method have made an empirical study for
making observations of the patterns by grouping the frames in terms of 5, 10, 20, 25 and 30.
This is achieved by plotting the relative frame difference values for the indicated group
specifically. After making observation and thorough analysis, a frame group of 30 has yielded
the expected behavioural pattern for ascertaining fade-in, fade-out and dissolve transitions
(excluding wipe transition). The empirical setup and analysis has been performed to find
detection rates to determine F1-score.

The analogy of the results with state-of-the-art approaches using benchmark datasets are
detailed in Tables 9, 10 and 11 for TRECVID 2001 and TRECVID 2007 dataset. An
additional comparison has been performed with the recent state-of-the-art algorithms proposed

Table 9 Performance comparison for gradual shot transition with Lu and Shi (2013) and Thounaojam et al.,
(2016, 2017) on TRECVID 2001 dataset

Video Proposed Method Lu and Shi [30] Thounaojam et al., [50] Thounaojam et al., [49]

R P F1 R P F1 R P F1 R P F1

D2 0.871 0.844 0.857 0.935 0.725 0.817 0.806 0.833 0.819 0.870 0.794 0.830
D3 0.844 0.871 0.857 0.734 0.940 0.824 0.764 0.942 0.844 0.812 0.867 0.838
D4 0.855 0.723 0.783 0727 0.741 0.734 0.727 0.816 0.769 0.836 0.676 0.747
D6 0.889 0.909 0.899 0.844 0.927 0.884 0.844 0.864 0.854 0.867 0.907 0.887
Average 0.865 0.837 0.849 0.810 0.833 0.814 0.785 0.864 0.822 0.846 0.811 0.825

Table 10 Performance comparison for gradual shot transition with Sasithradevi et al.,(2020) on TRECVID 2001
dataset

Video
Sequence

Proposed Method Sasithradevi et al., [42]

R P F1 R P F1

anni005 100 94.50 97.17 100 93.10 96.40
anni009 83.00 86.20 84.57 81.50 85.50 83.50
nad31 98.50 98.80 98.65 98.20 98.20 98.20
nad33 81.00 85.90 83.38 80.80 84.00 82.40
nad53 99.10 98.30 98.70 98.70 96.10 97.50
nad57 95.70 92.60 94.12 93.50 90.60 92.10
bor03 92.00 93.40 92.69 90.90 90.90 90.90
bor08 92.90 95.30 94.08 90.10 93.80 91.90
Average 92.78 93.13 92.92 91.71 91.53 91.61
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by Sasithradevi et al., [42] for some of the video sequences of TRECVID 2001 and 2007
dataset in Tables 10 and 12 respectively After experimental study and comprehensive analysis,
the proposed method exhibits significant progress when compared with state-of-the-art ap-
proaches as depicted graphically in the Figs. 14(a) to 14(d). The proposed method has taken
care of non transition frames that depict camera/object motion and thus yielding significant
progress in the achieved results.

As a summary, the empirical study on the dataset emphasize that the proposed method
performs consistently well in complex environment, preserving good trade-off between recall
and precision. During feature extraction from the frames, the spatial resolution is reduced by
using blocks instead of pixels. Hence, this method is less sensitive to object and camera
motion. However, the proposed method is threshold dependent and sensitive to complex
camera and light variation affecting the overall performance of the algorithm. The algorithm

Table 11 Performance comparison for gradual shot transition Thounaojam et al., (2016) on TRECVID 2007
dataset

Video Name Proposed Method Thounaojam et al., [49]

R P F1 R P F1

BG_3027 1.000 0.500 0.667 1.000 0.500 0.662
BG_28476 1.000 0.500 0.667 1.000 0.400 0.571
BG_36136 0.667 0.800 0.727 0.667 0.727 0.696
BG_37309 0.750 0.667 0.706 0.750 0.667 0.706
BG_37770 0.935 0.844 0.887 0.931 0.818 0.871
Average 0.870 0.662 0.731 0.869 0.622 0.702

Table 12 Performance comparison for gradual shot transition with Sasithradevi et al.,(2020) on TRECVID 2007
dataset

Video Name Proposed Method Sasithradevi et al., [42]

R P F1 R P F1

BG_2408 94.50 100 97.17 95.00 100 97.44
BG_9401 94.00 99.00 96.44 93.33 100 96.55
BG_11362 97.00 98.00 97.50 100.00 100 100.00
BG_14213 77.20 99.00 86.75 75.00 100 85.71
BG_34901 98.50 98.10 98.30 98.36 98.36 98.36
BG_35050 96.70 97.30 97.00 93.75 100 96.77
BG_35187 99.50 94.00 96.67 100 100 100
BG_36028 99.00 93.40 96.12 100 92.00 95.83
BG_36182 – – – – – –
BG_36506 96.30 96.10 96.20 92.31 100 96.00
BG_36537 84.00 99.00 90.89 83.33 100 90.91
BG_36628 98.00 92.70 95.28 100 90.91 95.24
BG_37359 85.70 99.00 91.87 83.33 100 90.91
BG_37417 92.00 93.20 92.60 91.67 91.67 91.67
BG_37822 99.00 92.70 95.75 100 90.91 95.24
BG_37879 99.50 99.80 99.50 100 100 100
BG_38150 98.00 99.10 98.55 100 100 100
Average 94.31 96.90 95.41 88.59 91.99 90.04
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efficiency limits with the identification of camera zooming and panning effects. The proposed
method is computationally expensive than global histogram techniques. False detections may
be encountered when frames of two different shots have similar histograms due to similar color
values.

5 CONCLUSION

In this work, a simple and effective method to detect shot boundaries in videos is proposed.
The method exploits the concept of fuzzy sets, Sobel gradient, block based MCSH histogram
and RSD statistical measure to address the task of abrupt and gradual transition detection in
videos. The algorithm applies RSD measure on each MCSH histograms with threshold
mechanism to determine transitions. The experimental observations signifies that the discrim-
inating strength of MCSH histograms using benchmark datasets have produced good results.
Abrupt transition is identified by finding the difference between RSD measure of each MCSH
histogram. Patterns for gradual transition are observed by plotting the relative difference of
RSD values obtained from MCSH histogram in each group of frames. Experiments were
performed on some of the benchmark datasets viz. TRECVID 2001, TRECVID 2007 and
VideoSeg datasets. The efficacy of the proposed method is on par with some of the state-of-
the-art SBD methods. As part of the future work, efforts will be made to reduce computational
complexity of the algorithm. Also, there is a need to explore other feature descriptors to
analyze the visual contents of the video frame. Advanced fuzzy logic can also be explored to
better address uncertainty problem prevalent in most video frames.

Acknowledgments Sound and Vision video is copyrighted. The Sound and Vision video used in this work is
provided solely for research purposes through the TREC Video Information Retrieval Evaluation Project
Collection.
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Abstract— Video shot change detection is an extremely 
important task for video analysis and is considered as the 
preliminary step for effective video summarization, browsing 
and retrieval. In this work, a new texture based descriptor has 
been proposed using Midhinge Local Binary Pattern (MHLBP) 
concept for identification of abrupt transition in videos. The 
discrimination capability of MHLBP is better than basic LBP 
and its versions (mean LBP and midrange LBP). MHLBP 
histogram is constructed by applying midhinge statistics on 
each mask of video frame. The distance between histogram 
features of the adjacent frames are evaluated using Euclidean 
distance. The obtained distance values are subjected to 
adaptive thresh-old mechanism for identifying of abrupt shot 
changes in a video. The planned framework is tested on a 
subset of TRECVID 2001 dataset. The result shows that the 
proposed method outperforms with other existing shot change 
detection algorithms in terms of precision, recall and F-
measures.  

Keywords— Local Binary Pattern, Midhinge, Abrupt 
transition, Adaptive threshold, Euclidean distance, Shot change 
detection. 

I. INTRODUCTION     
The surge in multimedia and network technology has 

driven to rapid growth in the amount of video data that is 
available to public now-a-days. This demands for efficient 
and effective tools for summarizing and retrieval of videos. 
Efficient Video Summarization and Retrieval based on 
content of the video requires shot change detection as a pilot 
step. Shots are uninterrupted frame sequences during camera 
breaks. Shots are identified by detecting shot boundaries or 
shot transitions (abrupt and gradual), where more than one 
shot are joined to form a scene. Abrupt transitions are 
immediate transitions between successive shots, whereas 
gradual transitions are slow and occurs over multiple frames 
[1]. Different video effects used for gradual transitions are 
fade-in, wipe, fade-out, dissolve etc. Earlier, varied 
techniques have been used to detect shot transitions. A 
comprehensive review and challenges of shot change 
detection is found in [1,2,3]. In literature, some of the 
SBD(Shot Boundary Detection) works has been emphasized 
based on edges [4,5], color histograms [6,7], motion features 
[7,8], pixels [ 9,10], similarity analysis [11], SIFT features 
[12] etc.  Manjunath et al. [13] pro-posed a non-parametric 
method to detect shot boundaries using eigen gap approach. 
Features from orthogonal transform moments has been 
derived  to detect hard cut in  videos by Sadiq et al. [14]. 
Guru et al. [15] proposed a work for shot change detection 
based on split and merge framework using fisher linear 
discriminant criterion. Hui et al. [16] developed a fuzzy 
based technique to unify hybrid features to detect hard and 

gradual transition in a video. Zhang et al. [17] applied block-
wise principal component analysis to establish shot eigen 
spaces from video segments to detect cut and gradual 
transition.  Some of the drawbacks of the existing system 
states that edge based methods consumes more 
computational time [18] and color based methods in video 
segmentation gives motion induced false alarm and 
illumination variation [19]. In image processing applications 
like medical imaging [20], remote sensing, face identification 
and content-based image retrieval, texture feature plays a 
vital role. Prominent texture feature that is invariant to image 
rotation and illumination changes is Local Binary Pattern 
(LBP) [21]. Ojala et al. [22] proposed LBP method for 
texture classification. Further, to enhance the robustness and 
discriminative capability, different versions of LBP viz. 
Completed LBP [23], Mean LBP [24], Improved LBP [25], 
Mid-range LBP [26], Dominant LBP [27], Pyramid LBP 
[28] have been developed. Even though noticeable results on 
texture analysis have been attained by LBP and its variants, 
they often classify many patterns into a same class and are 
sensitive to noise. The proposed method overcomes this 
problem to certain extent using Midhinge LBP (MHLBP) 
which is an extension of LBP and  it facilitate as the basic 
need in some of the video retrieval applications such as 
museum management, e-learning, remote sensing, 
architectural and engineering design, weather forecasting, 
geographic information systems etc. 

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 provides 
brief review of MLBP and MRLBP. Section 3 discusses 
MHLBP feature extraction, video representation and shot 
boundary detection. Section 4 details experimental results 
and comparative analysis and section 5 provides the 
conclusion.. 

II. RELATED WORKS 
The original LBP serves as a local descriptor which 

compares the central pixel value with its neighbouring pixel 
intensity values.  Binary values 0/1 is designated by 
considering neighbouring pixel values exceeding (or equal 
to) centre pixel [29]. The original LBP operator has two 
significant drawbacks i.e., it’s sensitivity towards noise and 
at times, it characterise various structural patterns with same 
binary code, which reduces its discriminative capability [30] 
as illustrated in Fig. 1. To improve the discriminative 
capability of basic LBP, several variants of LBP have been 
designed which includes Mean LBP (MLBP) and Midrange 
LBP (MRLBP). In this section MLBP and MRLBP methods 
are reviewed. 
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A. Brief review of MLBP 

Bai et al. [24] proposed MLBP method by analysing all 
the pixels in the block with the mean intensity value of 3*3 
neighbourhood pixels except the centre pixel. Average gray 
value for each block is computed as in (1) 
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Where G denotes the gray value of the centre pixel and 
Gi (i=0,…,8) represents the gray values of the 
neighbourhood pixels. ALG stand for mean gray value and 
is used as a threshold instead of centre pixel, which is robust 
to noise. Comparison of mean threshold with neighbouring 
pixels is performed to obtain MLBP value as in (2): 
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Where P is the number of pixels in the neighbourhood, R 
stands for the radius, GP represents the neighbouring pixel 
gray values and ALGC is mean gray value of 3*3 
neighbourhood values. Fig. 2 illustrates an example of 
obtaining an MLBP from 3*3 pattern. 

B. Brief Review of MRLBP 
Rashmi and Nagendraswamy proposed MRLBP [26] 

method where the pixels in the block are compared with the 
midrange intensity value of 3*3 neighbourhood pixels except 
the centre pixel. Midrange threshold is obtained by 
evaluating mean of minimum and maximum values of 3*3 
neighborhood pixels as shown in (4). 

                   ( ) / 2min maxMRLG G G= +                            (4) 

Here, Gmin and Gmax represents minimum and maximum 
values of 3*3 neighbour-hood. Comparison of midrange 
threshold with neighbouring pixels is performed to obtain 
MRLBP value as follows: 
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       Where P confines the number of pixels in the 
neighbourhood, R stands for the radius, GP represents the 
neighbourhood values and MRLGC is mean gray value of 
3*3 neighbourhood. Fig. 3 illustrates an example of 
obtaining an MRLBP from 3*3 pattern. 

 

Fig. 1. Illustration of Original LBP operator 

 
Fig. 2. Illustration of Mean LBP operator 

 
Fig. 3. Illustration of Midrange LBP operator 

III.  PROPOSED METHOD 
The planned method detects abrupt shot changes in a 

video. Initially, histogram feature is constructed by 
extracting texture feature for each frame utilising MHLBP 
operator. The Euclidean Distance value is obtained between 
the histogram features of adjacent frames in a video. These 
values aids in determining adaptive threshold for detection of 
shot changes. Further, MHLBP texture description and video 
depiction scheme to address the detection of shot boundary 
are detailed in subsections. Keep your text and graphic files 
separate until after the text has been formatted and styled. Do 
not use hard tabs, and limit use of hard returns to only one 
return at the end of a paragraph. Do not add any kind of 
pagination anywhere in the paper. Do not number text heads-
the template will do that for you. 

A. Feature Extraction using Midhinge LBP (MHLBP) 
The flexibility of LBP method makes it easily modifiable 

to address different types of problems. There are various 
enhancement of LBP that aims to enrich its robust-ness and 
discriminative capability. MLBP and MRLBP are one of 
those variants. Midhinge LBP has been proposed deriving 
motivation from MLBP and MRLBP. Discrimination 
capability of MHLBP is better than original LBP and its 
versions (mean LBP and midrange LBP). Unlike mean and 
midrange, the midhinge is relatively robust measure to 
estimate central tendency [31]. The average of first quartile 
and third quartile of 3*3 mask intensity values is considered 
as Midhinge threshold at each pixel position as follows: 

                        ( )1 3 / 2  MHLG Q Q= +                            (3) 
Where Q1 and Q3 are the first and third quartile gray 

intensity values of 3*3 neighbourhood. MHLG exhibits the 
midhinge gray value. A process in accordance to MRLBP is 
enforced using MHLG as the threshold in place of midrange 
gray value as formulated below: 
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Here, p represents the pixels count in the neighbourhood, 
R depicts the radius, Gp gives gray values of neighbourhood 
and MHLGc is midhinge gray value of 3*3 mask. 
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The f(x) function is defined in the following equation: 
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      The discriminative efficiency of MHLBP is illustrated in 
Fig. 4 which provides distinct MHLBP codes for 3*3 
pattern when compared to Original LBP, Mean LBP and 
Midrange LBP as shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3 respectively. 

 
Fig. 4. Illustration of Midhinge LBP operator 

B. Video Representation 
As described in section A, the MHLBP operator 

provides codes for the overlying blocks of 3*3 matrix 

 
Fig. 5. Frame sequence of anni006 video 

 

 
Fig. 6. Original LBP Histogram distribution 

 

 
Fig. 7.    MHLBP Histogram distribution 

 
Fig. 8. Feature distribution of anni006 video 

C. Shot Change Detection 
Statistic-based metrics computed at the block level gives 

the best result for abrupt cut detection [32].In this approach, 
frame difference values are calculated by utilizing Euclidean 
distance measure for the histogram feature of the adjacent 
frames. Euclidean distance is computed as shown in equation 
10. 
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      Where {Pi} and {qi} represents two histogram values of 
adjacent frames of a video, {i=1,2,….,n} and D gives the 
distance measure. Threshold is computed by considering the 
standard deviation (�) and mean (�) of the distance Di 
values for the entire frame sequence of a video as 
formulated: 

                                    ( )*Thd μ σ α= +                        (11) 
Where � is a constant value. Abrupt cut is identified, if 

the dissimilarity between the frames exceeds the adaptive 
threshold value. 

IV. RESULTS 

       The planned method is analysed by performing 
experiments on few videos of TRECVID 2001 dataset. 
TRECVID is a part of TREC series which is a standard 
dataset for performance evaluation of various shot change 
detection algorithms [33]. These videos contains properties 
like cut, gradual transition, camera/object motion etc.  The 
description of the dataset used in our experiment is 
described in Table 1 [34]. 

TABLE 1. Details of TRECVID 2001 dataset 
video  

Description 
Number of 
Frames  

Abrupt 
Transitions 

anni005 “NASA_25th_Anniversary-
Show_Segment_5” 

11,363 38 

anni006 “NASA_25th-Anniversary-
Show_Segment_6” 

12,306 41 

anni009 “NASA_25th-Anniversary-
Show_Segment_9” 

16,587 38 

NAD53 “A&S_Reports_Tape_#4_-
_Report_#260”       

26,115 83 

 
        The results obtained are analyzed with the available 
ground-truth to identify the shot transition as correctly 
identified shot cut, missed shot cut or falsely identified shot 
cut. The evaluation of the proposed method is computed 
using Precision, Recall and F-measure. 

                                Precision CI
CI FI

=
+
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A. Comparative analysis with LBP and Non-LBP methods  
On the selected dataset, comparative study is 

performed with Original LBP, MLBP and MRLBP 
approaches and is represented in Table 2. The presented 
method provides significant results in terms of 
discriminative efficiency in comparison with original 
LBP and its variants. The performance is measured via 
recall, precision and F-measure. Also, comparative study 
is performed with few of the existing algorithms as 
depicted in Table 3. The presented method surpass some 
of the well-known approaches with the average 
performance parameter Recall score of 88%, Precision 
score of 90% and F-measure score of 89%. From the 
outcome of the experimental analysis, MHLBP descriptor 
has improved the ability of discrimination of original 
LBP and has better efficiency in comparison with 
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existing algorithms. Comparative analysis has been 
depicted in Fig. 9. 

 
 

TABLE 1.COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED METHOD WITH OTHER METHODS 

Video  
sequence 

No. of 
shots 

Original LBP [29] Mean LBP   [24]       Midrange LBP [26]   Proposed Method     

R P Fm R P Fm R P Fm R P Fm 

“anni005” 38 0.76 0.94 0.84 0.79 0.86 0.82 0.76 0.88 0.82 0.86 0.89 0.87 

“anni006” 41 0.66 0.77 0.71 0.73 0.77 0.75 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.87 0.90 0.88 

“anni009” 38 0.74 0.88 0.80 0.74 0.90 0.81 0.79 0.86 0.86 0.89 0.91 0.89 

“NAD53” 83 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.91 0.92 0.91 

          Average 0.73 0.84 0.78 0.77 0.84 0.80 0.81 0.86 0.84 0.88 0.90 0.89 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Graph for Recall, Precision, F-measure and Average 

 
 

TABLE 2.COMPARATIVEANALYSIS OF PROPOSED METHOD WITH NON-LBP BASED METHODS TO DETECT SHOT BOUNDARIES 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Video 
Sequence 

Number  
of shots 

Color Histograms 
[35] 

Motion Vector 
Likelihoods [36]             

Proposed Method          

R P Fm R P Fm R P Fm 

anni005 38 0.83 0.64 0.72 0.53 0.46 0.49 0.86 0.89 0.87 
anni006 41 0.70 0.78 0.74 0.56 0.57 0.56 0.87 0.90 0.88 
anni009 38 0.71 0.84 0.77 0.64 0.59 0.61 0.89 0.91 0.89 
NAD53 83 0.62 0.69 0.65 0.73 0.46 0.56 0.91 0.92 0.91 
 Average 0.72 0.74 0.72 0.61 0.52 0.56 0.88 0.90 0.89 
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V. CONCLUSION 
In this work, abrupt transition of videos are identified 

by extracting texture features from video frames using 
midhinge LBP. The performance of the LBP feature is 
improved by extracting MHLBP histogram for every frame 
of a video. MHLBP has enhanced the discriminative ability 
compared to original LBP and its versions (MLBP and 
MRLBP). The proposed method has been tested with some 
of the existing methods on TRECVID2001 video dataset 
and the results obtained are acceptable in terms of efficiency 
and accuracy. The outcome of the proposed method 
provided 89% of F-measure whereas using the LBP variants 
viz. original LBP, Mean LBP, Midrange LBP we obtained 
78%, 80% and 84% of F-measure respectively. Further 
research is to be focused on the detection of gradual 
transitions in the video dataset. 
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a b s t r a c t

Advancement in technology has led to tremendous increase in the online video content that requires effi-
cient and effective content based video analysis approaches. In this regard, efficient approach for abrupt
Shot Boundary Detection (SBD) and keyframe extraction has been presented. The proposed method
detects abrupt shots by extracting binarized edge information from frames for texture characterisation
using Local Binary Pattern (LBP) method. Further, Euclidean distance has been applied on the histogram
features constructed and an adaptive threshold is used to detect abrupt shots. During keyframe extrac-
tion phase, magnitude gradient using Sobel operator has been extracted from each frame of the seg-
mented shot. Subsequently, magnitude values are transformed into Z-score which describes the
position of each pixel in terms of its distance from the mean, when measured in standard deviation units
of every frame. Finally, Co-efficient of variation is computed for each frame and the frame possessing the
highest value is selected as a keyframe from every shot. Experiments were conducted on TRECVID 2001
dataset to analyze and validate the proposed approach. Experimental result manifest that the proposed
SBD and keyframe extraction method outperforms some of the state-of-the-art algorithms with average
F1-score of 98.15% and average fidelity measure of 90% respectively.
� 2020 The Author. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of King Saud University. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Nowadays, the rapid development of multimedia technology
has led to increase in the number of video data available on the
web. This demands the need for new approaches to facilitate video
summarization, indexing and retrieval. Video shots are often trea-
ted as the basic element for video analysis (Duan et al., 2013). A
shot is a consecutive frame sequence that are taken from single
camera break (Thakre et al., 2016). Basically, shot boundaries are
categorized into abrupt and gradual transitions. Gradual transi-
tions includes dissolve, fade-in, fade-out and wipes (Yuan et al.,
2007). The entire video shot can be represented using a single
frame, called keyframe (Hannane et al., 2016).

Video summarization depicts compact representation of a video
sequence (Besiris et al., 2008). It is represented as a sequence of

still images (keyframes) or moving images (video skims) (Truong
and Venkatesh, 2007). Advantages of video skim over static sum-
mary is the ability to include audio and motion elements that
enhances the information to be conveyed by the summary
(Jadhav and Jadhav, 2015). In static summary, keyframes are not
restricted with time and sequence issue. So, it provides more flex-
ibility in terms of arrangement for the purpose of browsing and
navigation. Therefore, in recent years researchers are focusing
more on efficient approaches to develop static summaries.

In this paper, we have focused on generating static video sum-
mary by extracting keyframes from the segmented shots of the
video. There are numerous ways to extract features based on tex-
ture, shapes, edges etc. Texture based extraction plays a vital role
in image processing applications like medical image analysis,
remote sensing, face identification and content-based image retrie-
val. Most generally used texture descriptor is Local Binary Pattern
(LBP) (Pietikainen, 2005). Further, to improve the robustness and
discriminative capability, different versions of LBP viz. Mean LBP
(Bai et al., 2008), Improved LBP (Jin et al., 2004), Mid-range
(Rashmi, 2016), Dominant LBP (Liao et al., 2009), Pyramid LBP
(Qian et al., 2011) and others (Sliti et al., 2018) (Khaleefah et al.,
2019) have been developed. Despite the fact that remarkable
results on texture analysis have been gained by LBP and its vari-
ants, they often classify many patterns into a same class and are
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sensitive to noise. To detect the occurrence of shot boundary accu-
rately in the video sequence, we must select effective and efficient
features from the frames of the video which are robust to mislead-
ing factors such as illuminations or lighting effects, zooming etc.
Edges are largely invariant under local illumination changes and
are much less affected by possible motion in the video (Adjeroh
et al., 2009). The recent literature related to LBP shows that the
accuracy of the original LBP method can be improved using edge
information (Abdesselam, 2013). This has motivated us to carry
out this research work.

The proposed method detects abrupt transitions based on LBP
texture histograms that are constructed using binarized edge infor-
mation of the frames. This has enhanced the accuracy of the orig-
inal LBP method. The distance between each adjacent histogram of
frames is computed using Euclidean Distance and adaptive thresh-
old is applied to detect the shot boundaries. In the subsequent step,
keyframe extraction is performed by applying Sobel gradient
function by estimating its magnitude on each frame of a shot. Then,
Z-score is applied on the magnitude values and co-efficient of
variation is computed to extract the keyframes. Finally, video
summary is devised by combining the keyframes obtained.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents
the brief description of some related works. Section 3 gives the
detailed description of the proposed methodology for SBD and
keyframe extraction. Section 4 reports the experimental analysis
and results and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Literature review

In this section, a brief overview of literature on SBD and key-
frame extraction approaches by various researchers is presented.

2.1. Shot boundary detection

In literature, various approaches for SBD have been explored
(Yuan et al., 2007; Abdulhussain et al., 2018). Most of the
approaches are based on histogram, edge, pixel etc. Huo et al.
(2016) have proposed poisson model based inter-frame difference
histogram method to detect cut and gradual transitions in video. A
novel algorithm to detect abrupt transitions via dual stage
approach has been presented (Singh et al., 2020). In the first stage
adaptive wiener filter is applied and Local Binary Pattern his-
togram Fourier is extracted to reduce the effect of illumination.
In the second stage Canny edge difference is used to remove the
motion and illumination effects. Orthogonal transform moments
(Abdulhussain et al., 2019) have been used to extract feature from
the frame to detect hard cuts in the video. Rashmi (2016) have
introduced Midrange Local Binary Pattern (MRLBP) as a texture
descriptor to detect the abrupt cuts in the video. Scale invariant
feature transform have incorporated to the RGB color space in
order to identify the abrupt and gradual transitions in the video
(El khattabi et al., 2017). A novel approach for identifying shot cuts
in the video based on split and merge frame work using Fischer
Linear Discriminant Criterion has been presented (Guru et al.,
2013). Hannane et al., (2016) have proposed an efficient method
to detect abrupt and gradual transitions in video by extracting
the SIFT-Point distribution histogram from the frames, which is a
combination of both global and local features. Bitwise-XOR dissim-
ilarity operation between the adjacent frames of the video has
been utilised (Rashmi and Nagendraswamy, 2016) to detect abrupt
cuts . Dadashi and Kanan (2013) have presented a new method to
detect abrupt cuts in the video based on fuzzy rules. Motion based
SBD (MSBD) has been presented (Kanagaraj and Priya, 2018) using
curvlet features as it represents object motion in different magni-
tude and orientations.

In spite of the useful previous works in the literature for SBD, it
is still a challenging issue to attain quality performance for all
genre videos.

2.2. Keyframe extraction

Extraction of keyframes plays a vital role in video summariza-
tion, indexing and retrieval. Hence, lot of research has been carried
out for keyframe extraction. As reported by Angadi and Naik
(2014), there are mainly four different types of approaches for key-
frame extraction: sampling based approach, object based
approach, segment based approach and shot based approach. In
sampling based technique, keyframes are selected randomly under
sampling without considering content of the video. Main disadvan-
tage of this technique is that, it may cause some necessary yet
short video clips to have no representative frames. Object based
approaches are efficient and semantic, but more prominence is
given to the foreground and are convenient for certain applications
only. The keyframes selected by segment based technique could
efficiently represent the content of the video. Even so, segmenta-
tion is a complex process and it is hard to decide the number of
segments. Shot based approaches are effective and one of the
important method as they select keyframes from each shot.

Hannane et al. (2016) have proposed a technique to extract key-
frames from the shots using entropy based singular value metric.
Probabilistic entropy measure has been utilized (Rashmi and
Nagendraswamy, 2018) to choose keyframe within fuzzified
frames of a video shot. Pan et al. (2019) introduced keyframe
extraction approach based on clustering. Keyframes are selected
based on their energy rank derived from dissimilarity and repre-
sentativeness of video frames. A novel video summarization
approach based on Color co-occurrence matrices for SBD is per-
formed using normalised sum of squared differences and middle
frame of shot is selected as a keyframe (Mussel Cirne and
Pedrini, 2018). Computational framework that makes use of one-
class classifier as a novelty detector is used (Yong et al., 2013) to
extract keyframes based on the semantic-contents of the frame.
Barhoumi and Zagrouba (2013) have presented a method to extract
keyframes from the shots based on object based event detection. A
new method to extract keyframes based on logical image descrip-
tion using interest points, repeatability network and modularity
has been designed (Gharbi et al., 2019). Kanagaraj and Priya
(2018) have presented shot based keyframe extraction for feature
extraction and selection for multimedia event classification. Here,
Block Matching Algorithm (BMA) is performed to avoid similarity
among keyframes.

Above discussed methods makes it clear that various tech-
niques are available to extract keyframes for video summarization.
Still, it is a big challenge to extract keyframes from the segmented
video to construct an efficient video summary.

3. Proposed methodology

SBD and keyframe extraction are two important phases of the
proposed methodology. The preliminary step is to convert the
extracted video frames from color to gray before moving forward
to afore said phases.

Initially, gray scale images are transformed into binarized edge
images using different edge detection operators like Sobel, Canny
and Roberts. Then, block based LBP is computed on the obtained
binarized images with and without centre pixel and histogram is
constructed to form a feature set. Further, Euclidean Distance is
applied between the histogram features of adjacent frames. Adap-
tive threshold is computed on the obtained distance values to iden-
tify the shot boundaries. In the subsequent step, Sobel gradient
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function is applied to each frame of the segmented shot and its
magnitude is estimated. Z-score is applied on the obtained magni-
tude gradient image and co-efficient of variation is computed.
Finally, frame with maximum co-efficient of variation is selected
as keyframe from every shot.

The above phases are broadly classified into three steps namely:
(i) Feature extraction and representation (ii) Abrupt shot detection
and (iii) Keyframe extraction. The following subsection describes
each step of the proposed framework. Fig. 1 depicts the general
framework of the proposed methodology.

3.1. Feature extraction and representation

Features that describes the visual information plays a major role
to identify the occurrence of shot boundary. The original LBP oper-
ator makes use of the centre pixel to threshold each image pixels of
3*3 neighborhood. Binary values 0/1 is designated based on the
threshold. LBP code is generated for each 3*3 neighborhood by
multiplying the binary values with corresponding weights and
summing up the result (Ojala et al., 1996). A new feature extraction
approach, Binarized Edge Local Binary Pattern (BELBP) has been
proposed in this work. Initially, the gray scale images are

transformed into binarized edge images using Sobel (Sobel and
Feldman, 1968), Roberts (Roberts, 1963) and Canny (Canny,
1986) edge detection operators as shown in Fig. 2.

These edge descriptors are used during experimentation to
investigate their performance by applying LBP method. The perfor-
mance of the LBP based methods are improved by obtaining the
feature vectors from binarized edge image pixels. Here, feature
vectors are constructed by applying LBP technique with and with-
out centre pixel of 3 � 3 neighborhood for the binarized edge
images. Since binarized edge image is considered, threshold com-
putation step is eliminated. LBP code computed lies in the range
0 to 511 considering centre pixel and 0–255 for not considering
centre pixel. The BELBP is computed as formulated in the equation:

BELBPðP RÞ ¼
Xp�1

p¼0

SðGpÞ2p ð1Þ

Here, p represents the pixels count in the neighborhood, R
depicts the radius, Gp gives binary values of 3*3 mask of binarized
edge image. Thus, histogram is constructed using these LBP codes
for each frame which aids in the detection of shot boundary.
Fig. 3 shows the illustration of computing the LBP code for bina-
rized Sobel edge image.

Fig. 1. Framework of the proposed methodology.

Fig. 2. Illustration of binarized edge images for frame #03955 of anni009 video.
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3.2. Abrupt shot detection

After extracting the histogram features, the next step is to ana-
lyze the appropriate metrics to compare the adjacent frames. Dur-
ing abrupt shot detection, best results are obtained by using
statistic based metrics computed at the block level (Ford et al.,
2000). In the proposed method, we have utilized Euclidean Dis-
tance measure to compute the histogram frame difference values
of the adjacent frames. Euclidean Distance computed is repre-
sented as in the equation.

DMðr;sÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Xn
i¼1

ðri � siÞ2
vuut ð2Þ

where DM represents the distance measure and {ri},{si} are the two
histogram values of adjacent frames of a video, where {i = 1,2,3. . ...,
n}.

On obtaining the distance values for the frame sequence of a
video, adaptive threshold is computed. In this experiment, Stan-
dard Deviation (r) and Mean (l) of the distance values are consid-
ered to compute the threshold and is formulated in the following
equation.

Where, Athd provides the adaptive threshold and a is a constant
value. Abrupt shot change is identified if the dissimilarity between
the frames exceeds the adaptive threshold value.

3.3. Keyframe extraction

After detecting the abrupt shot boundary in the video, keyframe
is extracted which efficiently reflects the salient content of the
shot. Further, extracted keyframes are combined to form a video
summary. In literature, there are various techniques to choose key-
frames with the justifiable quality but they are computationally
expensive (Furini et al., 2010). In this method, Sobel gradient oper-
ator is chosen to transform gray scale image to gradient magnitude
image as it outperforms other edge detectors in terms of accuracy
and computational efficiency (Abdesselam, 2013). In order to
extract keyframes, we first apply gradient function using Sobel
operator to each frame of the segmented shot. The operator con-
sists of a pair of 3*3 kernels which are convolved with original

image to calculate approximations of the derivatives, one in the
x-direction (columns) and the other estimating the gradient in
the y-direction (rows) as shown in the following equation.

Gx ¼
�1 0 þ1
�2 0 þ2
�1 0 þ1

2
64

3
75

Gy ¼
þ1 2 þ1
0 0 0
�1 �2 �1

2
64

3
75 ð4Þ

Separate measurements are produced by the kernels for the
gradient component in each direction, namely Gx and Gy. The mag-
nitude of the gradient is then computed using below equation and
Fig. 4 represents the magnitude of Sobel gradient image.

GM ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
G2

x þ G2
y

q
ð5Þ

Then, magnitude gradient values are transformed into Z-score
that measures the position of each pixel of an image in terms of
its distance from the mean, in units of standard deviation as formu-
lated in the following equation:

ZGM ¼ ðGMij � lÞ=r ð6Þ

where, l ¼ 1
n

Pn
i¼1

Pm
j¼1GMij

� �

r ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Pn
i¼1

Pm
j¼1

ðGMij � lÞ2

n

vuuut

Further, co-efficient of variation is computed which aids in
identifying the frames with rich visual content. The outcome of
highest co-efficient of variation value indicates that the pixels in
the frame/image are prominent in the edge region and the smallest
co-efficient of variation indicates that pixel belongs to uniform
region (Badshah et al., 2012). Based on this criteria, the frame rep-
resenting the highest co-efficient of variation value is thus selected
as keyframe within a video shot and is formulated as follows:

CV ¼ r=l ð7Þ

Fig. 3. Illustration of computing Sobel BELBP for frame #03955 of anni009 video.
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where, l ¼ 1
n

Pn
i¼1

Pm
j¼1ZGMij

� �

r ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Pn
i¼1

Pm
j¼1

ðZGMij � lÞ2

n

vuuut

4. Results and discussion

Dataset: In order to analyze the performance of the proposed
method, video sequences from TRECVID 2001 dataset has been
considered and description is given in Table 1. The dataset con-
sists of abrupt cuts and different types of gradual transitions
along with object motion, camera motion and illumination varia-
tion of various degree, which makes detection process very
tedious. The frame resolution of TRECVID 2001 video sequences
is 320 � 262. To analyze the proposed method, the shot transition
information of these videos available with the ground truth is
taken into consideration.

The proposed method is evaluated at two stages: i) Shot Bound-
ary Detection and ii) Keyframe extraction. Extensive experiments
were conducted to analyze the performance of the proposed tech-
nique using Matlab 2014a on Intel Core i5 processor, running at
2.70 GHz with 8 GB RAM.

4.1. Performance evaluation for abrupt SBD

During SBD, the obtained results are compared with ground
truth, to classify the shot detection as correct, false or missed cuts
and following measures were used to evaluate the performance:

Recall ¼ Cd

Cd þMd
ð8Þ

Precision ¼ Cd

Cd þ Fd
ð9Þ

F1� score ¼ 2 � Recall � Precision
Recallþ Precision

ð10Þ

where Cd is the number of correctly identified shot cuts, Md is the
number of missed shot cuts and Fd represents false cuts. An out-
standing shot transition detection algorithm must acquire high
recall and high precision values.

Experiments have been conducted to evaluate the proposed
method on standard video dataset as represented in Table 1 by
considering six different cases. In the proposed method, systematic
experimentations have been carried out on different combinations
as shown in Fig. 5.

The experimental analysis are classified based on Sobel, Roberts
and Canny edge images as follows: 1) Results of LBP with centre
pixel 2) Results of LBP without centre pixel.

LBP with centre pixel: LBP has been applied on binarized Sobel,
Roberts and Canny edge images considering the centre pixel of 3*3
neighborhood and histogram is constructed. The adaptive thresh-
old computed are applied on histogram feature vectors of adjacent
frames. The results analyzed in terms of recall, precision and F1-
score for Sobel, Roberts and Canny images are detailed in Table 2.

Obtained results exhibits that, the performance of Sobel BELBP
with centre pixel is better than other two methods in terms of
recall, precision and F1-score.

LBP without centre pixel: Similarly, LBP has been applied to the
above mentioned binarized edge images without centre pixel of
3*3 neighborhood and histogram is constructed. The adaptive
threshold computed are applied on histogram feature vectors of
adjacent frames. The results analyzed in terms of recall, precision
and F1-score for Sobel, Roberts and Canny images are detailed in
Table 3.

Fig. 4. Illustration of computing the magnitude of Sobel gradient image.

Table 1
Description of TRECVID 2001 video dataset.

File
Name

Video Title No. of
Frames

Abrupt
transitions

anni005 ‘‘NASA_25th_Anniversary-
Show_Segment_5”

11,363 38

anni006 ‘‘NASA_25th-Anniversary-
Show_Segment_6”

12,306 41

anni009 ‘‘NASA_25th-Anniversary-
Show_Segment_9”

16,587 38

anni010 ‘‘NASA_25th-Anniversary-
Show_Segment_10”

31,389 98

nad31 ‘‘Spaceworks - Episode 6” 52,405 187
nad33 ‘‘Spaceworks - Episode 8” 49,768 189
nad53 ‘‘A&S_Reports_Tape_#4_-_Report_#260” 26,115 83
nad57 ‘‘A&S_Reports_Tape_#4_-_Report_#264” 12,781 44
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Comparative analysis in Table 3 shows that Sobel BELBP with-
out centre pixel outperforms the other two methods in terms of
recall, precision and F1-score.

The analysis of results in Table 2 and Table 3 depicts that, Sobel
BELBP without considering centre pixel performs better than all
the experimental cases in terms of recall, precision and F1- score
and is represented graphically in Fig. 6.

The CPU time taken is recorded for each method is tabulated in
Table 4 to analyze the performance. According to the analysis, time
taken by the Sobel BELBP without centre pixel is less when com-
pared to all other methods.

As a conclusion, it is observed that Sobel BELBP without centre
pixel is considered as an efficient method in terms of accuracy and
computational speed when compared to other methods. The best
case discussed is compared with other state-of-the-art LBP based
SBD methods as shown in Table 5. The proposed method outper-
forms original LBP (Ojala et al., 1996) and one of its variant MRLBP
(Rashmi, 2016) in terms of discriminative efficiency with 97% F1
score and it is graphically represented in Fig. 6.

Also, comparative study is performed with some of the existing
non-LBP state-of-the-art SBD algorithms. The results in Table 6
shows the improved efficiency of the proposed method with
non-LBP state-of-the art methods. The presented method surpass
SBD method using dual stage SBD technique (Chakraborty and
Thounaojam, 2020), soft computing techniques (Rashmi and
Nagendraswamy, 2018) and SIFT-point distribution histogram
method (Hannane et al., 2016) with 98.15% F1 score and the per-
formance is represented graphically in Fig. 7.

However, the proposed algorithm is computationally expensive
than global histogram approaches (Fig. 8). Detection of shot
boundaries in proposed method is threshold dependent and is

Fig. 5. Experimental setup for the proposed abrupt shot change method.

Table 2
Results of abrupt SBD using LBP without centre pixel for different edge operators.

Video Sequence Sobel Edge image Roberts Edge image Canny Edge image

R P F R P F R P F

anni005 100 95 97.44 100 92.68 96.20 97.36 90.24 93.66
anni006 97.56 93.02 95.23 95.12 90.69 92.85 92.68 88.37 90.47
anni009 100 97.43 98.69 94.73 92.30 93.49 92.10 89.74 90.90
nad53 98.8 96.47 97.62 96.38 94.11 95.23 93.97 91.76 92.85
nad57 100 97.77 98.87 93.18 89.13 91.11 90.90 86.95 88.88
Average 99.27 95.93 97.57 95.88 91.78 93.77 93.40 89.41 91.35

Table 3
Results of abrupt SBD using LBP with centre pixel for different edge operators.

Video Sequence Sobel Edge image Roberts Edge image Canny Edge image

R P F R P F R P F

anni005 97.36 88.09 92.49 94.73 87.80 91.13 92.10 87.5 89.74
anni006 92.68 86.36 89.40 90.24 86.04 88.08 90.24 85.71 87.91
anni009 94.73 90.88 92.76 92.10 87.50 89.99 89.47 87.17 88.30
nad53 96.38 90.90 93.55 93.97 90.69 92.30 92.77 89.53 91.12
nad57 90.90 88.88 89.88 90.90 86.95 88.88 88.63 86.66 87.63
Average 94.41 89.02 91.61 92.38 87.79 90.07 90.64 87.31 88.94

Fig. 6. Comparison graph for the best results obtained.
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sensitive to sudden illumination and camera panning/zooming
operations (Fig. 9).

4.2. Performance evaluation for keyframe extraction

One of the important task in video analysis and summarization
is the evaluation of extracted keyframes. Lack of ground truth
makes evaluation of extracted keyframes a tedious task. The key-
frame extracted from a shot must hold the maximum information
conveyed through a shot. In the proposed method, fidelity measure
which is based on Semi-Hausdorff distance is used to check the
effectiveness of the extracted keyframes. The fidelity measure
(Chang et al., 1999) is computed as the maximum of the minimum
distances between the keyframe set and the shot frame set. Let V =

{f1, f2,f3, . . . fn} be the n frames of input video and R ={kf1, kf2, kf3,
. . . kfm} be the set of m keyframes extracted from shots of a video
sequence. The distance between the sets are defined as follows:

dj ¼ minðdðVi;RkmÞÞ ð11Þ
Each frame of a video is characterized using the features as dis-

cussed earlier in feature extraction section. The Semi-Hausdorff
distance between R and V is defined as:

dsh ¼ maxðdjÞ ð12Þ
And, the fidelity measure is defined as:

fidelity ¼ ð1� dshÞ
maxðmaxðdiÞÞ ð13Þ

High fidelity value indicate that the extracted keyframe set pro-
vides a good global description of the visual content of the video
sequence. The fidelity measure values of the proposed method,

Table 6
Comparison of proposed method with non-LBP SBD methods.

Video sequence No. of shots Chakraborty and
Thounaojam (2020)

Rashmi and
Nagendraswamy (2018)

Hannane et al., (2016) Proposed Method

R P F R P F R P F R P F

‘‘anni005” 38 90.50 76.0 82.60 100 95 97.44 100 90.4 94.96 100 95 97.44
‘‘anni009” 38 89.50 97.10 93.20 100 87.5 93.33 100 84.5 91.60 100 97.43 98.69
‘‘nad53” 83 – – – 98.7 92.8 95.66 98.8 88.1 93.14 98.8 96.47 97.62
‘‘nad57” 44 100 100 100 100 97.9 98.94 100 95.6 97.75 100 97.77 98.87
Average 93.33 91.03 91.93 99.67 93.3 96.34 99.7 89.65 94.36 99.7 96.66 98.15

Table 4
CPU time taken (milliseconds) per frame for feature extraction of different methods.

Video Sequence LBP with centre pixel LBP without centre pixel

Sobel edge Roberts edge Canny edge Sobel edge Roberts edge Canny edge

anni005 0.316 0.393 0.420 0.288 0.308 0.379
anni006 0.298 0.387 0.413 0.280 0.332 0.364
anni009 0.303 0.403 0.420 0.297 0.353 0.370
nad53 0.350 0.412 0.453 0.304 0.349 0.408
nad57 0.316 0.391 0.452 0.305 0.316 0.366

Table 5
Comparison of proposed method with other LBP based methods.

Video sequence No. o shots Original LBP (Ojala et al., 1996) Midrange LBP (Rashmi, 2016) Proposed Method

R P F R P F R P F

‘‘anni005” 38 0.76 0.94 0.84 0.76 0.88 0.82 1.00 0.95 0.97
‘‘anni006” 41 0.66 0.77 0.71 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.97 0.93 0.95
‘‘anni009” 38 0.74 0.88 0.80 0.79 0.86 0.86 1.00 0.97 0.98
‘‘nad53” 83 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.98 0.96 0.97
Average 0.73 0.84 0.78 0.81 0.86 0.84 0.98 0.95 0.97

Fig. 7. Comparison graph of proposed method with LBP based methods.

Fig. 8. Comparison graph of proposed method with non-LBP SBD methods.
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implemented on TRECVID 2001 data set is recorded in Table 7 and
comparative analysis of results has been performed with Bitwise-
XOR approach (Rashmi and Nagendraswamy, 2016). The result
shows that, the proposed method outperforms Bitwise-XOR
method (Rashmi and Nagendraswamy, 2016) with 90% fidelity
score. Extracted keyframes from a video shot of TRECVID 2001
dataset are good enough to represent and summarize the entire
original video in a compact manner.

5. Conclusion

In this research work, a simple and efficient method to generate
video summary is proposed, which aids for video indexing and
retrieval. Proposed algorithm detects abrupt transitions by extract-
ing binary edge information of the video frames for LBP histogram
characterisation. The distance comparison of the adjacent frames is
computed using Euclidean Distance and an adaptive threshold is
employed to detect the abrupt cuts. The experimental analysis con-
ducted for SBD on TRECVID 2001 dataset signifies that the BELBP
histograms have better discriminative capability and provides
good results with average F1-score of 98.15%. During keyframe
extraction, Z-score is applied on the estimated magnitude of Sobel
gradient images and co-efficient of variation is computed. A video
summary is generated by combining the selected keyframes that
possess the highest co-efficient of variation from every video shot.
The chosen keyframe from the video shot is efficient enough to
build a video summary with average fidelity measure of 90%. In
future work, proposed method will be analyzed to detect the grad-
ual transitions in the video and evaluation of other visual features
to extract the keyframes.
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Abstract. Nowadays, progress in technology and the application of internet has
led to exponential growth of video data. This drastic increase stipulates efficient
video analysis techniques. Keyframe extraction is one of the technique that pro-
vides a succinct representation of video and are useful in various applications like
video indexing and retrieval. In this direction, an efficient approach for keyframe
extraction is proposed. The process begins by converting gray scale images of
shots into gradient magnitude images using Sobel operator and establishing fuzzi-
fication. Further, 3*3 mask of sliding window is utilized in both overlapping and
non-overlapping fashion to obtain Binary Weighted Codes (BWC) on a fuzzified
edge image. In the subsequent step, feature set is obtained by applying entropy
measure on BWC values of every frame within a shot. Finally, frame having high-
est entropy value is chosen as a keyframe of the corresponding shot. To verify
the effectiveness of the proposed approach experiments were conducted on Open
Video Project dataset. The experimental results shows that the proposed method
outperforms some of the state-of-the-art algorithms with average of 93% fidelity
measure.

Keywords: Sobel descriptor · Gradient function · Keyframe extraction ·
Fuzzification · Entropy measure

1 Introduction

The advancement in various multimedia applications has driven digital video content as
an emerging force. This rapid increase in video data demands efficient techniques for
video summarization, indexing, browsing and retrieval. Therefore, there is an immense
scope for researchers to solve the problem of video data analysis. The huge size of video
content is an obstacle to many applications, and hence, there is a need of perspective
frameswhich represents the entire video [1]. The approach of removing redundant frames
from the video and obtaining its concise version is termed as video summarization [2].
Video summaries holds salient information of the video and avoids redundancy, but at
the same time, preserves the original information of the video [3]. It facilitates browsing
of large video database and complements content based video retrieval approach [4].
Still images (keyframes) and moving images (video skims) are the two most popular
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ways to generate video summaries [5]. Advantage of video skim over static summary is
the ability to retain dynamic mode of video information by including audio and motion
elements that compliments the information to be conveyed by the summary [6]. In spite
of these reasons, extracting of still images is still essential as it gives more flexibility
without synchronization issues [7].

In literature, there are various techniques to extract keyframes with the justifiable
quality but they are computationally expensive [8]. There are numerous ways to extract
features from images: based on texture, shapes, edges etc. Edge is considered as an essen-
tial feature that represent the content of the image and several research works have been
carried out using edge detectors [9, 10]. To address uncertainty in images, researchers
have incorporated various fuzzy logic techniques in conjunction with edge descriptors.
However, the results of the classical edge detection methods can be improved by trans-
forming the gradient magnitude into suitable membership degrees to generate the fuzzy
edge images [11]. This has motivated us to carry out the proposed research work. In
this approach, videos are segmented into shots using algorithm proposed by Rashmi
et al. [12]. Here, gray scale images of video shots are converted into gradient magnitude
images using Sobel operator and fuzzification is established by incorporating triangular
membership function. Further,BinaryWeightedCodes (BWC) are generated by applying
binary weights to 3*3 fuzzified image mask at every pixel position. Extensive experi-
ments have been conducted considering each pixel in overlapping and non-overlapping
mode. In order to extract frame feature, entropy measure is applied. Frames that possess
maximum entropy value is selected as a keyframe of the corresponding shot and video
summary is generated. The result obtained is evaluated using performance measure and
compared with state-of-the-art approaches.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 gives the brief description of
some related works. Section 3 presents the detailed description of the proposed method-
ology. Section 4 reports the experimental analysis and results and Sect. 5 concludes the
paper.

2 Literature Review

Several methods have been proposed in the literature for keyframe extraction, as it plays
a prerequisite role in video summarization, indexing and retrieval. An extensive review
of the existing methods is found in [2, 13]. According to Angadi et al. [14] keyframe
extraction techniques are categorized into four classes. The first category is sampling
based method, where keyframes are extracted randomly without considering the con-
tent of the video. Though this method performs efficiently, sometimes fails to generate
representative frames for short video clips. In object based method, keyframes extracted
are efficient and semantic but it is suitable for certain applications only as it gives
more importance to foreground. In segmentation based method, extracted keyframes
efficiently represents the video content. However, segmentation is a complex process
and deciding the number of segments is a hard task. In shot based method, keyframes
are selected in an efficient way and it is considered as one of the important technique as
it select keyframes from each shot.

A novel method for keyframe extraction was proposed by [15], where keyframes
are extracted based on object detection. This algorithm employs combination of mutual
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information entropy and SURF features. The authors in [16] used bitwise XOR variance
method to extract the features of the video frames and keyframes are extracted based
on the interframe dissimilarity matrix. Hannane et al. [17] have presented an efficient
approach to select keyframes utilizing mean shift algorithm and global orientation fea-
ture. The approach proposed in [18] is based on fusion of Convolution Neural network
based deep features and histogram. It generates the keyframe dynamically with less
computational complexity. In [19], the authors have introduced an efficient approach to
extract keyframes based on logical image description using interest points, repeatability
network and modularity has been designed. The approach proposed in [20] used entropy
based singular value metric to extract the keyframes from the segmented shots of the
video. In [21], an efficient shot based keyframe extraction has been introduced. Here,
for every frame multidimensional fuzzy histograms are constructed and keyframe is
selected by minimizing cross-correlation criterion. Authors in [22] presented clustering
based keyframe extraction based on energy rank obtained from dissimilarity and rep-
resentativeness of video frames. Rashmi et al. [23] have utilized probabilistic entropy
measure to choose the keyframewithin fuzzified frames of video shot. The approach pre-
sented in [8] is based on fast clustering where keyframes are extracted using HSV color
distribution of the frames. In [24], an online learnable module for keyframe selection
has been developed. Locally-Consistent Deformable Convolution (LCDC) considering
ResNet CNN are used to build the module.

3 Proposed Methodology

Theproposed approachof keyframeextraction involves twophases viz. feature extraction
and keyframe selection. The primary step is to convert the shot frames/images from
color to gray scale before moving ahead to afore mentioned phases. Initially, gray scale
images are transformed into gradient magnitude images using Sobel operator. Further,
membership values are obtained by incorporating fuzzification process. BinaryWeighted
Codes (BWC) are computed by applying binary weights on every 3*3 image mask of
fuzzified gradient magnitude frames. In the subsequent step, entropy measure is applied
for BWC frame values. Finally, frame having highest entropy value within a shot is
chosen as a keyframe and video summary is generated. Figure 1 depicts the general
framework of the proposed methodology.

Fig. 1. Framework of the proposed methodology
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3.1 Feature Extraction and Representation

Features that represents the visual information plays a vital role in identifying the
keyframe within a video shot. In this approach, feature extraction is performed at three
steps namely: (i) Conversion of gray scale images to Sobel gradient magnitude images
(ii) Fuzzification of Sobel gradient magnitude images (iii) Computation of BWC and
applying entropy measure. The following subsection describes each step in detail.

Conversion of Gray Scale Images to Sobel Gradient Magnitude Images
Edge detection aids to remove the irrelevant information and retains essential structural
properties of the image [25]. In literature, there are various edge descriptors to obtain
edge information. However, most of the approaches are based on gradient [11], based
on the observation considering Canny [26], Sobel [27], Roberts [28] and some other
recent methods [29, 30]. The gradient magnitude plays an important role in further
processing steps. It can be utilized as the only information for subsequent steps [31] or
in combination with the orientation of vector [26]. In the proposed method, Sobel edge
descriptor is chosen to transform gray scale image to gradient magnitude image as it
outperforms other edge detectors in terms of computational efficiency and accuracy [9].
The Sobel descriptor consists of a pair of 3*3 kernels which are convolved with original
image to compute approximations of the derivatives, one estimating the gradient in
x-direction (columns) and the other in y-direction (rows) as shown in equation.

Gx =
⎡
⎣

−1 0 +1
−2 0 +2
−1 0 +1

⎤
⎦ Gy =

⎡
⎣

+1 2 +1
0 0 0

−1 −2 −1

⎤
⎦ (1)

Kernels produces separate measurements for the gradient component in each direction,
namely Gx and Gy. The gradient magnitude is computed using following equation.

GM =
√
G2
x + G2

y (2)

The illustration of Sobel gradient magnitude image for a sample image taken from the
dataset is depicted in Fig. 2.

Fuzzification of Sobel Gradient Magnitude Images
Fuzzification of an image indicates the transformation of image data from gray level
values [0, 255] to real values [0, 1] using Membership Function (MF) [32]. Utilization
of fuzzy reasoning technique with sobel edge detector enhances the edge feature of the
image [33]. In literature, triangular membership function is the most typical choice to
represent information bymeans of fuzzy sets [11]. In thismethod, triangularmembership
function is utilized to estimate the fuzzified/membership value of each pixel of Sobel
gradient magnitude image. For an image M, a fuzzy image MFS in a finite set X is
formulated as:

MFS = {
bij, µM (bij)|bij ∈ X

}
(3)
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Fig. 2. Illustration of sobel gradient magnitude for frame #3096 of UGS01_004 video.

Fig. 3. Illustration of fuzzified sobel gradient magnitude image for frame #3096 of UGS01_004
video.

Where bij represents the pixel value of the Sobel gradient magnitude image and the
function µM (b) ∈ [0, 1] is the fuzzified value. Figure 3 shows the fuzzification of the
image using fuzzy triangular MF.

Computation of BWC and Applying Entropy Information Measure
This sub section describes, feature extraction process using binary weights to 3*3 image
mask and computing entropy measures for keyframe extraction. Here, fuzzified values
are further processed using 3*3 sliding window mask at each pixel position. The evalu-
ation process is initiated from left to right and top to bottom at respective pixel positions
both in overlapping and non-overlapping fashion.

BWC is generated for each sliding windowmask by traversing in clockwise direction
as depicted in the following equation.

BWC =
8∑

i=0

(fp)2i (4)

Where fp represents the fuzzified pixel values of an image. The code values generated
for each 3*3 mask in an overlapping fashion is illustrated in Fig. 4.
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After obtaining BWC from the above mentioned process for all the frames of the
shot, entropy measure is computed as depicted in the following equation

En = −
n−1∑
k=0

(BWCk ∗ log2(BWCk)) (5)

Where k represents the number of BWC levels and BWCk is the probability distribution
of BWC values obtained for Fuzzified Sobel gradient magnitude frame.

Fig. 4. Illustration of BWC values for 3*3 mask of an image

3.2 Keyframe Extraction

A keyframe is a representative frame which efficiently reflects the prominent content of
the video shot. This keyframe aids to reduce the data size of video index and provides
a systematized structure for the video stream. Here, entropy values computed in the
Sect. 3.1 is considered to extract the keyframes from every shot. The entropy value
is always non-negative and a variable with higher entropy value contains maximum
information [34]. Hence, a frame possessing the highest entropy value amongst the
computed entropies within a shot is chosen as a keyframe.

Let a video shot Sh consists ofm frame sequences, then the computed entropy feature
set is Sh = {En(f 1), En(f 2), En(f 3), En(f 4),……. En(f m)} where En(f i) corresponds to
entropy feature value of ith frame within a shot. In order to select the keyframe for a shot
Sh, the frame with the highest entropy value is identified as shown in the equation

key f = max(En(f1),En(f2),En(f3),En(f4), . . . . . . . . .En(fm)) (6)

In this manner, the keyframes are extracted from every shot of the video and are
concatenated to build a video summary.

4 Results and Discussion

Dataset: In order to analyze the performance of the proposed method, video sequences
fromOpenVideo Project dataset has been considered and described in Table 1. Extensive
experiments were conducted to analyze the performance of the proposed technique using
Matlab 2014a on Intel Core i5 processor, running at 2.70 GHz with 8 GB RAM.
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Table 1. Description of open video project dataset

File name Video name Duration Dimension Total frames No. of
shots

UGS01_004 Exotic terrane, Segment 4 2:40 352×240 4,797 23

UGS02_009 America’s new frontier,
Segment 9

3:49 352×240 6,879 20

UGS03_004 The future of energy gases,
Segment 4

4:27 352×240 8,007 27

UGS07_003 Ocean floor legacy, Segment
3

2:38 352×240 4,749 17

UGS07_005 Ocean floor legacy, Segment
5

2:35 352×240 4,665 25

4.1 Performance Evaluation of Keyframe Extraction

Evaluation of the extracted keyframe is one of the essential task in video analysis and
summarization. Lack of ground truth makes evaluation of the extracted keyframes a
tedious task. In the proposedmethod, keyframe extraction is performed using shot-based
approach to construct a video summary. Thus, one frame per video shot is extracted as a
keyframe. If the keyframe extracted exhibits the prominent visual contents of the entire
shot, then the video summary is efficient. Fidelity measure based on Semi-Hausdorff
distance is used to evaluate the effectiveness of the extracted keyframes. The fidelity
measure [35] is computed as the maximum of the minimum distances between the
keyframe set and the shot frame set. Let G = {f 1, f 2, f 3,… f n} be the n frames of input
video and C = {kf 1, kf 2, kf 3,… kf m} be the set of m keyframes extracted from shots of
a video sequence. The distance between the sets are defined as follows:

dj = min(d(Gi,Ckm)) (7)

Each frame of a video is characterized using the features as discussed earlier in feature
extraction section. The Semi-Hausdorff distance between G and C is defined as:

dsh = max(dj) (8)

And, the fidelity measure is formulated as:

Fidelity = (1 − dsh)

max(max(di))
(9)

High fidelity value indicate that, the extracted keyframe set is accurate and provides a
good global description of the visual content of the video sequence.

Systematic experimentations have been carried out considering sliding process of
respective frame pixels. The results obtained by the proposed approach implemented on
Open Video Project datasets are recorded in Table 2 considering 3*3 mask for the image
in overlapping and non-overlapping fashion.
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Table 2. Results of non-overlapping and overlapping methods in terms of fidelity measure

Video sequence Non-overlapping
method

Overlapping method

UGS01_004 0.87 0.92

UGS02_009 0.91 0.94

UGS03_004 0.89 0.93

UGS07_003 0.86 0.90

UGS07_005 0.90 0.94

Average 0.89 0.93

Significance of overlapping and non-overlappingmethod of slidingwindow has been
analyzed. Obtained results exhibits that, the performance of overlapping method consid-
ering 3*3mask is better than non-overlappingmethod in terms of fidelity measure. How-
ever, the time complexity of the overlapping method slightly exceeds non-overlapping
method.

The best case results discussed in terms of fidelity measure is compared with other
state-of-the-art algorithms [23, 36] and are recorded in Table 3 and the performance is
represented graphically in Fig. 5.

Table 3. Comparative analysis in terms of fidelity measure.

Video sequence Besiris et al. [36] Rashmi et al. [23] Proposed method

UGS01_004 0.72 0.89 0.92

UGS02_009 0.73 0.93 0.94

UGS03_004 0.73 0.91 0.93

UGS07_003 0.75 0.89 0.90

UGS07_005 0.74 0.92 0.94

Average 0.73 0.91 0.93

The results portrays that, the proposed method of keyframe extraction outperforms
someof the state of the art algorithms in terms of fidelitymeasure. Therefore the proposed
approach to select keyframe from the video shot is efficient enough to build a video
summary of the original video in a concise manner.
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Fig. 5. Comparison graph of proposed method with other methods

5 Conclusion

In this research work, we have proposed a method to extract keyframes from shots of the
video. Our approach extracts keyframes by exploiting Sobel gradient magnitude images
and incorporating the concepts of fuzzy sets. Binary Weighted Codes are computed by
utilizing sliding window of 3*3 mask on fuzzified Sobel gradient magnitude images.
Entropy measure has been applied on BWC of every frame and frames that possess
the highest entropy value from every video shot is selected as a keyframe to build a
video summary. Experimental analysis and evaluation of the proposed method has been
carried out on benchmark video datasets taken fromOpenVideoProject. The overlapping
method yields more accuracy than non-overlapping method. The proposed approach
outperforms some of the state-of-the-art methods with 93% of average fidelity measure.
In future work, performance of the proposed method will be investigated considering
different membership functions to fuzzify the edge images.
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ABSTRACT

Shotboundarydetectioninvideosisoneofthemostfundamentaltaskstowardscontent-basedvideo
retrievalandanalysis.Inthisaspect,anefficientapproachtodetectabruptandgradualtransitionin
videosispresented.Theproposedmethoddetectstheshotboundariesinvideosbyextractingblock-
basedmeanprobabilitybinaryweight(MPBW)histogramfromthenormalizedKirschmagnitude
framesasanamalgamationoflocalandglobalfeatures.Abrupttransitionsinvideosaredetectedby
utilizingthedistancemeasurebetweenconsecutiveMPBWhistogramsandemployinganadaptive
threshold.Inthesubsequentstep,co-efficientofmeandeviationandvariancestatisticalmeasureis
appliedonMPBWhistogramstodetectgradualtransitionsinthevideo.Experimentswereconducted
onTRECVID2001and2007datasetstoanalyseandvalidatetheproposedmethod.Experimental
resultshowssignificantimprovementoftheproposedSBDapproachoversomeofthestate-of-the-art
algorithmsintermsofrecall,precision,andF1-score.

KEyWoRDS
Co-Efficient of Mean Deviation, Gradual Transition, Histogram, Kirsch Operator, Normalization, Shot Boundary 
Detection, Variance, Z-Score

1. INTRoDUCTIoN

Theenormousdevelopmentofmultimediatechnologiesandavailabilityofcomputingresourceshave
ledtotheexplosionofvideodataontheinternet.However,thesurgeofvideodatahasnotbeen
inducedbyanincreaseinitsaccessibility.Thus,thereisaneedfortechniquesthatcanefficiently
access,browse,indexandretrievethevideodata.ShotBoundaryDetection(SBD)isapreliminary
stepforvideoabstraction,videosegmentationandvideoretrievalapproaches(Hanjalic,2002).A
videoshotrepresentsasequenceofinterrelatedframescapturedinasingletakewithonecamera
(Paletal.,2015).Detectionofshotboundariesinavideoismainlybasedonidentifyingtheediting
effects that are used to combine shots into video sequence. The hierarchal structure of video is
representedinFigure1.
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Generally, transition of shots in a video are categorized as: Abrupt and Gradual transition
(Senguptaetal.,2015)anditisdepictedinFigure2.Abrupttransitionoccurswhenthereisarapid
changebetweenconsecutiveframes/imageswhereas,gradualtransitionoccurswhenchangeofthe
boundary isovermultiple frames.Fade-in,Fade-out,dissolveandwipesare the frequentlyused
editingeffectsofgradualtransition.

Extractionofessentialfeaturesfromvideoframesthatefficientlyrepresentsthevisualinformation
playsanimportantroleinSBD(Jadonetal.,2001).Theframefeaturescanbeextractedeitherglobally
orlocally(Thounaojametal.,2016)anditprovidesdifferentinformationofframeatcomputational
level.Theglobalfeaturesdescribesthevisualcontentofwholeimageanditisrepresentedbyasingle
vector.Contrastinglyfromglobalfeatures,localfeaturesdescribesthevisualcontentoftheframe
inpatchesorconsideringpixelsofsmallgroupanditisrepresentedbyasetofvectors.However,
globalfeatureshavecertainlimitationssuchasscaling,sensitivitytonoise,illuminationvariation
anditoftenfailstoidentifytheessentialfeaturesoftheimage(Kabbaietal.,2018).Thus,global
featuresarenotsuitableforfewapplications.Theirflawsarefixedbytheuseoflocalfeatureswhich
encodesthelocalinformationtogetthefinestdetailsoftheimagesuchasinterestpoints(Kabbaiet
al.,2018).Hence,severalapproachesavailableintheliteraturehavecombinedbothlocalandglobal
featuresinvariousdomainssuchasimageretrieval(Chaudhary&Upadhyay,2014),SBD(Rashmi

Figure 1. Hierarchal structure of video

Figure 2. Types of video shot transition
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&Nagendraswamy,2020),objectdetection(Muralidharan&Chandrasekar,2012)etc.,andobtained
goodresults.ThishasmotivatedustocarryouttheproposedSBDapproach.

Themainfocusoftheproposedapproachistodetectabruptandgradualtransitionsinvideousing
combinationoflocalandglobalfeatures.ThechallengingtaskofSBDistodifferentiatebetweenthe
scenebreaksandotherchangeslikeobjectmotion,illuminationandcameramotion(Thounaojamet
al.,2014).Edgesareextensivelyinvariantunderlocalilluminationchangesandareconsiderablyless
affectedbypossiblemotioninthevideo(Adjerohetal.,2009).Thus,primarilygrayscaleframesofthe
videoaretransformedintomagnitudeframesusingKirschedgeoperator.Theobtainededgemagnitude
imagevaluesarenormalisedbyutilizingZ-scoremeasure.Thesignificanceofprobabilityofimage
pixelsinitslocal/spatialneighbourhoodaidsinremovalofnoise(Zhangetal.,2013).Influencedby
this,authorshaveexploredprobabilitiesofpixelsinitsadjacentneighbourhoodbyintegratingitwith
thebinaryweights.Thus,blockbasedprobabilitybinaryweightmethodoneach3*3blockpixels
ofnormalisedmagnitudeframehasbeenemployed.Thislocalfeaturehasthebetterdiscrimination
capabilityandisrobusttonoiseandilluminationvariation.Further,meanoftheprobabilitybinary
weightsiscomputedandisusedtoproduceMeanProbabilityBinaryWeight(MPBW)histogramfor
everyframeofthevideo.EachMPBWhistogramdescribesthevisualinformationofthevideoframe
globallyandcollectivelyrepresentsthewholevideo.ThedistancebetweeneachadjacentMPBW
histogramofvideoframesiscomputedutilizingEuclideanDistanceandanadaptivethresholdis
appliedtodetecttheabrupttransitionsinvideo.Todetectthegradualtransitionsinvideo,Co-efficient
ofMeanDeviation(CMD)andvariancestatisticalmeasureisappliedoneachMPBWhistogram
andadaptivethresholdstrategyisdevised.Theeffectivenessoftheproposedapproachisverified
intermsofrecall,precisionandF1-scorebyconductingexperimentsonTRECVID2001and2007
benchmarkdatasets.

Therestofthepaperisorganizedasfollows:Section2providesthebriefdescriptionofsome
relatedworksreportedinSBD.Section3presentsthedetaileddescriptionoftheproposedmethodology
forfeatureextractionandSBD.Section4reportstheexperimentalanalysisandresultsandSection
5concludesthepaper.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Inthissection,abriefoutlineofliteratureonSBDapproachesbyvariousresearchersispresented.
VideoSBD is apreliminary step formanyvideoanalysis application (Bhaumik,Bhattacharyya,
etal.,2016).AcomprehensivereviewofexistingSBDapproacheshasbeenreportedin(Singh&
Aggarwal,2015)(Paletal.,2015).ThereexistsanumerousvarietyofSBDapproachesinliterature
whichmainlydiffersbythekindoffeaturesusedandthetimerequiredtoperformcomputation.
However,mostoftheapproacheshaveexploredpixel,histogram,edge,statisticalandblockbased
featurestodetectthetransitionsinvideo.

AnewPyramidalOpponentColorShape(POCS)modeltodetecttheabrupttransitionandgradual
transitionhasbeenpresented(Sasithradevi&MohamedMansoorRoomi,2020).Thismodeluses
shapeandcolorfeaturesofopponentcolorspacetosegmentvideosusingBaggedTreesClassifier
(BTC).MotionbasedSBDutilisingcurvletfeatureshasbeenpresented(Kanagaraj&Priya,2018)
tosegmentvideosintoshots.Thesecurvletfeaturesexhibitsobjectmotioninvariousmagnitudeand
orientations.Anefficientapproachtodetectabrupttransitionsinvideohasbeenpresented(Nandini
etal.,2020)usingELBPhistograms.Here,binarizededgeinformationofframeshasbeenutilized
forLBPtexturecharacterization.RashmiandNagendraswamy,(2020)haveusedcombinationofboth
globalandlocalfeaturestoidentifyabruptandgradualtransitionsinvideo.Inthistechnique,fuzzified
SobelgradientimagesareusedtoconstructblockbasedMCSHfeaturestodetectshotboundaries.In
(Chakrabortyetal.,2020),CIDE2000colourdifferenceandmeanluminancepatternhasbeenutilized
todetectabruptandgradualtransitions.Thismethodefficientlytacklesobjectmotionandlighting
effectsofavideo.GuruandSuhil,(2013)haveintroducedanon-parametricmethodforSBDinvideos
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withsplitandmergeframeworkbyutilizingcolorhistograms.AdualstageSBDmethodhasbeen
introduced(Chakraborty&Thounaojam,2020)forabruptandgradualtransitiondetectioninvideo.
Inthisapproach,gradientsimilarityandluminancedistortionofframesareusedasafeatureand
twoadaptivethresholdtodetectvideotransitions.ShekarandUma,(2015)haveexploredmaximum
gradientvalueamongsteightorientationsofKirschedgedescriptortodetectshottransitioninvideo.
Thefirstandsecondordermomentsarecomputedforgradientvaluesofframestodetectabrupt
transition.In(Thounaojametal.,2017),Gistandlocaldescriptorareutilizedtodetectshottransitions
invideo.Gistisascaleinvariantfeaturewhichisusedtogetperceptualandsemanticinformationof
scene.Thistechniquedecreasescomputationalcomplexitybyprocessingatshottransitionregions
only.Anewapproachfordetectionofshottransitioninvideoshasbeenintroduced(Priya&Domnic,
2012).Thismethodworksbyextractingedgestrengthutilizingorthogonalvectorsfromblocksof
frame.Adual-detectionmethodhasbeenproposed(Jiangetal.,2013)forvideotransitiondetection
basedonhumanvisualfeaturesusingunevenblockedcolorhistogramandpixelvaluedifference.In
(Janwe&Bhoyar,2013),JustNoticeableDifference(JND)colorhistogramandadaptivethresholdare
utilizedforSBDinvideo.Afuzzyrulebasedvideoscenecutdetectionapproachhasbeenpresented
(Dadashi&Kanan,2013)which incorporates spatialand temporal featuresofvideo frames.An
approachtodetectabruptshotcutsinvideohasbeenintroduced(Rashmi&Nagendraswamy,2016)
byexploitingedgeinformation.Thismethodconstructshistogramforeachframeusing2*2maskof
slidingwindowinoverlappingandnon-overlappingfashiontoassignbinaryweightstotheextracted
edgeinformationofframes.Hannaneetal.,(2016),havepresentedanovelapproachforSBDby
extractingSIFTpointdistributionhistogramsfromeveryframesofvideo.Anefficientalgorithmto
detectshotboundariesinvideohasbeenpresented(RashmiBS&NagendraswamyHS,2018)using
softcomputingtechniquesbyincorporatingfuzzyandintuitionisticfuzzysets.

3. PRoPoSED METHoDoLoGy

Inthissection,techniquestodetectabruptandgradualtransitionsinvideobyusingcombinationof
localandglobalfeatureshasbeendiscussed.Theproposedapproachconsistsoftwophasesnamely,
(i)FeatureExtractionandRepresentationand(ii)ShotBoundaryDetection.Theframeworkofthe
proposedSBDmethodisillustratedinFigure3.Theinitialstepistotransformtheextractedvideo
framesfromcolortograyscalebeforemovingforwardtoaforementionedphases.

3.1 Feature Extraction and Representation
The accomplishment of any video SBD technique is highly relied on efficient visual content
representationofthevideoframes.Thus,itisnecessarytoextractproficientfeaturesfromtheframes
fordetectionofabruptandgradualtransitionsinthevideo.Grayscaleimagesareusuallypreferred

Figure 3. Framework of the proposed SBD approach
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whencomparedtocolorimagestoextractdescriptorsasitsimplifiesthealgorithmanddecreases
computationalrequirements.Algorithmsappliedtograyscaleimagesarelesssensitivetoillumination
effectandshowsenhancedperformanceeveniftheilluminationisvariable(Kanan&Cottrell,2012).
Thus,intheproposedapproachgrayscaleimagesareconsideredratherthancolorimagestoextract
descriptorswhichdoesn’taffecttheoverallperformanceofthealgorithm.Thefollowingsubsections
describestheprocessoffeatureextractionandrepresentationofvideoframes.

3.1.1 Kirsch Magnitude Frames
Theedgefeaturepreservestheessentialstructuralpropertiesofanimageandreducestheamount
ofdatatobeprocessed(Shekar&Uma,2015).Inliterature,thereexistsimmensevarietyofedge
descriptorstomeasuretheintensitychangessuchasCanny(Canny,1986),Kirsch(Kirsch,1971),
Roberts(Roberts,1963),Sobel(Sobel&Feldman,1968)etc.However,Kirschedgeoperatorisone
oftheimportantedgedescriptorthatattainsthegoodtrade-offbetweenretainingtheedgeinformation
andsuppressingthenoisefactor(Venmathietal.,2016).

Intheproposedmethod,Kirschoperator(Kirsch,1971)isusedtodetectthemaximumedge
strengthinthepredeterminedeightdirectionsateverypixelpositionofanimage.Theedgedirection
isdefinedbysinglekernelmaskwhichtakes45degreerotationandincrementsthrougheightcompass
directions.Thedirectionscorrespondstowest(W),southwest(SW),south(S),southeast(SE),east
(E),northeast(NE),north(N),northwest(NW)andarerepresentedasfollows:
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EveryframeofavideoisconvolvedwithkernelmasksineightcompassdirectionsDe (i, j)to
geteightgradientimagesGeasformulatedintheequation:

G i j I i j D i j
e e
( , ) ( , ) ( , )= ∗  (2)

wheree∈ [0…7]representseightdirection.I(i,j)representsthegrayvaluesofapixelandits3*3
eightneighbourhoods.Thekirschoperator thenextracts themaximummagnitudeamongsteight
gradientimagestoobtainthebestdirectioninformationasformulatedintheequation:

G i j G i j
e e

( , ) max ( , )= =0
7  (3)

TheillustrationofKirschmagnitudeimageforasampleimagetakenfromTRCVID2007dataset
isillustratedinFigure4.

Itisobservedthatincreasedkernelsizemayhelptosuppressthenoisebutitwilldeteriorate
edgelocalizationissuesandformsinterferencebetweenadjacentedges(A.etal.,2009).Thus,ideal
3*3Kernelsizeisretainedinalltheexperiments.
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3.1.2 Normalization of Kirsch Magnitude Frames
Inquantitativeimageanalysis,intensitynormalizationisessential,particularlywhileextractingthefeaturesof
theimagebasedonintensity(Sintornetal.,2010).TheZ-scoretransformationisoneofthemostcommonly
usedstatisticalmeasuretonormalisethedatainneuroimaging(Ishiietal.,2000).Intheproposedmethod,
Z-scoretransformationisusedtonormalisetheobtainededgemagnitudeimagevalues.Z-scoremeasures
thepositionofeverypixelofaframeintermsofstandarddeviationfromthemeanasformulatedinthe
followingequationandFigure5showstheillustrationofcomputingtheZ-scoreforKirschmagnitudevalues:

ZG G
ij

= −( ) /µ σ  (4)

where:

µ =








==

∑∑1
11n
G
ij

j

m

i

n



σ
µ

=
−

==
∑∑ ( )G

n

ij
j

m

i

n
2

11 

3.1.3 Histogram Construction Using Block Based Probability With Binary Weights
TheSBDmethodproposedinthisworkisbasedontheextractionofMPBWhistogramfeatures
fromthevideoframes.Here,normalisedvaluesobtainedinsub-section3.1.2arefurtherprocessed

Figure 4. Illustration of Kirsch magnitude image for frame #00645 of BG_3097 video

Figure 5. Illustration of normalized Kirsch magnitude values for 5*5 pixel values
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using3*3blockateachpixelposition.ProbabilityBinaryWeightCode(PBWC)valuesareobtained
foreachpixelofablockbyapplyingtheprobabilityfunctionwithbinaryweights.Theprocessof
evaluationstartsfromlefttorightandtoptobottomatrespectivepixelpositioninanoverlapping
fashion.PBWCvaluesareobtainedforeachslidingwindowmaskbytraversinginclockwisedirection
asshowninthefollowingequation:

P ZG ZG
ij ij

ji

=
==
∑∑/
1

3

1

3

 (5)

PBW P
ij

k= * 2  (6)

where,{K=0to8},PBWrepresentsthePBWCvaluesandPistheprobabilitypixelvaluesofa3*3
block.Further,meanofPBWCvaluesforeachblockisformulatedasfollows:

µ = ==
∑∑ PBW

ij
ji 1

3

1

3

3 3*
 (7)

Here,µrepresentsthemeanvalueofPBWCvaluesforeach3*3blockinanoverlappingfashion.
Thus,histogramisconstructedutilizingtheobtainedmeanvalueforevery3*3blockateachpixel
positionwhichhelpsinthedetectionofshotboundary.Figure6showstheillustrationofcomputing
theMeanProbabilityBinaryWeight(MPBW)valuesfor3*3blockofasampleframeandFigure
7representsthehistogramswhichexhibitsdifferentbinvaluesfortwodifferentframestakenfrom
samplevideo.

3.2 Shot Boundary Detection
Inthissection,techniquestodetectabruptandgradualtransitionshasbeencarriedoutonsubsetvideos
ofTRECVID2001and2007datasets.Thetaskofabrupttransitiondetectionhasbeenaccomplished
usingMPBWhistogramsobtained in theprevioussectionandemployingadistancecomparison

Figure 6. Illustration of MPBW code value generation for frame #00645 of BG_3097 video sequence
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measurebetweentheconsecutiveframesofthevideo.Whereas,gradualtransitionsaredetectedby
computingtheCMDandvarianceoneveryMPBWhistograms.Theproposedapproachalsoprovides
amechanismtodetectandeliminatetheunwantedframesinthevideo.

3.2.1 Identification and Elimination of Unwanted Frames
TRECVIDdatasetsarechallengingasitcomprisesobject/cameramotionandilluminationvariation
alongwiththevideoeditingeffects.Itisobservedthat,insomeofthevideosthereisapossibility
thatthemotioneffectmayleadtofalsetransitiondetectionandsomeoftheblankframesactsas
abrupttransition(Thounaojametal.,2017).Thus,itisnecessarytoperformpre-processingoperation
toremoveunwantedframeswhichleadstofalsetransitionpriortotheabruptandgradualtransition
detectioninvideos.Thistaskisattainedbyapplyingvariancestatisticalmeasureontheobtained
MPBWhistogramofeveryframeofavideo.

LetHkcontainMPBWhistogramvaluesofaframewhere{k=1,2,3,...,n},thenvariancefor
eachMPBWhistogramisformulatedasfollows:

V
H

ni

k
k

n

=
−( )

=
∑ µ

2

1  (8)

where,µ =
=
∑1
1n
H
k

k

n

andViisthevarianceofithMPBWhistograminthevideosequence.

Further, a threshold is set for every video sequence and employed to distinguish transition
andnon-transitionframesbyutilizingvariancevaluesforallMPBWhistogramsofavideoandis
formulatedasfollows:

TH
NT
= +( ) *µ σ α  (9)

where,THNTrepresentsadaptivethresholdvalue,µisthemeanvalue,αisaconstantvalueandσ
denotesStandardDeviationvalueofallvariancescomputedforthevideo.Ifthenon-transitionframes
areincludedfortheshotboundarydetectionprocess,itwillresultinfalsetransitionsdetectioninthe

Figure 7. Illustration of MPBW Histogram for two different frames of anni006 video sequence
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videos.Marginoferrorvariesfromvideotovideodependingonthenumberofnon-transitionframes
presentinthatparticularvideo.Forexample,SamplevideoBG_3314ofTRECVID2007benchmark
datasetcontainstwoblankframesinthebeginningofthevideosequenceandfourteenblankframes
attheendofthevideosequencewhichdoesn’tbelongstoeitherabruptorgradualtransition.Since
blankframesdifferfromadjacentshotframes,itwillbeconsideredasaseparateshotandalgorithm
detectstheabrupttransitions.Thus,itisessentialtoidentifyandremovethesenon-transitionframes
priordetectingabruptorgradualtransitions.

3.2.2 Abrupt Transition Detection
Themostsignificantwaytofindthequantitativechangebetweenadjacentframesistocomparetheir
salientfeatures.Forabruptshotdetection,histogrammetricsprovidesthebestresults,whencomputed
atblocklevel(Fordetal.,2000).Intheproposedapproach,thedistancecomparisonbetweenMPBW
histogramfeaturesof theadjacent frames iscomputed todetect theabruptcutsusingEuclidean
Distancewhichisformulatedasfollows:

DI a b
a b i i

i

n

( , )
( )= −

=
∑

2

1

 (10)

whereDIisthedistancemeasureand{ai},{bi}arehistogramvaluesofadjacentframesofavideo
comprisingofnframes.

Figure8showsthedistancevaluesbetweentheconsecutiveframesofthesamplevideotaken
fromTRECVID2007datasetwherelowandhighpeaksareclearlyvisible.Highpeaksrepresents
anabruptcutbetweentwovideoshotswhereas,lowpeaksdepictsnotransitionwithintheshot.

Generally,thresholdisusedtodeterminetransitionbetweentheconsecutiveframesofthevideo.
Transitionsaredetectedifthedistancebetweentheconsecutiveframesexceedsthesetthreshold.
Therefore,itisveryessentialtoselectaproperthresholdvaluetodetecttheabrupt/gradualtransition
accurately.Itisadifficulttasktosetthehardthresholdasthecontentandbehaviourofthevideo
variesfromoneanother.Thus,anadaptivethresholdisrequiredtoindicatethetransitions.

Inthisabrupttransitionapproach,Mean(µ)andStandardDeviation(σ)ofthedistancevalues
obtainedalongwithaconstantvalue‘α’areconsideredtocomputetheadaptivethresholdasfollows:

TH
AT
= +( )∗µ σ α  (11)

Here,thedistancevaluesthatexceedsthesetadaptivethresholdTHATindicatesabrupttransition
inthevideorepresentingacamerabreak.

3.2.3 Gradual Transition Detection
Inthissection,anapproachtodetectgradualtransitionsinavideoisdiscussed.Generally,gradual
transitiondetectionismoredifficultwhencomparedtoabrupttransitionduetoobjectandcamera
motion(Hannaneetal.,2016).Thisdifficultyisduetotheprogressivechangeoftheframecontents
thathasspreadacrosstheframesofthetransitionregion(Bhaumik,Chakraborty,etal.,2016).Each
categoryofgradual transitionpossessdifferentpatternsand itcanbe identifiedwith itsspecific
patterns(Rashmi&Nagendraswamy,2020).Duringfade-intransition,theshotoccursgraduallyfrom
amonochromeframe,usuallyadarkframe.Fade-outtransitionisjustareversaloffade-inwhere,the
shotgraduallydisappearstoamonochromeframe,usuallyadarkframe(Chavan&Akojwar,2017).
Dissolvetransitionisacombinationoffade-inandfade-outwhere,thecurrentshotgraduallystarts
disappearingandthenextshotgraduallystartsappearingsimultaneously(Thounaojametal.,2017).
Figure9illustratesvariousgradualtransitionforms.
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Beforeimplementinggradualtransitionalgorithm,theabrupttransitionandnon-transitionframes
detectedbyutilizingadaptivethresholdprocedureasdiscussedinsection3.2.1areexcludedfrom
theframesequence.

Furthermore,athresholdisrequiredtoselectthesequenceofframesfortheprocessofgradual
transitiondetection.Thistaskisaccomplishedusingmean(µ)andStandardDeviation(σ)ofthe
variancevaluesofallMPBWhistogramsofavideoandisformulatedasfollows:

TH
GT
= +µ σ  (12)

TheframesthatfallsbelowthethresholdTHGTareconsideredfortheprocessofgradualtransition
detection.

Gradualtransitionprocessusuallytakesplaceovermultipleframes.Thus,todeterminethegradual
transitionitisnecessarytoobservemultipleframesforthespecificpattern.Thevariancecomputedfor
MPBWhistogramofeachframeofavideoisalmostconstantforthesimilarshotsequencewhereas,
itexhibitscurvepatternsforgradualtransition.Thefade-inandfade-outtransitioneffectsdisplays

Figure 8. Distribution of distance values between the MPBW histograms of BG_8947

Figure 9. A set of consecutive frames extracted from nad58 video to illustrate (a) Fade-out (b) Fade-in and (c) Dissolve
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linearly increasinganddecreasingcurvepatternrespectively.Dissolve transitionportraysnear to
paraboliccharacteristicswhichexhibitsdecreasingpatternsinthebeginningofframesequenceof
changesandincreasingpatternsatappearanceofnewshot(Yooetal.,2006).

EventhoughthevariancefeatureoftheMPBWhistogramexhibitsanidealvariancecurve,an
additionalstatisticalmeasureiscomputedfortheMPBWhistogramvaluesoftheframetoreduce
distortionwithinthecurveandtoobtainmoreaccuratedetection.

DetectionofgradualtransitionisattainedbycomputingvariancebyCMDvaluesofeachith
MPBWhistogramandisformulatedasfollows:

HF
V

CMDi
i

i

=  (13)

where,Vi isthevariancevaluesobtainedinequation8ofsection3.2.1.Further,CMDiistheCo-
efficientofMeanDeviationvaluewhichcorrespondstotheithMPBWhistogramandisformulated
asfollows:

CMD
MD

Ai
=  (14)

where,AisthemeanvalueandMDistheMeanDeviationvalueofeachMPBWhistogramanditis
computedasfollows:

MD
n

H A
k

= −∑1 ( )  (15)

Intheproposedmethodofgradualtransitiondetection,HFirepresentsthefeaturevalueforeach
frameinthesequence.TheobtainedHFivaluespossessdiscriminatingfeaturewhichhelpstoidentify
theinter-frametransition.Theincreasingordecreasingpatternrepresentsdifferenttypesofgradual
transitionunlikeforanormalscenevariation.Theexclusivepatternsareobservedforconsideration
offade-in,fade-outanddissolvetransitionsforsampleframesequenceofNAd58videoaredepicted
inFigure10.Thefirstincreasingcurverepresentsfade-intransition,decreasingcurveisduetofade-

Figure 10. Illustration of (a) Fade-in (b) Fade-out and (c) Dissolve patterns from NAD58 video
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outtransitionandlastcurvepatternisdissolvewhichisacombinationoffade-inandfade-out(except
blankframes).Thisstepisrepeatedforalltheremaininggroupofframesinthesequenceandif,
increasingordecreasingpatternisobservedthen,itcanbeconsideredasagradualtransition.The
wipegradualtransitionisnotconsideredintheproposedapproach.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIoN

Dataset:Forexperimentationandperformanceevaluationoftheproposedmethod,videosequences
fromTRECVID2001and2007benchmarkdatasetshavebeenconsidered.Thedescriptionofthe
videodatasetsalongwith thenumberofabruptcutsandgradual transitions isgiven inTable1.
TRECVID2001datasets areopenly available andcanbe easilydownloaded from“Open Video 
Project”whereasTRECVID2007datasetsareobtainedforresearchfromNetherlands Institute for 
Sound and Visionunderrequest.

Discussion:ThequantitativeevaluationmetricssuchasRecall,PrecisionandF1-scoreareused
toevaluatetheperformanceoftheproposedapproachwhichiscomputedasfollows:

Recall
N

N N
C

C M

=
+

 (16)

Precision
N

N N
C

C F

=
+

 (17)

Table 1. Description of TRECVID 2001 and 2007 video datasets used for experimentation

Video No. of Frames
Transition

Video Sources
Abrupt Gradual Total

Anni005 11362 38 27 65

TRECVID2001

Anni006 16586 42 31 73

Anni009 12304 39 64 103

Anni010 31389 98 55 153

NAD57 12510 45 26 71

NAD58 13648 40 45 85

BG_3027 49813 127 1 128

TRECVID2007

BG_3097 44987 91 - 91

BG_3314 35800 42 - 42

BG_16336 2462 20 - 20

BG_37309 9639 11 8 19

BG_37770 15836 8 29 37

BG_22677 15669 52 59 111

BG_36658 26990 150 92 242

BG_8947 16892 75 18 93
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F score
call ecision

call ecision
1

2
− =

+
* Re * Pr

Re Pr
 (18)

whereNC is thenumberof correctly detected shot transitions,NM is thenumberofmissed shot
transitionsandNFrepresentsfalsetransitionsidentified.F1-scoreistheharmonicmeanofrecalland
precisionthatreflectsonrecallandprecisionrates.Anoutstandingshottransitiondetectionapproach
mustacquirehighrecallandhighprecisionvalues.Extensiveexperimentswerecarriedouttoanalyse
theperformanceoftheproposedapproachusingMatlab2014aonIntelCorei5processor,running
at2.70GHzwith8GBRAM.Theaveragealgorithmictimecomplexityofthevideodependsonthe
numberofframestobeprocessedintheparticularvideo.Theaveragetimecomplexityincreases
linearlyconsideringaccountabilityofvideoframes.Intheproposedmethod,algorithmiccomplexity
dependsonthevideoframeresolutionpertainingtothedatasetandingeneral,timecomplexityis
oforderθ(n2).

4.1 Experimental Results on Abrupt Transition Detection
Todetectabrupttransitionsinvideo,anadaptivethresholdmechanismisemployed.Anappropriate
thresholdvalueissetforeachvideobyobservingthepeaksinthegraphobtainedforMPBWhistogram
distancevalues.ToevaluateF1-score,thresholdTHATisconsideredasdescribedinsection3.2.2.
Thevalueofαliesintherange0.1to2.5forTRECVID2001dataset.Whereas,forTRECVID2007
αvalueisintherange0.1to1.5andtheexperimentalresultsarerecorded.Acomparativestudyis
performedfortheobtainedresultswithsomeoftheexistingstate-of-the-artSBDalgorithmsand
arereportedinTable2and3forTRECVID2001and2007datasetsrespectively.Theresultsclearly
exhibitsthattheproposedmethodoutperformsallothermethodsduringabrupttransitiondetection
with98.16%ofaverageF1-scoreforTRECVID2001datasetand96.32%ofaverageF1-scorefor
TRECVID2007datasetanditisgraphicallyrepresentedinFigure11andFigure12respectively.

4.2 Experimental Results on Gradual Transition Detection
Inordertodetectgradualtransitionsinvideo,anadaptivethresholdisheuristicallysetbasedon
meanandstandarddeviationofcomputedvariancevaluesofMPBWhistogramsofwholevideo.The
frameswhichfallsbelowthethresholdareconsideredfortheprocessofgradualtransitiondetection.

Intheproposedmethod,gradualtransitionpatternsaregeneratedforthefeaturevaluescomputed
usingvarianceandCMDvaluesofMPBWhistogramsofframesequenceasformulatedintheequation
12ofsection3.2.3.(Thounaojametal.,2017)havenoticedthroughexperimentationthatinTRECVID

Table 2. Performance comparison with competing techniques for abrupt transition on TRECVID 2001 dataset

Video
Proposed Method (Chakraborty & 

Thounaojam, 2020) (Zhou et al., 2020)

Rec Pre F1 Rec Pre F1 Rec Pre F1

ANNI005 100 97.4 98.6 90.5 76.0 82.6 85.0 85.0 85.0

ANNI006 97.5 95.2 96.3 76.2 100.0 86.5 - - -

ANNI009 100 97.4 98.6 89.5 97.1 93.2 84.6 94.3 89.2

ANNI010 95.9 97.9 96.8 89.8 100.0 94.6 - - -

NAD57 100 100 100 100.0 100.0 100.0 95.6 100 97.7

NAD58 100 97.5 98.7 95.0 100.0 97.4 86.5 100 92.8

Average 98.91 97.56 98.16 90.16 95.5 92.38 87.92 94.82 91.17
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videodatasets,lengthofgradualtransitionnormallyrangesfrom6to32frames.Pertainingtothis,in
theproposedapproachsamplepatternswereobservedbygroupingframesintherangeof5,10,15,
20,25and32ataninstanceoftime.Thetaskofgradualtransitiondetectionisattainedbyplotting
variancebyCMDvaluesfortheselectedgroupsspecifically.Afterthoroughanalysis,itisobserved
thatourtechniqueyieldsexpectedcurvepatternsforfade-in,fade-outanddissolvetransitionsinthe
rangeof20-32frames.PerformanceoftheproposedapproachisevaluatedbydeterminingF1-score
andcomparingitwithsomeoftheexistingstate-of-the-artgradualtransitiondetectionalgorithms.
The details of the results are reported in Table 4 and 5 for TRECVID 2001 and 2007 datasets
respectively.Figure13andFigure14showscomparativeresultsofourapproachwithregardtosome
oftheexistingapproachesusingTRECVID2001and2007datasets.Itisevidentthattheproposed

Figure 11. Comparison graph of proposed abrupt transition detection method with other methods on TRECVID 2001 dataset

Table 3. Performance comparison with competing techniques for abrupt transition on TRECVID 2007 dataset

Video
Proposed Method (Chakraborty & 

Thounaojam, 2020) (Thounaojam et al., 2017)

Rec Pre F1 Rec Pre F1 Rec Pre F1

BG_3027 93.7 96.7 95.1 87.3 100.0 93.2 94.5 90.2 92.3

BG_3097 91.2 97.6 94.3 87.9 100.0 93.6 86.8 98.7 92.4

BG_3314 85.7 97.2 91.1 83.3 100.0 90.9 78.6 94.3 85.7

BG_16336 95.0 100 97.4 90.0 100.0 94.7 95.0 100 97.4

BG_37309 100 100 100 100.0 100.0 100.0 100 84.6 91.7

BG_37770 100 100 100 100.0 100.0 100.0 100 88.9 94.1

Average 94.26 98.58 96.32 91.41 100.0 95.4 92.48 92.78 92.26
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gradualtransitiondetectionalgorithmoutperformsthecomparedapproacheswith87.38%ofaverage
F1-scoreforTRECVID2001datasetand82.9%ofaverageF1-scoreforTRECVID2007dataset.

Itcanbesummarisedfromthecomparisontablesthat,theproposedmethodyieldsbetterresults
whencomparedwithsomeoftheexistingSBDmethods.Experimentalresultsdepictshighdetection
ratesintermsofperformanceevaluationmetricsinbothabruptandgradualtransitionsdetection.

Theproposedalgorithmutilisesbothlocalandglobalfeaturesfromframestorepresentspatial
resolutionandthusactslesssensitivetoobject/cameramotion.Ifframesofadjacentshotspossess
samehistogramvaluestheremaybeachanceoffalsetransitiondetection.Theproposedapproach
is computationally expensive when compared with global histogram techniques and the overall
performanceofalgorithmisaffectedwhenoperatingwithcomplexcameraandlightvariations.

Figure 12. Comparison graph of proposed abrupt transition detection method with other methods on TRECVID 2007 dataset

Table 4. Performance comparison with competing techniques for gradual transition on TRECVID 2001 dataset

Video
Proposed Method (Chakraborty & 

Thounaojam, 2020) (Zhou et al., 2020)

Rec Pre F1 Rec Pre F1 Rec Pre F1

ANNI005 88.8 85.7 87.2 88.2 83.3 85.7 77.8 84.0 80.8

ANNI006 96.7 78.9 86.9 96.8 62.5 76.0 - - -

ANNI009 85.9 93.2 89.4 84.4 90.0 87.1 69.7 88.5 78.0

ANNI010 87.2 73.8 79.9 85.5 67.1 75.2 - - -

NAD57 92.3 85.7 88.8 84.6 78.6 81.5 84.0 72.4 77.8

NAD58 91.1 93.1 92.1 88.9 91.0 89.9 83.3 81.4 82.4

Average 90.3 85.06 87.38 88.06 78.75 82.56 78.7 81.57 79.75
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5. CoNCLUSIoN

Inthisresearchwork,anefficientapproachtodetectshotboundariesinvideosispresentedconsidering
thecombinationof localandglobalfeatures.TheproposedmethodextractsblockbasedMPBW
histogramfromeachnormalizedKirschmagnitudeframewhichhasbetterdiscriminativecapability.
AbruptcutsinvideoareidentifiedbyapplyingthedistancemeasurebetweentheMPBWhistograms
oftheconsecutiveframesandemployingadaptivethreshold.Gradualtransitionpatternsaredetected
bycomputingCMDandvariancestatisticalmeasureontheMPBWhistogramsoftheframesequence
andemployingadaptivethreshold.Experimentalresultsdepictsthattheproposedmethodoutperforms

Figure 13. Comparison graph of proposed gradual transition detection method with other methods on TRECVID 2001 dataset

Table 5. Performance comparison with competing techniques for gradual transition on TRECVID 2007 dataset

Video
Proposed Method (Chakraborty & Thounaojam, 2020)

Rec Pre F1 Rec Pre F1

BG_3027 100.0 50.0 66.7 100.0 50.0 66.7

BG_37309 87.5 70.0 77.8 87.5 63.6 73.7

BG_3770 93.1 84.3 88.4 92.0 79.3 85.2

BG_22677 86.4 89.4 87.9 85.4 88.3 86.8

BG_36658 88.0 89.0 88.5 85.8 87.7 86.7

BG_8947 83.3 93.7 88.1 72.2 100.0 83.9

Average 89.7 79.4 82.9 87.1 78.1 80.5
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someofthestate-of-the-artapproachesintermsofperformanceevaluationmetricsusingTRECVID
2001and2007benchmarkdatasets.Futureworkincludestheextensionof theproposedworkto
addressidentificationofwipetransitionsinvideosandreductionofcomputationalcomplexityofthe
algorithm,sothattheentiresystemcanbeappliedtocontentbasedvideoanalysisandretrievalsystems.
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Figure 14. Comparison graph of proposed gradual transition detection method with other methods on TRECVID 2007 dataset
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